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TRAVELS THROUGH LIFE
N the summer of 1800 the celebrated Philadelphia physician,
.Benjamin Rush, who had written so voluminously for the
health, political advancement and general welfare of his fellow
men, began the composition of a document intended for his own
private satisfaction and for the edification of his family. Looking
back upon the
years of his active and exciting life, he recalled many great national events that he had seen and taken part in,
many actions of his own that he wished his sons and daughters to .
remember with pride, and not a few that he felt he must explain and
justify. Memories came crowding upon him of his student days and
his years of practice, of the Revolution, of his brief and bitter fight
for reform of the military hospitals, of the great epidemic of 1793,
of work and quarrels, great· friendships and
honors.
Rush was impelled, no doubt, to write his autobiography at this
particular time, by two events, or series of events, one personal and
the other of national import, that must have inevitably turned his
thoughts inward and made him review his own history so that he
might explain to himself and his children why he had reacted ashe
had to the stresses of his own life and to the political pressures of the
time. In June 1800 his greatest personal agony had come to an end
by the departure of William Cobbett from America. The antagonism
of that man, who had flung at Rush for two years the worst abuse an
honest physician has ever had to bear in the whole history of the
profession, was at last subsiding. Rush's overwhelming victory in his
suit for libel, decided in December 1799, had reduced the enemy's
fortunes if not his spite, and the brief continuance of the quarrel in
Cobbett's incredible periodical The Rush Light was only a last flareup. Doctor Rush could now justifiably hope for relative calm in
which to carry on his profession and to exercise his brilliant gifts asa
teacher of medicine. But the quarrel had largely been aroused by
contention over Rush's drastic medical theories and therapy (endifferences). As he
tangled though it was with political
looked back upon the affair he must have felt that posterity would
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require a justification of his philosophy, and that he must therefore
leave behind him a full account of his education, experience, and
ways of thinking that had made him a radical among the doctors.
Not only in his own life, but in that of the nation, Benjamin Rush
could foresee, in the year I800, the coming of a new era. Jefferson's
star was rising and the Federalists, whose fiscal policies and
mongering Rush had come to detest, were moving toward defeat at
the presidential election in the fall. Although Rush was no longer.
active in politics, he felt in his own heart the woes and triumphs of
the nation he had helped to launch. Great changes of policy were in
the making; the very existence of the United States was not yet
assured. At such an hour Benjamin Rush felt it necessary to set forth
the story of his political development, so that his descendants might
know what his hopes and aims had been .as revolutionary and as
legislator, and understand why a man whose one desire was to serve
his country had been first a fomenter of insurrection, then a conservative constitutionalist and at last a Jeffersonian liberal.
Writing, as a busy doctor must, late at night in hours snatched
from his rest, Rush set forth in ten small notebooks the. story of his
travels through life.· He made it much more than a personal narrative, for. his whole career had been made up of cooperation and
contention with other people and he had. a great deal to say. about
those who had been his contemporaries through the years. Well aware
of his talent for personal characterization and proud of his participation in the Congress that signed the Declaration of Independence, he
wrote into the book a "Character" of each of the Signers, based on notes
written during the Revolution. At the end, with the strange mixture
he filled
of materialism and religiosity that marked his own
half a notebook with a. statement of his religious history that ends in a
paean of Christian hope, and another with an account of his physical
aches, pains and diseases throughout life.
At times ·his pen moved rapidly because he had at hand for
refer:ence his family records, the journals of his travels as a student
in Britain .and France, and the commonplace books, full of passing
comment on men and events, that he had kept for many years.
Copying and condensing from these, the text ran fluently. Now and
then he left out a date, meaning to look it up, and in the same way he
neglected to include his letter to Washington about the. abuses in
the hospitals. When he was composing from memory more than
from notes, and especially when he was dealing with topics that still
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awoke emotions of wrath or sorrow, he sometimes made false starts,
or thought belatedly of something to add; and thus the pages show
numerous deletions and interlineations. No doubt he meant sometime to make a fresh and complete copy from this first draft, but he
never found time for the task, andwpen he died it was the original
notebooks that his sons found among his papers.
Benjamin Rush declared, in the first paragraph of his Travels
Through Life, that he wished it might not be read outside of the
family
that it might never be published. How literally he
really intended this is debatable. He certainly meant that he did not
want it published in his own time; on· the other hand the care he
gave to the "Characters" of the Signers implies at least an unconscious expectation that they would be useful to historians.
At any rate it was only a year after his death in 18 I 3 when his
sons began to think of publishing the autobiography or at least as
much of it as might be suitable for 'publication at the time.
John Rush, the eldest son, was ill, and Richard Rush. was in
Washington, where he had already taken the third step of his eminent
career as a public servant, President Monroe having made him Attorney-General of the United States in February 1813. The care of
their father's papers therefore devolved upon James Rush, then
practising medicine in Philadelphia at the age of 27. He evidently
suggested publication of the autobiography and sent the manuscript
to Richard, who replied as follows:
Washington, May 23, 1814

Dear James,
I have gone over the manuscript of our father's life twice very
attentively; it is full of interesting facts and anecdotes, and not
less of original and ingenious reflections. It is candid and simple,
and strongly marked throughout with many of the characteristics of.his own genius. If I do not mistake it will prove the most
acceptable and popular of all his works; and in my opini:Jn, the
sooner it comes out the better.
Considering it as the work of his own pen it would be well,
on many accounts, to preserve it entire as far as possible, inasmuch
as it is his own peculiar character and mind of which it seeks to
give a portrait. And yet, considering it as a work for the press
there is a good deal which must, inevitably, be expunged. I have
used the pencil upon all such passages, and you will confirm the
erasures with the pen if you approve of them. In only a few in-
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stances, in' the political parts, have I obliterated with the pen,
nor did I, in any instance, obliterate or alter until aided by the
, reflection of a second reading. You will exercise your own judgment more largely upon the medical parts. It seems to me that'
Number 10 will make an interesting addendum to the work, and
be looked at with curiosity by others as well as his children.
Neither do I perceive any objection to giving Number 9 to the
world, not even the ,part headed domestic events. On the contrary the very nature of the narrative presupposes the insertion
'of matter private and personal, and if done without offence may
cause it to be read with the more avidity; like Gibbon's life of
himself, Rosseau's confessions, and twenty others that might be '
named, though I do not mean to compare the pure and innocent
narrative in question to any of Rosseau's craziness.
You will see in page 12 my idea as, to its commencement, and
whenever you will inform me of its being ready for publication
I will send you a few sentences by way of preface, and apology
for ushering it to the world. I have no tenacity as to any of my
alterations, except, perhaps, the patts that are political, or relate
to public men.
For any further ideas I may have expressed I refer you to
Mamma, and am always,
Yours affectionately,
R. RUSH
.
[Manuscript letter in possession of the American Phil'osophical Society.]

The editorial changes thus proposed may mostly still be identified
by Richard's pencil marks on, the original manuscript. It is not always
possible to distinguish the few places where, as he says, he obliterated
with the pen, from corrections made by Benjamin Rush as he first
wrote. Doubtless a few of Benjamin Rush's words have been lost to
us by Richard's pen deletions, which he took care to make broad and
heavy. In general, Richard proposed to strike out or to soften remarks
that reflected unfavorably upon statesmen of great reputation, and
on persons still living or recently deceased. He would have omitted
the whole story of Benjamin Rush's efforts to get Washington to reform the medical service, and of his charges against William Shippen,
and the ensuing trial. Richard chose also to delete a few unimportant
passages which evidently seemed to him trivial or in poor taste. He
wrote a brief new introductory passage in place of the family history
in the ,first 12 pages of the manuscript. He must have decided, in
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spite of what he wrote in the fotegoing letter, not to print notebook
No. 10, which contained an account of Benjamin Rush's personal medical history. That part of the text subsequently disappeared and its
whereabouts, if it still exists, is unknown.
The first nine notebooks, marked with Richard Rush's revisions,
must have been put at once into the hands of a copyist, for a fair copy,
in folio, suitable for the printer, was soon ready. Late in May 1814,
Richard again wrote to James, proposing a further deletion, namely
((the whole of the matter comprehended between the marks I have
made from page 47 to 54 inclusive," i.e., of the fair copy. These marks
may still be seen on the neatly written pages of the copyist's manuscript,
which is now in the library of the American Philosophical Society together with 8 of the original 10 notebooks. The passage that was now
troubling Richard Rush was Benjamin Rush's discussion (page 96 to
105 of the present edition) of his conduct as a physician and the antagonismof other physicians to his views and methods, especially in the
epidemics of 1793 and 1797. In all probability James Rush, on sober
reflection, shared his elder br()ther's feeling that this passage was unworthy of their distinguished father; at any rate, the project to publish the book was dropped, and the manuscripts remained in James's

care.
Thirty:.one years later, in 1845, one of the younger brothers, Samuel
Rush, was in financial difficulties and his brother William proposed
that the book be published to raise money for Samuel. Evidently this
idea caused serious differences of opinion within the family. The
younger brothers favored publication, but Richard, who had been
Secretary of the Treasury and Minister to Great Britain, and James,
who had married into money and social prestige, were against it. To
both.of them conformity was a necessary virtue. As men of the world
they were proud to be sons of a Signer and a great physician, but they
preferred to suppress the evidence that Benjamin Rush had been a
contentious and sometimes wrongheaded man in politics and in his
own profession. Richard put his foot down firmly in a letter to· William (Rush mss.). He said that he had carefully reread the folio fair
copy that was prepared in 1814, and that he now disapproved the publication of his father's more intimate statements about the ,political
figures. of his day, and also of his aspersions upon his fellow physicians. In the retrospect of half a century he could not help feeling that
the disagreements and dissensions that had seemed so important to
Benjamin Rush
in reality trivial and undignified. To reopen
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these petty quarrels eQuId o.nly mar the po.sthumo.us reputatio.n o.f the
great man.
In 1849 Geo.rge Bancro.ft, the histo.rian, wanted to' see the auto.bio.graphy o.f Benjamin Rush and was refused.
RICHARD RUSH TO. GEo.RGE BANCRo.FT

Sydenham, near Philadelphia,
December 23, 18 49

My dear Sir:
I mentio.ned to' my bro.ther, Do.cto.r James Rush, o.f Chestnut
Street, who. is. the depo.sito.ry o.f all my Father's medical and o.ther
papers, yo.ur wish to. have access to. so.me o.f tho.se relating to. the
Revo.lutio.n, and he replied, that there is. no. o.ne to. who.m he eQuId
acco.rd such access preferably to' yo.urself; but that no. public use
has hitherto. been made o.f any o.f them, and that it do.es no.t fall
.
within his purpo.se as yet to. give them publicity.
I beg yo.u to. accept this as the o.nly answer which is at present
in my po.wer to. transmit to. you, and believe me, dear Sir, to. be
[ etc.]
RICHARD RUSH

[Bancroft Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society.]

The so.ns were tro.ubled mo.re and mo.re, apparently, by the sto.ry,
now beco.ming exaggerated by go.ssip, o.f their father's ho.stility to.
Geo.rgeWashingto.n in the dark days o.f 1777-1778. Benjamin Rush,
as they well knew, had himself co.me to. regret his attitude, at least in
part. He.and Washingto.n had met o.n terms o.f civility lo.ng after tho.se
bitter .years. Late in his life he had go.ne thro.ugh his papers, tearing
o.ut SCo.res o.f pages, many o.f which no. do.ubt bo.re remarks critical o.f
Richard Rush's pencil had similarly expurgated Travels
Through Life, but the reco.rd still
eno.ugh to. place Benjamin
Rushin a bad light befo.re a natio.n that had by this time practically
deified Washingto.n.
There is mo.re than a hint o.f all this in a queer little co.mmo.nplace
bo.o.k kept by Samuel Rush, no.w in the library o.f the American Philo.so.phical So.ciety. Under date o.f May 1859, Samuel co.mmuned with
himself as fo.llo.ws:
"Do.cto.r Rush left an auto.bio.graphy-brief, but mo.st creditable
to. him-in which was co.ntained the names, and mental fo.rce o.f
(as well as I reco.llect) all the Signers o.f the Declaratio.n o.f Independence. He dispo.sed o.f himself in three wo.rds-'Ben jamin
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Rush-he aimed well.' Find, Critic,.a better account of one self,
from Homer to the present day, if you can! And yet, this beautiful autobiography with al,l the lectures and manuscript meetings of
Doctor Rush are buried in the great lonely castle of his son, Dr.
J ames Rush, the millionaire far up Chestnut Street. Cruel and
wicked, but miser ille est qui nimium numus admiratur! Why
hath been all this? I'll tell you reader, when I can write no more.
1st, Laziness, and utter indifference to a good father's memory.
2d, an unworthy scariness about several lies of his hostility to
General Washington, which one or two 'Historians' have promulgated and which Genl. 'TVashington himself endorsed on the
sure authority of an anonymous letter. Shame for those (I say it
and let it remain) who are scared by the confounded testiness of
Genl. Washington against their eminent and truly honest father."
At some later time, presumably after 1859, Bancroft succeeded in
getting at least limited access to the manuscript of Travels Through
Life. As we shall see, his opportunity did not come about through· any
yielding on the part of James Rush, but by some sort of intervention
by one of the other brothers, presumably Samuel. The use Bancroft
made of what he saw or heard caused a storm. Writing about Colonel
Joseph Reed, Washington's military secretary and later adjutant general, Bancroft quoted Benjamin Rush's story about his journey with
Reed just before the battle of Trenton (p. 124 of the present edition)
as part of his evidence that Reed was disloyal in 1776-1777. A furious
exchange of pamphlets, the "War of the Grandfathers," broke out
between Reed's grandson William B. Reed and Rush's grandson Behjamin. The details of all this are now unimportant. Anyone who wishes
to review them may consult W. S. Stryker's The Reed Controversy,
Trenton, 1876. For our present purpose,however, the quarrel was
useful because the correspondence it called out helps us to trace the
history of the manuscripts.
When Bancroft was himself accused of inaccuracy or worse, he again
asked James Rush to let him see the manuscripts, and was again· denied:
JAMES RUSH TO GEORGE BANCROFT

,Philadel phia,

May 6, 1867

Vear Sir,
I regret I cann.ot give an immediate return to the expectation
of your note. The 'diary' to which you refer is the Autobiography
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of
Rush, addressed privately to his children; and as such, I
kept it from every stranger's eye and hearing. While I was absent
in Europe, one of my brothers, without authority, got possession
of it; and as you informed me, read or showed some part of it to
you; but declined to give you a copy of it. If therefore you will let
mesee what you have written or published from your memory,
I shall be able to compare it with the original, to refute the charges
on your candor.
Dr. B. Rush's descendants will gladly accept any confirmation
of his veracity, grounded on the broad character of his life; they
will not however, enter into unworthy contentions with unworthy
and desperate questioners of it; nor do they wish others to bother
themselves by doing it.
Very respectfully
JAMES RUSH

No. 1914 Chestnut St
[Bancroft Papers, Massacltusetts Historical Society.]

The reader will notice that in the foregoing letter James Rush did
not explicitly state that he had regained possession of the manuscripts.
At some time or other they must have left his care for good and all,
for they ultimately became heirlooms in the possession of Samuel
Rush's descendants. It is to be suspected that Samuel was that one of
the brothers who "without authority got possession" of the books, and
that once he had them he never gave them back. One of the original
notebooks, NO.9, containing Benjamin Rush's religious history and
his tributes to his wife and his mother, must have remained in James
Rush's hands, for it went with the bulk of the other Rush manuscripts
to the Library Company of Philadelphia (Ridgway Branch) and is
there to this day. Samuel's grandson Louis Alexander Biddle was
the last member of the family who held possession of these manuscripts. In 1905 he at last printed the autobiography, from the expurgated fair copy of 1814, in a privately published volume' entitled
A Memorial Containing Travels Through Life or Sundry Incidents
in the Life of Dr. Benjamin Rush . .. also Extracts from His Commonplace Books as well as a Short History of the Rush Family in
Philadelphia. Mr. Biddle's estate, Lanoraie, was the stated place of
publication. The edition must have been small, for the book did not
become widely known to historians and is now quite scarce. This volume makes no mention whatever of the original manuscript notebooks,
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nor does it reveal the .fact that it is an expurgated text. Apparently
Louis Alexander Biddle gave no consideration to the fact . that some
of the expunged passages are of value historically and could have been
published without impropriety, a century and a quarter after the events
they narrate. The text of the fair copy received no editorial revision at
his hands. A few errors, chiefly misreadings of"proper names, made. by
the clerk who copied it in 1814, are perpetuated in the printed book.
When the
papers were dispersed at auction· in
1943, the first eight of the original notebooks and the fair copy were
acquired by the American Philosophical Society and added to its notablecollection of historical manuscripts.
THE COMMONPLACE BOOKS

When Louis Alexander Biddle published the Travels Through
Life, he included in the same volume 85 pages of excerpts from a commonplace book kept by Benjamin Rush from 1792 to the year of his
death, 1813. The manuscript of this book accompanied the autobiographical notebooks when they were sold and was also acquired by the
American Philosophical Society. It was found to contain much more
than Biddle had printed, for besides the diary entries and the few
reflective passages that he selected, there is also a varied miscellany
of thoughts on religious topics, notes for lectures, poems, quotations
from books, and a curious "dream," all of which are'to be found in
the present edition.
The Library Company of Philadelphia, Broad and Christian Streets
(Ridgway Library) possesses, among its immense collection of Rush
papers, a manuscript commonplace book entitled Letters, Facts, and
Observations upon a Variety of Subjects. This contains about 80 pages
of previously unpublished entries made from 1789 to 1791, of the
same nature as the diary-type items of the 1792-1.813 book. These are
headed (p. 75 of the ms.) "Memorable Facts, Events, Opinions,
Thots, etc." The two commonplace books, taken together, cover consecutively the last 24 years of Rush's life. In preparing the present edition, therefore, permission of the Library Company was sought and
graciously granted, to include the entries of 1789-1791.
The text of Travels Through Life is printed herewith without deleBenjamin Rush left it for his children to read, and that of the
commonplace ,books as he wrote them for his own private perusal.
These pages reveal the intimate thoughts of a brave, patriotic, and
humane man. The time is long past when his reputation can be hurt
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by the exposure of his weaknesses of temperament and of thought. We
can understand now, from his own words, how some of his contemporaries could have called him illogical, headstrong and even hypocritical. We can follow him, if not with full sympathy at least with
comprehension, through his hot-headed outburst against George Washington and William Shippen, and his resignation from the army
when a steadier man· might have chosen to· serve his country even
under difficulties. At the same time we· may ·learn, .from the very
passages that his cautious sons would have stricken from the record,
how little he deserved the charge of deserting his commander-in-chief,
or the foul suspicion of disloyalty that was whispered against him.
Most of the misunderstanding of Benjamin Rush, as of other complex personalities, results from oversimplification. This .is true not
only·· of his public actions but of his whole mentality and his spirit.
He· has been called wise, and again foolish; generous, and egotistic;
a genius and an intellectual fumbler; a scientific materialist and a
believer in revealed religion. That he was all of these at once is shown
by the intimate records here printed. To withhold any word of them
is to lessen the comprehension which, more than praise or adulation,
we owe to the memory of a great
The commonplace books are particularly instructive in their picture of Rush's private character. Here he wrote without conscious
restraint or art, for himself alone. What he set down and also what
he omitted will help us to know his real nature. It is obvious, for example, from the external record of his life, that he was an industrious
and. constantly productive man, but only these personal records can
reveal the austerity and force with which he drove himself in. his daily
work. There is no mention of a vacation nor scarcely even of a carefree
day in all these pages. When he had afree afternoon he took his boys
to see. an exhibition or visited somebody who might have useful facts
to contribute. When Rush went out to dine he wrote down afterwards
whatever instructive things he heard but never what. he had to eat.
This unrelaxing earnestness and absence of self-indulgence in his ·nature were obviously associated with a lack of the lighter. kind of
In his private notebooks, if anywhere, Benjamin Rush could have
recorded the idly comical things that he had seen or heard in his busy
days; but in fact every jest· he thought worth preserving is satirical
or moralizing. It is certain that he could not lighten his burdens by
laughing at. himself or at his troubles. This makes it easier to under. stand his lifelong intolerance of criticism and opposition.
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Turning to a more pleasing topic, RUsh's sympathy fot:'thepoor
andithe oppressed, already well known from his published writings
and his philanthropies, appears here in its more personal aspects.
Kindness was so fundamental in his nature. that it colored his philosophy, leading him away frol1l orthodox Christianity with its doctrine
of inexorable retribution for unrepented sin, toward universalism,
which let him hope that even the most depraved sinner might escape
the torments of hell. It was this spirit of humanity, more than any
reasoning, that made him a democratic friend of the Negroes, and a
reformer of prisons and asylums. If he seems a little too well aware,
now and then, of this virtue, if he records with a touch of unction his
gifts of watermelons to the prisoners in jailor his remission of a
medical fee to some poor invalid,we must remember he was communing only with himself.
The entries of "Facts' on Natural Knowledge" and "SingUlar and
Useful Facts" emphasize Rush's characteristics as a man of science.
He was a collector of odd items of natural history and medical· lore,
and odd human characters, as other men collected curios for their
cabinets. A visitor from overseas was always a potential source of new
items for the notebooks and his reports were accepted with respect
that often passed into credulity, particularly)f they happened to reinforce Rush's theories.
Perhaps the most unkind thing an editor of these books. can do for
their author is to print his verses. Contemporary physicians who knew
the clear, forcible, dignified style of his medical writings, or the students who sat entranced through his superb clinical lectures,. would
scarcely have believed him the author of such doggerel as he wrote
for little William to send to his mother in Canada, or the satirical
nonsense about Tennent's ghost; and yet these poems show.us the
loving husband and father, and help to mollify our verdicts about his
parental conduct, for example his opposition to Richard's· career and
the heavy paternalism of his instructions to James in Edinburgh. The
last of the poems, indeed, that of 18 I 2 to his wife on their thirty-sixth
wedding anniversary, reveals between its hackneyed lines all the sufferings of this sensitive, overwrought man and all that his Julia's Jove
had done· to smooth the rough road along which his tense spirit had
driven him.
EDITORIAL TREATMENT

Travels Through Life: The nine surviving manuscript notebooks
containing the text have been transcribed without the omission of any
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wor:ds that the author intended to stand. This statement requires only
one reservation. To illustrate his habit of recording interesting topics,
Rush copied into Travels Through Life certain passages from the
commonplace books. In order to avoid duplication of several pages,
these passages have been printed in full only in the commonplace
books and are merely listed on pages 92 and 93 of the Travels
Through Life.
A few passages marked for deletion by Rush have been retained
within brackets and indicated by footnotes, because of special interest
or instructiveness.
In the manuscript, the text runs on continuously without breaks
or chapter heads, except in two places, where the author made fresh
starts under the titles "An Account of Political and Military Events
and Observations" and "Religious Principles; Domestic Events." The
present editor has taken the liberty of dividing the narrative into nine
chapters, seven of which have been provided with plain titles in such
words as Rush himself might have adopted. For Chapters V and IX
his own two headings, quoted above, have been retained. The division into nine chapters does not coincide with that of the nine notebooks.
The I789-I79I Commonplace Book: The text occupies the pages
numbered 75 to 175 in the manuscript. About 20 pages were torn out,
presumably by Rush himself. What remains has been copied literally
and fully, except for two items. One of these is a draft, marred by the
tearing out of leaves, of the Life of Christopher Ludwick. This was
separately published in pamphlet form in 1801 ahd nothing could
be gained by reprinting an imperfect draft. The other omitted passage
is a long synopsis of a projected work on medicine in the Bible. This
opus, greatly anticipated by some of Rush's friends, seems never to
have gotten beyond the outline stage. In its present form it is merely
a set of highly condensed headings and scripture references that would,
if printed, require more labor of the editor and reader than it would
repay in interest or instruction.
The I792-I8IJ Commonplace Book: Everything in this manuscript
volume is printed in the present edition except the drafts of a few
letters that Rush happened to write on available leaves. The more important of these letters will be printed by Mr. L. H. Butterfield in his
forthcoming edition ()f Rush's letters.
The arrangement of the text required arbitrary action by the editor.
Rush apparently began to write the dated diary-type entries consecu-
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tively on the first and subsequent pages, but at the same time and perhaps later also he opened new sections on fresh pages in various parts
of the book, under such headings as Facts on Natural Knowledge,
Singular and Useful Facts, Deaths, Deaths of Persons of Note or
Singular Character, Instructing Conversations, Thoughts on Religion,
etc., etc. Thus there are several series of entries, not sharply classified.
Deaths, for example, are entered in two special lists and also in the
general diary. Thoughts on religion and other general reflections are
interspersed in random fashion among the other entries. To complicate· the matter, Rush did not always follow his own headings, but
inserted entries wherever a space was .available. When the entries
under a given heading filled up the allotted pages, he continued on
preceding or following pages as happened to be convenient. The result
is a state confusion that required editorial intervention to make the
book intelligible.
Whoev-er chose the selections printed by Biddle in 1905 arranged
them in strictly chronological order, but in printing the full text no
such simplification could be applied without destroying the spontaneity
of the book. The order of Rush's entries has therefore been altered
as little as possible, the rule being to make ,only such rearrangements
as the author himself would presumably have made had he prepared
a fair copy. The original classifications have been retained. A reader
who wants to see all the death notices, or all the items about faCts of
for example, must look under more than one headscientific
ing. Under each heading, however, the items have been arranged in
chronological order. Datable diary-type entries not specially classified
have bee:1 placed in the main diary sequence. Undated entries have
been left, as far as possible, in juxtaposition with contiguous dated
items. The handwriting, which of course changed as Rush grew older,
has sometimes served as a guide for decision in difficult cases. A few
special problems concerning the sequence of items have been explained
in the footnotes. It is to be hoped that the editor's touch has. been
light, ani that the resultant arrangement truly reflects the mental
processes of the author as he wrote, sometimes enthusiastically penning
a nascent idea, sometimes groping for religious truth, sometimesnarrating at midnight a sensational event of the day, or sadly recording
the death of a friend.
I t has not seemed necessary to complicate the printed text by adding
references to the position of each item in the original manuscript.
For the convenience of special readers who may wish to compare the
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printed texf with the manuscript, a copy of the present edition, provided with marginal references, will be deposited in the· library of
the American Philosophical Society.
'
Spelling, Capitali-z,ation, and Punctuation. The manuscript of Travels Through Life, as already explained, is a first or at least an early
draft. The commonplace books were notes for personal use only. As
might be expected of such writings, there are numerous variations of
spelling and punctuation, as well as many sheer errors. The capitalization is erratic. Nothing could be gained by literally exact reproduction
of such unrevised preliminary drafts. The editor's aim has been to
conform the text, with as little modification of Rush's writing as possible, to the style current in his lifetime. The general principles applied in this task have been adopted after consultation with various
persons experienced in the editing of eighteenth century manuscripts,
and in particular with Mr. Carl Van Doren, Professor Gilbert Chinard, '
and Mr. L. H. Butterfield. The spelling when clearly erroneous has
been corrected without comment. Spellings no longer current, but
known to have been accepted in the eighteenth century, on the authority of American printed books or the New English (Oxford) Dictionary, have been allowed to stand, however archaic they may now
appear. Proper names, both personal and geographic, have been copied
exactly as written, except that superscript letters have been brought
down to the line. When so incorrect, or so strongly variant as to be
obscure, the presently acceptable form has been added within square
brackets. Abbreviations such as wch. for which and yt. for that have
been
in full. The punctuation has been conformed approximately to modern usage. There has. been relatively little change in
this respect in the past ISO years, and in any case Rush's erratic dashes,
quotation marks, and underscorings would have required drastic control by the printer even in his own time. With respect to capitalization
of initial letters, the editor can claim only, as Rush did in a larger
sphere, that "he aimed well." In the eighteenth century, when Rush
learned to write, it was customary to begin many more words, especially nouns, with capitals than nowadays. Such capitalization should,
no doubt, be retained in the printed text of writings so personal as
these because, as Professor Chinard has forcibly pointed out in private
discussion, they tell us what words and ideas were especially important
in the author's thought. Unfortunately it is not always possible to ascertain Rush's personal practice. His capitalization is full of inconsistencies. He almost always capitalized Schoql, College, University;
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usually Brother and Sister, though seldom father and mother. Society
in all its senses, and System (of medicine) are regularly capitalized.
Constitution, republican, independence (which incidentally, Rush always spelled -ance) vary as to capitalization without obvious rules.
To make matters worse, Rush's handwriting has special peculiarities
with respect to initial letters, such that it is often impossible to know
whether he intended to use a capital letter or not. He wrote some '
initial letters in capital form but of minuscular size, and often made
his small initials as large as capitals. All that could be done editorially,
therefore, was to aim at such capitalization as the printer would have
allowed in Rush's time. Thus the modern editor must assume unavoidably a certain responsibility for interpreting Rush's thought as
to words of special importance or honor.
With respect to verbal errors, few corrections have been necessary.
Rush often made small slips such, for example, as writing that when
he intended than. These have been corrected, usually without comment. In one or two places, indicated by footnotes, a few repetitious
connecting words have been omitted. Except for such trivial corrections, there has been no alteration whatever of the wording.
The editorial revisions, indeed, amount to very little, but specialists
in historical orthography, who are interested in the details of spelling,
punctuation, and capitalization, or who wish to know the kinds of
errors the author made in writing his first drafts, must consult the
manuscripts rather than the present transcription.
For less specialized readers it should perhaps be added that the text
as now printed retains a little more of the eighteenth century style than
it would exhibit if it had actually been printed in Rush's later lifetime
or after his death. This will be readily apparent by comparison with
the Biddle edition, which was made from the fair copy of I 8 I4. The
penman who prepared that version conformed everything to the practices of his own period; the present editor on the contrary has retained
every usage that was not erroneous in the latter half of the eighteenth
century. Rush, born in I745, was in school and college about I7521760. His style as seen in Travels Through Life and the commonplace
books, here sparingly corrected, is somewhat more archaic than the
standard printing-house style of I789 to 18I3, When these texts were
written, and of I8I4, when they might first have been printed. Whatever inconsistency there may be in this treatment of Rush's informal
writings, is justified (let us hope) by the retention of the author's
personality as reflected in his style.
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Travels ThroughLife
Account o/sundry Incidents &> Events

in the life of
BENJAMIN RUSH

and Parentage

I.

children,
My life has been a variegated one. Under. a conviction that I shall
not live to give its details. to the younger branches of my family, I
have concluded to put upon paper a few incidents that may perhaps
. afford entertainment and instruction to them when I am no more.
It is my wish that it may not be read out of the circle of my family,
and that it may never be published.
There is a natural solicitude in man to be. acquainted with the
history of his ancestors. This solicitude is greatest in the evening of
life. I have felt it. It has prompted to inquiries upon this subject
of which the following are the details.
John Rush and Susanna his wife arrived in Pennsylvania from
England in the year 1683 with eight children and several grand
children. Their names and ages may been seen in a list of his descendants, preserved with sundry letters, notes&c of his family in my box
of private papers. He had commanded a troop of horse in Cromwell's army, and was personally known to, and respected by Cromwell
as an active and intelligent
One of his .grand sons, Thomas
Rush, who used to visit me about the year 1770 and I77I,and who
eas.ons for. disregarding BR's wishes are dis<::ussed.in the Introduction.
ount
c
y
p

he

i

nd of the other papers men.
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was then about 84 years of age, passed the first 13 or 14 years of his
life with him, and received from him many details of his battles
and skirmishes, one of which was as follows. He was once ordered
out with the command of a reconnoitering party. Soon afterwards his
mare came into camp without him. Cromwell saw her, and said "Poor
Captain Rush is no more. He has not left a better officer in my army."
Soon afterwards he came in, covered with mud, and was received
with great joy by all his brother officers. In a retreat his mare had
fallen into a ditch, and thrown him off. The enemy thought him dead,
and pursued his mare. After they had left the ditch, he rose and came
into camp. The mare he rode was a grey color. In honor of this
event, Thomas Rush his grandson always rode a grey mare.
I know nothing of his family in the· part of England (Hortun
[Hornton], Oxfordshire) from which he came; The name of Rush
is an ancient one in that County, and very common in the two adjoining Counties of Leicester and Berks. It is a sufficient gratification to me
to know that he fought for liberty, and migrated into a remote
wilderness in the evening of his life in order to enjoy the priviledge
of worshiping God according to the dictates of ,his own conscience.
He with his whole family were Quakers when they arrived. They
afterwards joined the society of George Keith. Some of them became
Baptists. His wife was baptized about the 80th year of her age and
his eldest daughter in her 65th. He died in 1699, aged about 80. His
wife survived him about seven years. His will and the register of the
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births of all,and deaths of two of his children, are tied up with the
geneological
of his family. I am the eldest son of the 5th geheration descended from him. The names of the intermediate links of the
family are William, James, and John. s William died in his 38th year
at Byberry; his eldest son James died at about 47 upon his farm on
Pequistian [Poquessing] Creek in Byberry, near the Bristol Road. A
head'stone in the· family grave yard, about half a mile from the Red
Lyon tavern on the Bristol road, contains an account of his age and
death, and the following lines:
"I've tried the strength of death at length
And now lie under ground.
But I shall rise, above the skies
At the last trumpet's sound."
He was an amiable, industrious man. He left a considerable property
for those times, to his children, unincumbered with a single debt. One
of his daughters who remembered him said "he attended to both
worlds." He was a Presbyterian. My father succeeded to his business,
which was that of a gun smith, and to his farm, on which he lived for
many years. He removed to Philadelphia to a ·house in Front Street
which belonged to his mother, where he followed his trade with great
industry and success for a few years. He was a very ingenious man,
and so strictly just that one of his neighbours used to say of· him,
that "the highest character that could be given of a man was to say he
was as honest as John Rush."
My mother's ancestors were all from England. Her grand father
Solmn. HalP bought a large tract of land on the Delaware six miles
from Tackony [Tacony], where he died. Her father Joseph Hall
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succeeded to it. He had the following children: Solomon, [Theo]
Dorus, Jacob, John, Rebecca, Susanna, Sarah and Ruth. Rebecca
married Isaac Leech 9 by whom she had a number of children. She
afterwards married the Revd. Mr. Richd. Treat/o Sarah married the
Revd. Samuel Finley and had by him seven
children. Ruth
married Elisha Hall of Maryland by whom she had 5 sons and one
daughter. She afterwards married the Revd. Mr. James Hune of
Maryland by whom she had two sons. My' mother Susanna married
Joseph Harvey1 by whom she had one daughter, who married
- - - - Willis by whom she had several children. By my father she
had the children hereafter named. She was a woman of a very
dinary mind. It was full of energy. She had been well educated at a
boarding School, in Philadelphia, and was well acquainted with the
common branches of female education. As a mother she had no
supedor in kindness, generosity, and attention to the morals and
religious principles of her children. I shall introduce her name and
character in another place, when I come to mention her death. I
retu.rn.to the history of my father. I remember his person and man:.
ners. They were agreeable and engaging. Many of his opinions and
sayillgs. which my mother has mentioned to me indicated a talent for
observation and combination which were far above his education and
rank in life. I shall mention but one specimen of them, which my
mother mentioned to me upon observing the pleasure I enjoyed in
hearing the first attempts of my eldest son to speak. "The first words
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of a child, and the last words of a saint, are the sweetest mus;c ;n
world." He· was· exemplary in his life, and lived and died in communion with the Episcopal Church, on the 26th of July 175 I in the
was fond of reading, especially religious
39th year of his age.
books. I bought and read Bishop Beveridge's "Private Thoughts on
Religion,"1 only because my mother informed me that he valued
it next to his Bible. I have heard one of his apprentices who lived six
years in his family say, that he never saw him but once out of temper.
His death was· peaceful and happy. The .last words he uttered were
"Lord! Lord! Lord! Lord!"
"My,boast is not, that I derive my birth,
From loins enthroned, and rulers of the earth,
But higher far my proud pretensions rise,
The son of parents, passed into the skies."1
My father leftan estate consisting of three houses in the city of
Philadelphia but the income from them being too small to educate
six children, my mother removed from her own house, and opened
a grocery shop in a public street in which she sold, among other things,
liquors by wholesale and retaiL·· Her industry and. uncommon talents
and address in doing business commanded success, so that she was
enabled, not only to educate her children agreeably to her wishes, but
to save money.1 She married, some years after the death of my
father, Richd. Morris, a Distiller, whom she survived. My youngest
brother [John] died soon after my father. My eldest brother, James
Rush had been much affiicted with a nervous disease for which .his
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physicians advised a sea-life. He was perfectly cured by it, but died
at sea in the 21st year of his age of a yellow fever taken a few days
before in the Island of Jamaica. He was a young man of promising
character. I well recollect my grief upon hearing of his death. It was
the first time I ever felt that species of distress. My two sisters
Rachel and Rebecca .married with good prospects and settled'in
Philadelphia. The youngest died of the yellow fever under my roof
in 1793. The eldest died in Harrisburgh in October 1798. She was then
the widow of the Revd. Joseph Montgomery, the Register of Wills
of Dauphin County.

I I. School and College
only surviving brother, Jacob Rush,2 and myself were. sent to
Ma country
School in Nottingham, now in Cecil county in the State
y

of Maryland,2 a few years after our father died. This School was
taught by the Revd. Dr. Saml. Finley, afterwards President of the
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College of New Jersey, and who had married one of the sisters of my
mother. It was then the most respectable and flourishing. of any in
the middle provinces of America. The character of Dr. Finley as a
minister of the gospel and Scholar is well known to thousands in this
country, but he is less known as a teacher of an academy, and a master
ofa family. Few men have ever possessed or displayed greater talents
in both those capacities. His government over his boys was strict but
never severe nor arbitrary. It was always by known laws which were
plain, and often promulgated. The object of a law, whether it related
to great or little matters, was never taken into consideration in the
trial of an offender. I remember he once issued an order forbidding
his boys to throw stones at his fruit trees in order to obtain fruit from
them. Soon afterwards he observed a boy flinging stones upan apple
tree. He came up to him, and struck him with his hand on the side of
his head. The boy remonstrated against his punishment, and said the
tree had no fruit on it, and that he was only amusing himself by trying to hit a decayed apple of the last year's growth which hung upon
one of the highest branches of the tree. "This is no excuse for your offence (said the Doctor). By throwing at that decayed apple youinjure
the tree. You have moreover broken a law, which though apparently
trifling, will lead you to break laws of more importance." In the infliction of punishments in his School, he always premised .them. bya
discourse· upon the nature, hainousness, or tendency of the offence.
Sometimes he made all the Scholars in the School give their opinions
upon the nature of an offence, before he gave his own, and now and
then he obliged them to pronounce sentence of punishment, before he
inflicted it. The instrument with which he corrected was a small switch'
which he broke from a tree. The part he struck was the palm of
hand, and that never more than three times. The solemn forms connected with this punishment were more terrible and distressing than
the punishment itself. lonce saw him spend half an hour in exposing
the folly and wickedness of an offence with his rod in hand. The
culprit stood all this while trembling and weeping before him. After
he had ended his admonitions, he lifted his rod as high as he could
and then permitted it to fall gently upon his hand. The boy was surprized at this conduct. "There, go about your business (said the Doc-
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tor). I mean shame, and not pain [to] be your punishment in the
present instance."
He took uncommon pains to promote good manners among his
Scholars. The slightest act of incivility was reproved. This he did at
his table and in so. elegant and delicate a manner as· not to expose the
person who was rebuked. He selected a number of artificial characters
with which he connected all the usual follies and improprieties of
boys. dO these he gave the names of Thomas Broadbrim, Ned Short,
Bill Slovenly, and the like. These characters he contrasted by the
history of Johnny Courtley, who was an example of all that was proper
and amiable in the conduct of a young man., His manner of describing
these characters was so agreeable as to fix even the most volatile and
desultory of his boys to their chairs. Sometimes his descriptions were
interspersed with anecdotes that excited a burst of laughter. If in his
walks and in his study he occasionally overheard an improper expression, or saw an improper act in any ofhis boys, he never failed to take
notice of it at the ensuing meal, but in such a manner as not to excite
a suspicion that a personal application of what was said, was intended.
One evening I recollect he dwelled chiefly upon the character of Ned
Short. Among other things,heinformed us that he was of a quick
temper, and very prone to give rude answers to the most innocent
questions. "For instance (said he), if one of his companions asked 1;tim
ifhe knew where his book was, he would answer 'Ask about.' " Here
he paused. A blush appeared in the countenance of one of his boys, who
had on that day given that answer to a question of a similar nature.
The Doctor did not appear to be conscious that the rebuke had produced its intended effect. But his table was not made subservient only
to this mode· of instruction. He made it a constant practice to admit
his boys to' eat with all the strangers, who visited him.· The benefits
derived from the news, anecdotes, and general conversations ,which
young people are thus permitted to hear are much greater than' is
generally'
"Conversation' (said a wise man) is, education,"
and one of the first geniuses in Britain has declared that' helearned
more from the conversation of one man whom he named, than from
all the books he ever read in his life. I could repeat an hundred things
I heard at the table of my master to which 1 then was constrained to
lend a reluctant and impatient ear, but which have since become the
seeds of useful knowledge. lowe my present ideas of the misery connected with great wealth, to a dream which the Revd. Mr. Richd.
Treat related at his table when I was about 12 years old.
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He inculcated at all times a. regard to the common fdrms of good
breeding. For this purpose, he frequently exercised his pupils in delivering and receiving letters, and in asking and receiving favots.He
extended his attention to forms, to the composition, folding, and direction of letters. These had their rules, and were applied by him to different ranks and subjects according as they were upon business, or
mere letters of friendship.
His method of teaching the Latin and Greek languages was simple.
He taught several of the Arts and Sciences usually taught in Col-.
leges. In these he was unfortunately tied down to the principles and
forms that were common in the Schools of that day. He had studied
the English language, and taught the reading, writing, and speaking
of it with great care and success.
In the government and instruction of his family he exhibited an
example of apostolical prudence, piety and zeal. He read and ex'"
plained the whole or part of a chapter in the Old or New Testament
every morning and evening before prayers in his family. Many of
the remarks that he made upon passages in the Bible, which then
passed hastily through my mind, have occurred tome many years
afterwards, and I hope not without some effect. He obliged all the
boys who lodged in his house to commit the Shorter Catechism of
the Church of Scotland to memory, and to repeat it every Sunday
evening. Upon each of the answers, he made pertinent and instructing
or pious remarks. He likewise obliged all the' members of his family
to repeat what· they remembered of the sermons they had heard at
:church. I cannot commend this practice too highly. It created habits of
attention and recollection. I was much struck in observing how much
we improved in the knowledge we brought home of the sermon by
exercise. Two of his Scholars I recollect frequently gave, between
them, every idea mentioned in a sermon.
The Instructions of the Sunday evening were usually closed by delivering in a plain way some of the most striking and intelligible evidences of the truth of the Christian Religion. Many of his arguments
upon these occasions, tho' cloathed in simple language, were the same'
which are to be met with in the most logical writers upon that subject, and to the impressions they made' upon my understanding, I
ascribe my not having at any time of my life ever entertained a doubt
of the divine origin of the Bible. I wish this mode of fortifying the
reason of young people in the principles of Christianity were more
general. The impressions which are made upon their fears, or' their
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faith, by sermons and creeds soon wear away, but arguments fixed in
the understanding are indelible. They operate upon the judgement,
and this process of the mind we know to yield as necessarily to the
impression ,of truth as vision.in a sound eye succeeds the impression
from the rays of light.
One more branch of education remains to be mentioned which was
taught in the Doctor's family, and that is practical agriculture. All
his boarders shared in the labors of Harvest and hay making. I bear
on one of my fingers to this day the mark of a severe cut I received
in learning to reap. These exercises were both pleasant and useful.
They begat health, and helped to implant more deeply in our minds
the native passion for rural life. Perhaps it may be ascribed in part
to their influence, that not a single instance of death, and not more
than two or. three instances of sickness occurred in the Doctor's family
during the time I lived in it, which was five years. The family seldom
consisted ()f less than. thirty persons.
The comfort and reputation of a boarding School depends so much
upon the conduct of the wife of its master, that the account I have
given would be very defective without mentioning that my aunt (with
a small deduction on account of the irritability of her temper, occasioned by bad health) was eminently qualified for her station.· She was
industrious, intelligent, frugal, and in every other respect a good house:.
wife. She
information upon many subjects, and some wit,
which rendered her agreeable in conversation. She kept a plentiful
table of country food dressed in a pleasant manner. The record of this
fact will not appear trifling to those who know that the appetite is the
ruling principle in young people, and that no advantages in point of
education will be duly appreciated where it is not pleased, nor any acts
of· in justice committed by boarding Schools remembered with less
forgiveness, than scanty, or ill-dressed meals. I quit the history of this
delightful haunt of my youth with reluctance. There is not a fruit tree,
nor a rivulet of water on it that was not dear to me. Some years after
I left it, I rode several miles out of my way to visit it. I rambled with
a melancholy pleasure slowly over the fields and meadows and orchard
in which I had shared with my master and Schoolmates in rural labors
and festivity. I sat down in the dining room of the old mansion house,
and stood silent and motionless for a considerable time in the Schoolhouse, which was then used as a weavers' shop. Most of the members
of that oncehappy family are now no more. Seven out of eight of .
Dr. Finley's children sleep with their father and mother in the grave.
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Many of my Schoolmates filled important stations, and discharged the
duties of useful professions with honor to themselves and benefit to
their country. I avoid naming them lest by omitting any 1 should
give offence. One thing only damps the review of the time I spent
at this School, and that is that I profited so much less than I might
have done from all the opportunities I enjoyed of literary and moral
instruction. An education at a country School has many advantages,
but it· has one disadvantage, which operates with peculiar force upon
city boys, and that is the facility with which the amusements of hunt,..
ing, gunning and the like are to be obtained is so great as to overpower
the relish for study. From much reflection upon this subject I am
satisfied that it would be wise in country Schoolmasters to forbid those
amusements altogether. They are all attended with more or less risk
to health and morals. Rural employments might easily be substituted
in their room. These establish early ideas of a connection between industry and property, and they lay a foundation for those agricultural
pursuits or pleasures, which are often the result of necessity, or of. independence and leisure.
The mind of a boy could as soon cease to exist, as cease to be active.
Shut out from play, it retreats of choice to study. One of the most
accomplished Scholars I ever knew, was an idle boy 'till he was 14
years of age. He always ascribed his fondness for books to his being
confined for. bad behaviour two or three days in his grand father's
library. To obviate the ennui of idleness, he took down a book which
he found entertaining. He read it through, by· which means he suddenly acquired a taste for reading and knowledge that continued during the remainder of his life.
Intaking leave of the School and family of my venerable preceptor,
I have only to add that he died in the city of Philadelphia in the
month of July in the year I766 in the 51st year of his age. I sat up
with him every other night for. several weeks, and finally performed
the distressing office of closing his eyes. The annals of Christian biography do not furnish an instance of more patience in sickness, nor of
a greater triumph in death. His conversation for several days before
he died was elevated, pious, and eloquent in the highest degree. It was
carefully recorded by one of his attendants, and afterwards published
by Mr. Aitken in the United States magazine. The character and
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manners of this excellent man commanded respect. and. affection from
his numerous pupils. I· never met with one of them who did not· admire, esteem and love him. Some of them
their respect
for· his memory in terms bordering upon idolatry. I endeavoured to
show my gratitude to him by adopting and educating his youngest
son, who is now a respectable physician and citizen of South Carolina.
Hispicture forms a part of the furniture of my house.
My classmates at this school were the Revd. Charles Cummins
and Joseph Alexander of South Carolina, Dr. Wm. Williams of Virginia, Dr. John Archer of Maryland, and Dr. Thomas Ruston and
Ebenezer Hazard of Philadelphia, all of whom are now living,
July 1800. A similar instance of seven persons connected in any way,
living 44 years after being separated, and in a country that had been
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exposed to war and pestilence has not probably often occurred in any
part of the world.
In the spring of 1759 and in the 15th year of my age, I was removed
from Dr. Finley's School to the Jersey College/ where after an examination by two of the tutors I was admitted into the Junior Class.
The pro tempore President of this College at that time was· Revd.
Jacob Green. He was succeeded in the month of August by the
Revd. Samuel Davies,2 who had been elected some time before President of the College. This gentleman surmounted the disadvantages of
scanty circumstances and a confined education by the strength and activity of a great and original genius. He was in most respects "Faber
suae fortunae" that is, in the language of the world a "self made man."
His reputation for classical literature, philosophy and oratory, was
such as recommended him to the Trustees of the College many years
before to undertake a mission to Great Britain to solicit contributions
to·build and endow the College. This mission was executed with success. From his intercourse when abroad with the most eminent Scholars and Divines among the dissenters, he enlarged his mind and became better qualified for the station he was now called to fill. He
seemed to have been made for it. To a handsome person, he united
the most elegant and commanding manners. He was truly dignified,
but at the same time affable and even familiar in his intercourse with
his pupils. He introduced several new subjects of instruction into the
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College, and gave to the old branches of education a new and popular
complexion. It was my happy lot to attract a good deal of his attention. I discovered some talents for poetry, composition and public
speaking, to each of which he was very partial. The facility with which
1 committed his lessons to memory, imposed upon him so far that he
gave me credit for much more capacity than I possessed. Those who
knew me at that time remember me only as an idle, playful, and· I
am sorry to add, sometimes a mischievous boy. While I lament that
my improvements here, as at Dr. Finley's school, were by no means
equal to my opportunities, I hope I shall be excused in acknowledging
that his mode of teaching inspired me with a love of knowledge, and
that if 1 derived but little from his instructions, I was taught by him
how to acquire it in the subsequent periods of my life. I learned from
him to record in a book which he called "Liber Selectorum" such passages in the Classicks as struck me most forcibly in reading them. By
recording these passages, I was led afterwards to record facts and
opinions. To this lowe perhap"s in part the frequent use I have made
of pen and ink. I have constantly associated them with every book I
have read, sometimes by making extracts from them, but more frequently by making references to them in a common place book, or by
making marks or indexes in them. This method of.reading I know is
condemned by some people, and memorandum books have been called
by them· the destruction of memories, but I have not observed this to
be the case in myself, nor in some others who have adopted it in a
greater extent than I have done. "Studium sine calamo somnium" was
the saying of one of the ancient poets. Recording facts has the usual
effect of repetition. Instead of producing an oblivion of them, it imprints them more deeply in the memory.
In the month of September 1760 I was admitted to the degree of
Batchelor"of Arts. Before I left the College Mr. Davies asked me what
profession I intended myself for. I told him I had been advised to
study the law. He approved of the advice, and added that he "believed I should make a better figure at the bar,than in the walks of
a hospital." This opinion fixed my determination, and my mother in
consequence of it applied to a Lawyer in Philadelphia to take me into
his office. Previously to my sitting down to study I was. prevailed
upon to accompany one of nly old Schoolmates on a visit to his family
in, Somerset County in Maryland. On my way there and back again
I stopped a few days at Dr. Finley's. Just before I took leave of him
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on my return home, he called me to the end of the piazza before his
door, and asked me whether I had chosen a profession. I told him I
had, and that I expected to· begin the study of the law as soon as I
returned to Philadelphia. He said the practice of the law was full of
temptations and advised me by no means to think of it, but· to study
physic. "But before you determine on any "thing (said he), set apart
a day for fasting and prayer, and ask God to direct you in your choice
of a profession." I am sorry to say I neglected the latter part of this
excellent advice, but yielded to the former, and accordingly obtained
from Mr. Davies, whom I saw soon afterwards in Philadelphia, .a
letter of recommendation to Dr. John Redman to become his pupil.
On what. slight circumstances do our destinies in life seem to depend! All my friends.objected to my choice. One of my classmates
wrote me a long letter full of remonstrances· against it, and. reminded
me of the credit I had acquired at the College as a publio speaker.
There were periods in my life in which I regretted the choice I had
made of the profession of medicine, and once, after I was thirty years
of age, I made preparations for beginning the study of the law. But
providence overruled my intentions by an event to be mentioned here.:.
after. I nDW rejoice that I followed Dr. Finley's advice. I have seen
the hand Df heaven clearly in it. This fact is recorded to shew that our
feelings sometimes mislead us, as well· as our reason, and that we
often regret having done or omitted doing things which time discovers to have been most for our interests, or for the benefit of our
fellow creatures. I might have acquired more fortune and rank in life
in the profession of the law, and probably have escaped much of the
vexation and distress that are connected with the practice of medicine,
but I am sure I have been more useful in the latter profession, and
therefore acquiesce in my lot, and were I to chuse an employment
again, a conviction of suffering all the persecution that has followed
me for my opinions and practice would not alter my predilection for
medicine.
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I I I. SrCedical C!/fpprenticeship
and Study C!/fbroad
Nthe month of February I76r I beganthe study of. medicine and

I. .continued constantly in my master's family and shop 'till July 1766.
During this period I was absent from his business but eleven days, and
never spent more than three evenings out of his house.' My master at
this time was in the. most extensive business of any physician in the
city, and as he had at no time more than two apprentices, he kept them
constantly employed. In addition to preparing and compounding medicines, visiting the sick and performing many little offices of a nurse to
them, I took the exclusive charge of his books and accompts. It may
not be amiss to mention here that before I began the study of medicine, I had an uncommon aversion from seeing such sights as are· connected with· its practice. But a little time and habit soon wore away·all
that degree of sensibility which is painful, and enabled me tq see and
even assist with composure in performing the most severe operations
in surgery. The confinement and restraint which now imposed upon
me gave me no alternative but business and study, both of which became in a short time agreeable to me. I read in the intervals of my
business and at late and early hours,. all the books in medicine that
were put into my hands by my master, or that I could borrow from
ofher students of medicine in the city. I studied Dr. Boerhaave's Jecturesupon physiology and
with the closest .attention, and
abridged a considerable part of Van Swieten's commentaries upon his
practical aphorisms. I kept a common place book in wHich I recorded
every thing that Ithought curious or valuable in my reading and in
my master's practice. To him I am indebted for the estimation in
which I have always held the works of Dr. Sydenham. He put them
i.nto my hands soon after I went into his shop, and frequently alluded
to his opinions and practice, particularly in the treatment of Epidemics.
Howeverlaborious and self denied my situation was during my apprenticeship, lowe much to it. It produced in me habits of industry
and business which have never left me. It rendered diseases in all
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their forms and symptoms familiar tome, and gave mea facility in
knowing them which is to be acquired in no other way. During my
residence in Dr. Redman's shop, he was one of the Physicians ()f the
Pennsylvania hospital, by which means I was admitted to seethe
practice of five other physicians besides his own in the hospital. It was
during this time likewise that the medical School of Philadelphia was
founded by Dr. Shippen and Dr. Morgan. I attended the lectures
of the former on anatomy in 1762 and 1765, and of· the latter on
materia medica in the last of those years.
In the month of August .I 766 I sailed for Liverpoole on board the
ship Friendship, of which Capt. Pearse was Master, with a view of
proceeding from thence to Edinburgh in order to prosecute my
ies in medicine. My fellow passengers were Jonathan Potts, whose
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pursuits and place of destination were the same as mine, and a 'certain James Cummins, a young Scotch merchant whose fortune and
health had been impaired in the West Indies, and who was on his way
to his parents in the north of Scotland. Our passage was stormy and
dangerous. We were nearly lost on the coast of Ireland, and the next
day narrowly escaped being wrecked at Holly head on the coast of
Wales. I was a stranger to our danger in both instances 'till" it was
over, when the captain informed us of it by ascribing our safety, to
use his own words, "to that Being whose tender mercies are over all
his works." These expressions were not the only.ones which were
uttered by our Captain during our passage that indicated his reverence
for his Maker and a belief in his providence. Every part of his conduct
was moral, and his commands and conversation always free from
swearing and profanity. He had been educated, he once informed me,
bya pious mother.
On my voyage I suffered much from seasickness. The only perma:..
nent relief I obtained was from Laudanum.
Two nights before we arrived in Liverpoole, Mr. Cummins awoke
the Captain, Mr. Potts and myself with a cry of great distress. The'
Captain asked him what was the matter. To this he answered for ·a
while only in groans and finally said he had been terrified by a dream,
but refused to tell what it was. In the morning after I had retired from
the breakfast table on the deck, he told the Captain and Mr. Potts
that he did not chuse to tell his dream in the night least I should hear
it, but that he imagined we had arrived in Liverpoole, that two days
afterwards I had fallen from a horse, and was killed by a fracture of
my skull, that I appeared to him after my death, and bid him prepare
to follow me, for that he was to die in a few days. On the [2Ist] of
October 1766 we arrived safely in Liverpoole, and were kindly entertained by several families to whom we had letters of introduction. Two
days after our arrival we visited a large glass house. In coming out
of it Mr. Cummins complained of being indisposed, and left us; In the
evening when we returned to our lodgings, we found him abed and
asleep. We all lay in one room, but in different beds. At 12 o'clock he
awoke us with a noise like a person in convulsions. We called for
candles, and flew to his reliet By opening a vein we checked his fits,
and apparently restored him to his reason, but in spite of all that was
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.done to recover him not only by ourselves ·but by one.df the oldest
physicians in the town whom we called to our assistance, he died the ;
"next evening. This was to us both a most affiicting event, for he became'
very dear to us by our fellowship in dangers. We shewed our respect
for him by burying him at our own expense in a graveyard belonging
to an Episcopal Church in the town. This expense was afterwards
honourably reimbursed by his father.
The day after his interment I went into a shop nearly opposite to
our lodgings to pay for some of the articles of the last dress of ollr
friend. The lady who attended it entered into conversation with me
upon the melancholy subject of my errand to her shop. She inquired
where I was going. I told her to Edinburgh. She told me she had a
nephew there of the name of Jno. Bostock, a student of medicine, to
whom she politely offered me a letter and at the same time invited me
to take tea with her in the afternoon. I accepted her invitation and was
introduced by her to the mother of her nephew who was then in
mourning, I believe for her husband. Their conversation was elegant
and instructing. The death of Mr. Cummins gave it a serious cast. Mr.
Bostock's aunt repeated an ode after tea which contained a most striking .and highly poetical picture of the state of the body and mind in
the last hours of life. I have in vain sought for this ode in collections
of poetry. It was superior to Pomp fret's much admired poem upon
the 'same subject. This short account of the manner in which I beca'me
acquainted with Mr. Bostock will be connected with an event which
will form a considerable part of the history of my principles and conduct in a future period of my life.
I left Liverpoole on the-of October with my friend Mr. Potts and
passed thro' Lancashire, Westmorland and Cumberland on our way
to Edinburgh. At the tavern at Penrith in Cumberland where we
lodged our Host spoke in high terms of his parish minister who he
said often visited travellers who passed thro' the town. We expressed
a desire to see him. Soon afterwards a venerable old gentleman was
introduced to Us. He sat down and conversed for about an hour dur-
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ing inthe University and in the infirmary and every visit to and walk
with them was productive of more or less knowledge upon some subject of taste or science. The students of medicine at that time were collected from several parts of the continent of Europe,as well as from
every part of the British empire. Dr. Fabricius, Dr. Shunheyter, Dr.
Tode of Copenhagen and Drs. De La Roche and Odier of Geneva
(all celebrated names in the· Republic of medicine). were my co.,.
temporaries in the University.1 So was Dr. John Brown, the ingenious
author of the Brunonian system of physic. The last of these gentlemen maintained himself and a young family while a student, by teaching the Latin language and translating English theses into Latin for
those graduates who were unable to do it for themselves. He was at
that time distinguished for his wit, and by some eccentricities of conduct. The native Americans who composed a part of my profitable
acq';laintances were the three Dr. Browns, Dr. McClurg, Dr. Jones,
Dr. Steptoe and Dr. Blair, all of Virginia. The last of those gentlemen stood very high in the opinion of his teachers, and of all his fellow students. Death deprived the world of the benefit of his laborious
studies and extensive knowledge, soon after he settled in his native
country. Drs. Fayseaux [FayssouxJ, Tucker, Baron and Chandlerof
South Carolina, Dr. Reeder and Dr. Diggs of Maryland, and Dr. Rob-
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ert of New York were likewise my friends and fellow students in the
University.1 Their names are still dear to me. Our friendships were
warm and disinterested, for there was then no competition of interest
to divide us. The original bond of union was our native country, a
principle which always acts with most force when the subjects of our
patriotism are limited, and when we are at a distance from home.
I mentioned a little while ago the name of Mr. Bostock.l I
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delivered the letter his aunt gave me in Liverpoole to him, and soon
afterwards breakfasted with him. He was well informed upon all
subjects, particularly upon history, geography and belles lettres. In
the course of our acquaintance he informed me that his father com..
mandeda company under Oliver Cromwell. I told him that my first
American ancestor held the same rank in Cromwell's army. This
was like a discovery of relationship between persons who had previously behaved as strangers to each other. He now opened his mind
fully to me, and declared himself to be an advocate for the Republican principles for which our ancestors had fought. He spoke in
raptures of the character of Sidney,1 and said that he once got out
of his carriage in passing by Sidney's country house, and spent several
hours in walking in the wood in which he was accustomed to meditate
when he composed his famous treatise upon government. Never
before had I heard the authority of Kings called in question. I had
been taught to consider them nearly as essential to political order as
the Sun is to the order of our Solar System. For the first momentin
my life I now exercised my reason upon the subject of government. I
renounced the preJudices of my education upon it; and from that
time to the present all my reading, observations and reflexions have
tended more and more to shew the absurdity of hereditary power,
and to prove that no form of government can be rational but· that
which is derived from the Suffrages of the people who are the subjects
of
This great and active truth became a ferment in my mind. I now
suspected error in every thing I had been taught, or believed, and as
far as I' was able began to try the foundations of my. opinions upon
many other subjects. The sequel of my scepticism and investigations
will appear hereafter. It has been said that there is no such thingas a,
solitary error in the human mind. The same may be said of truths.
They are all related, and delight in Society. I shall only add in this
place, that the change produced in my political principles by my friend
Bostock had no effect upon my conversation or conduct. I considered the ancient order of things with respect to gov(!rnment as
fixed and perpetual, and I enjoyed in theory only the new and elevating system of government I had adopted.
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In addition to the medical Society I have mentioned, I had the
pleasure of being domesticated in several very amiable private
families in Edinburgh. Some of them were persons of rank, but
they were all distinguished more or less for learning, taste, or piety.
The Revd. Dr. Erskine honoured me with many acts of attention
and friendship. His heart resembled the ancient altar among the
Jews. The fire of Christian love burned upon it with a perpetual
blaze. It was my peculiar happiness likewise to be known to the
celebrated preacher Mr. Walker.2 The character of this ,excellent
man was once summed up in the following lines.
"On Walker's lips persuasion dwells,
But his life, his eloquence excels."
I attended his church constantly during my residence in Edinburgh.
His printed Sermons have commanded general admiration, but the
best of them are inferior to many that I have heard delivered by
him. NQr let me forget to mention here the families of Mr. Wm.
and Thomas Hogg,2 Bankers of Edinburgh, from whom I received
many civilities, and whose memories have ever since been dear to me.
The daughters of the former, and the wife of the latter, were women
of charming manners and great mental accomplishments. In the
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house of Mr. Jno. Caw, an officer in the excise, I always met with a
hearty welcome. He was a man of uncommon worth, and never failed
of pleasing in company by well applied anecdotes and stories, of
which he possessed a fund that I have not known exceeded by any
man. I boarded in the house of two maiden ladies of the name of
Galloway, to whose goodness I feel myself bound to record a tribute
of respect. They had a brother, a merchant in Edinburgh, who was
worthy of them. In piety they seemed to resemble the happy family
that was honoured with the friendship of the Saviour of the world.
Mr. Galloway was a man of· good education, and of great general
knowledge. He was to me a living Dictionary. I do not recollect that
I ever asked him a question upon any literary or philosophical subject
that he did not answer to my satisfaction. In several of the families
that 1 have named, I met occasionally an old Highlander of plain
manners of the name of Dougal Buchannan who was employed to
superintend the printing of a translation of the Bible into the
language. This man possessed an original mind. He had read and
thought upon many subjects. I soon found that an acquaintance with
him would be profitable, and therefore invited him to visit me.
frequently amused me with curious facts in natural history. One day
after attending Dr. Monroe's lecture upon the hand, he told me that
he had been kept awake the whole succeeding night in admiring the
manner in which the opening and shutting the hand are performed
by means of the perforans and perforatus tendons. He saw the goodness and wisdom of the Creator in everything. He spoke good
English, but he once told me that he always prayed and dreamed in
his native language. In one of his fingers he had a disease similar to
that which takes place in a decayed tooth when the nerve is bare.
Such was its morbid sensibility that the least touch of it gave him pain,
and to avoid this he generally carried the hand to which this finger
belonged in his coat pocket. He had avery singular respect for the
memory of his father, who died when he was a boy. So dear was he
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to him that he never went to bed for seven years after his death
without thinking of hjm. He had read several of the English poets,
and particularly Young, Milton and Shakespear. His feelings were
in unison with every thing that was sublime in the productions 'of
nature or art. He one day called to do 'some business with a gentleman in Edinburgh. He found him reading those lines under a bust of
Shakespear in which he describes the destruction of our globe by fire.
"There (said the gentleman) did you ever read anything so
sublime as those lines before?" "Yes (said the pious philosopher), I
did. I have a book at home in which there is a much more sublime
. passage. The words are 'And I saw a great white throne, and him that
sat on it, from whose face, the heavens and the earth fled away, and
there was found no place for them.' " The gentleman acknowledged
the truth of the remark, and said he had never seen the sublimity of
that passage in the, Bible before.
In my intercourse with company in Edinburgh I once met David
Hume; it was at the table of Sir Alexander Dick. He was civil in
his manners and had no affectation of singularity about him. Sir
Alexander once referred to him for a fact in the history of England.
Mr. Hume could not satisfy him. "\¥hy, said Sir Alexander, you
have mentioned itin your history." "That may be (said Mr. Hume),
there are many things there which I have forgotten as well as yourself."
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pervaded the streets of that great city after 10 o'clock at night. The
churches were filled on Sundays. I never saw a pack of cards in either
a public or private house. Dancing supplied the place of silence
or illSipid conversation in all large evening companies. Swearing was
rarely heard in genteel life, and drunkenness was rarely seen among
the common people. Instances of fraud were scarcely known among
Servants. But integrity descended still lower among the humble
ranks of life. I once saw the following advertisement pasted up at
the door of the play house, "The gentleman who gave the orange
'woman a guinea instead of a penny last night is requested to. call at
the check office for it." This universal morality was not accidental.
It was the effect of the parochial instructions of the clergy, who were at
that time a regular and conscientious body of men. I have heard with
pain that a great change for the worse has taken place in the morals
and manners of the inhabitants of that once happy city. Nor was I
surprised at it when I heard that the works of several of the most
popular writers against Christianity were to be met with in the hands
of journeymen mechanics of all descriptions.
I left Edinburgh on the - of September 17683 and travelled rapidly with two companions to London by land. The country through
which we rode was highly cultivated and beautiful. I· arrived in
London the latter end of September, and took lodgings at a Mr.
Speakman'S in the Strand. Finding this situation too remote from
the hospitals and lectures I proposed to attend, I removed in a few
days to the house of a widow Jeffries in the Hay Market, where I
remained all the while I was in London.
I attended the lectures and dissections of Dr. Wm. Hunter and
Mr. Hewson in London. It was while I was dissecting a body by his
side·that Mr. Hewson succeeded in an experiment which proved the
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existence of lymphatic vessels in Fishes. I· attendel for a while the
Middlesex hospital but followed Dr. Huck to St. Thomas's after
his removal to that hospital. Dr. Hunter's lectures were entertaining
as well, as instructing. In St. Thomas's hospital I saw an immense
variety of diseases and of practice. Dr. Akenside the poet was one of
the attending physicians. He was distant and formal in his behaviour
to the Students. Dr. Huck'was the reverse of this. He was communicative and friendly. lowe much to him for many civilities. He introduced me to Sir John Pringle,3 by whom I was invited to attend a
medical conversation party held once a week at his house. I attended
a similar meeting of Physicians at the Doctor's own house on another
evening of the week, and often dined with him in large and highly
polished companies. He lived in or very near the same house in which
O. Cromwell had once lived. The Doctor had acquired knowledge,
reputation and powerful connections by having served many years
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in the British army in America and the West Indies durillg the war
which ended in 1763. He had been well educated, and had visited
all the celebrated Universities and hospitals in Europe. With all these
advantages to beget confidence, he was so modest that he seldom spoke
even at his own table without
He was polite, correct, and
just in his intercourse with the world. In his politicks he was a high
toned Royalist, and never discovered any irritability of temper, except
when he spoke against the claims of America, or the, conduct of the
opposition to the British Court. He once justified bribery in the
British ministers to obtain a lTlajority in the House· of Commons,by
saying· "it was necessary to bribe the rascals in order to make them
honest." He repeatedly said the happiest people he had seen in his
travels were those who enjoyed the least liberty. fIe was a batchelor
at the time I knew him. Soon afterwards he married the daughter of
Admiral Saunders, by whom he got a large estate, in consequence of
which he added Saunders to his name.
Sir John Pringle was between 60 and 70 years of age. He was then
the favorite physician of the Queen and royal family. No relaxation
appeared, Dr. Franklin (who was his intimate friend) informed me,
in his exertions to obtain knowledge. He read and wrote as much as
when he )Vas a young man. I well recollect the number and nature
of the questions he asked me the first time I was introduced to him.,
I met Dr; Garthshore,Dr. Knight, Dr. Fordyce,8 and several other
respectable members of the medical profession at his house, from
each of whom I always heard something that was capable of being
applied to practical and useful purposes.
By means of letters from Philadelphia I was introduced to the
celebrated Dr. John Fothergil1. He gave me a general invitation
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to breakfast with him, when ever it suited me. I thankfully a
myself of this kind offer, and visited him once a week at 8 o'clock in
the morning. At 9 he always went out. The time between these hours
was always spent agreeably and profitably in his company. His sister
who was a woman of good sense and great worth, added to the
pleasure and instruction of his table. His subjects of conversation were
always philanthropic, and his manner in discussing them was animated,
but methodical. He often spoke with horror of war, and lamented the
prevailing custom of the English and French nations considering each
other as "natural enemies." With the strictest conformity to the
phraseology and manners of the people called Quakers, he was a
perfectly well bred gentleman
Dr. Franklin acted while I was in London as agent to several of
the then American Colonies. It was my peculiar happiness to be
domesticated in his family. He introduced me to a number of his
literary friends. He once took me to Court with him and pointed out
to me many of the most distinguished public characters of the nation.
I never visited him without learning something. I shall mention a
proof of his kindness to me in another place.
I had been introduced to the Revd. Mr. Whitefiel 42 when a boy
in America. I saw him occasionally in Edinburgh' and visited' him
frequently in London. In my ,first visit to him at his house adjoining
his church in Tottenham Court road, he took me to one of the
windows of the room where we sat, and pointing to several smali
houses, said "There are my life guards. In those houses I maintain
twelve poor widows and their prayers help to keep me alive." In
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one of my evening visits to him, he left me for a few minutes to
read the burial service over one of his parishioners. The grave in
which he was interred was near his dwelling house. I stepped to the
window which overlooked the company that attended the funeral.
It was after night. No object appeared to my sight but Mr. Whitefield clad in the white surplice of his church. After reading the
service in a manner peculiarly affecting, he delivered a short ad. dress to the company that surrounded the grave in which I well
recollect the following words. "Be not discouraged by the frowns
and persecutions of the world. Your heavenly Father is not unmindful of your sufferings. When St. Stephen was stoned, all heaven
was in an uproar. The Son of God himself is moved at the sight. He
cannot sit still. He rises from his throne, and stands ready to receive
the holy protomartyr into his arms."
In breakfasting with him I was much struck with the inscriptions
in the bottom of his cups and ·saucers. They consisted of verses
extracted from the Bible, all of which were expressive of the resemblances of water or food to the blessings of the Gospel. In my
cup was the following verSe "With joy will we draw water out of the
wells of salvation" and in my saucer the following ceHo, everyone
that thirsteth, come Eye to the waters."]
After breakfast he conducted me thro' a private walk into the
pulpit of his church, through which we descended into the church.
At the foot of the pulpit he pointed to a tombstone under which his
wife had been buried the summer before. "There (said he) on that
cold marble, I spend from four to five o'clock every morning upon
my knees." He afterwards shewed me a monument which he erected
in honor of his wife on the wall of the church. It contained her
name, age, and character.
Were I to record all the original, pious and eloquent sayings of
this great man during my visits to him a volume would not contain
them. I have always thought it a peculiar happiness to have known
him. He and Mr. Westley constituted the two largest and brightest orbs that appeared in the hemisphere of the Church in the I8th
Century. Probably they were exceeded .only by the apostles in zeal
and usefulness. I was not· acquainted with Mr. Westley, but I twice
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heard him preach in Edinburgh. He was more learned, but less
eloquent than Mr. Whitefield. The latter exhibited every thing in
his voice, countenance and action in preaching that can be conceived
necessary to constitute perfect oratory.
In the Episcopal church I occasionally heard the Revd. Mr.
Romaine, Mr. Madan and the afterwards unfortunate Dr. Dodd
They were all good preachers. Among the
I heard Dr.
Gibbons, Dr. Conder, Dr. Brawton and Dr. Fordyce 8 The last of
those gentlemen was distinguished for the extravagance and art of
his oratory, but his sermons were always serious and instructing. Dr.
Gibbons was my acquaintance. He had been the friend and correspondent of my preceptor at the Jersey College, Mr. Davies. He
shewed me a large bundle of his letters. He shewed me likewise
many letters he had received from Dr. Doddridge, 9 and a Greek
testament that had belonged to Dr. Watts in which were many notes
written with the Doctor's own hand.
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I spent many agreeable evenings with Mr. West,5 a native of
Pennsylvania, and history-:painter to the King of Great Britain. He
was friendly and hospitable to all his countrymen. I picked up many
anecdotes from his conversation of the King and royal family, also
of many of the nobility of England. Nothing delighted him more
than to talk of the pleasant scenes of his native country. He often
spoke of the
manners of the inhabitants of Chester County,
in which he was horn, and of the romantic walks and prospects on the
river Skuilkill [Schuylkill]. He had spent several years in Italy in
acquiring knowledge of his profession, and often entertained me with
remarks upon the manners of the Italians and contrasted them with
the manners of his own and other countries. I shall relate one of those
remarks. In crossing the Channel at Dover he saw upon the English
shore, just before he reached it, two little boys fighting. His heart was
strangely moved with pleasure at the sight. He had seen nothing like
it since he had left America. It was the signal of a revival of integrity,
and of the open and honest operation of the passions. In Italy he
had never seen anger break out in the face, or in the fists. This passion always descended into the heart in that country, and vented
itself only in poison or assassination. However painful the sight alluded to might have been at any other time, it is not to be complained of that it was upon this occasion seen with a sudden emotion
of pleasure.
Mr. West introduced me to several of the most celebrated members of the Royal Academy of Artists in London and in particular
to Sir Joshua Reynolds,5 by whom I was soon afterwards invited
to dine with Dr. Johnson, Dr. Goldsmith, and several other distinguished literary characters. Soon after the company met, it was
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remarked tQ one of them, that the Reviewers had been very severe
upon a work he had lately published. "What then," said Dr. Johnson
to the gentleman, "where is the advantage of having a great deal of
money, but that the loss of a little will not hurt you? In like manner,
where is the advantage of having a great· deal of reputation but that
the loss of a little will not hurt you? You can bear the censures of the
Reviewers." At dinner the Doctor spoke a good deal, and always in a
manner that commanded respect. Upon being asked what his opinion
was of Mr. Boswell, he said "he was much given to asking questions
and that they were not always of the most interesting nature. For instance, he will sometimes ask "Pray, Doctor, why is an apple round,
and why is not a pear SO?H 3 He treated Dr. Goldsmith, who was a
man of gentle and unoffending manners, with great rudeness in the
course of the day. After dinner Mr. Eaton Wilke 4 brother of Jno.
Wilkes, came into Sir Joshua's.
Johnson and he soon engaged in
a dispute upon the propriety of the military being ordered lately to
fire upon a mob in St. George's Fields, by which a man of the name of
Allen was killed. 56 Mr. Wilkes condemned the measure, and said
Col.-( whose name I do not recollect) had said, he could have dispersed the mob without firing a gun. "I have no doubt of it," said
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Dr. Johnson. "Some men have a method of quelling mobs which others have not, just as you have a method of defending them which I
have not." The Doctor's conversation was highly respectful to religion, and though he was now and then offensive in his manners, I
left his company under an impression that I had passed a day which
deserved always to be remembered with pleasure.
I once dined with Dr. Goldsmith in the Temple, where he had
rooms. He was entertaining, but he wanted the usual marks of, great
and original genius. He told his company that the vicar's wife in his
"Vicar of Wakefield" was intended for his mother. He repeated a
number of the lines in The Deserted Village a year or two before it
was published, in a very animated manner. He spoke with the Irish
accent.
By means of a Dr. Bruce 8 I was introduced to Mrs. Macaulay
the celebrated republican historian of England. She invited me to her
evening Coterie which met once a week at her house. I met there
some of the first literary and political characters in the British nation,
among whom were Mr. Burgh, Sir Adam Ferguson, Capt. Phipps,
Lord Nuneham,General Webb, and her brother, Alderman Sawbridge. The subjects of conversation, which were literary and politi-
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cal, were discussed with elegance and good breeding. Mr. Burgh bore
an active and entertaining part in them. Mr. Sawbridge once said "that
the Duke of New Castle and Mr. Pitt, who succeeded him in the
ministry, were alike partial to fools in their appointments, but the
former preferred dull fools, and the latter sprightly fools." It was
the first time in my life I had ever heard gravity and sprightliness
separated from a supposed necessary connection with
I have
an hundred times since seen the propriety of the remark. Mrs. Macaulay was sensible and eloquent, but visionary in some of her ideas of government. I once heard her say laws were defective in not rewarding
Virtue, as well as punishing Vice. One of the company, I think Mr.
Phipps, objected to this opinion, and said very justly that a good
man's favourable reception by the world was reward enough for his
virtue. I once took the liberty of telling her that some grammatical
errors had been made by the printers of her history. "No (said she),
they are my errors, and not the printer's. I have constantly refused to
have.them corrected, least it should be suspected that my history was
not altogether my own." She visited Philadelphia in the year 1783,
at which time she told me that she had had but little education, that
she was athoughtless girl 'till she was twenty, at which time she contracted a taste for books and knowledge by reading an odd volume of
some history, which she picked up in a window of her father's house.
While I was in Britain, Mr. Wilkes was the object of universal
attention. The nation was divided into his friends and enemies according as they espoused or opposed the measures of the government.
Mr. Wilkes was expiating some political offence in Newgate while
I was in London. My curiosity was excited to see the man that had so
universally agitated and divided a nation. Arthur Lee of Virginia,6
who knew him intimately, invited me to accompany him to a dinner
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which he had prepared in prison for a number of his friends. The
company consisted of 14 or 15 gentlemen, and the conversation was
interesting and agreeable. Mr. Wilkes abounded in anecdotes and sallies of wit. He was perfectly well bred. Not an unchaste word or oath
escaped his lips. I was the more surprised at this, as he had been represented a monster of immorality. After dinner I stepped into a small

adjoining room which contained his library. His books consisted chiefly
of histories and common place literature from which I formed an indifferent opinion of his taste and judgement. A man's pictures and
books are generally pretty correct copies of the intellectual and moral
qualities of the mind.
By means of a letter from Dr. Gibbons I was introduced to W m.
Cromwell great grand son to Oliver Cromwell and grand son to
Henry Cromwell, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. He was a deacon of
the Doctor's church, and seemed to pass the evening of his life in an
innocent retirement in a small house in Hatten [Hatton] Garden. He
was at the time I saw him near 70 years of age. He shewed· me his
grandfather's commission appointing him Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.
It began with these words "To our trusty and well beloved son." The
name of o. Cromwell was written above this inscription in large letters. He shewed me likewise Oliver's watch, many of his letters and
coins, and finally presented me with impressions upon wax of two of
the seals which hung to his watch. The one is the private seal of his
family arms, the other is the seal of the commonwealth of England.
I still possess them both. He had a perfect resemblance of his· grand
uncle Richard Cromwell. He stood at the head of his bed when he
died, and walked as chief mourner at his funeral. He was at that time
ten years old.
I was frequently and kindly entertained by Messrs. Ed. and Ch;:trles
Dil!y, Booksellers in London. 5 At their hospitable tableI met with
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many gentlemen of literary characters. Indeed their bookstore was a
kind of Coffee house for authors. It was at their table I met Mr.
Alexander Cruden, the laborious author· of the concordance of the
Scriptures He had been deranged from hard study, but was now in
good health. He spoke but once, but what he said struck me very
forcibly. "God (said he) permits a great deal of the sin that is committed in this world to pass with impunity, to convince us that there
is a day of Judgement, but he now and then punishes it, to convince
us that he governs the world by his Providence."
I was indebted to another Bookseller in London, of the name of
Donaldson, for many civilities. He was a Scotchman of good character.
He had a brother, a bookseller in extensive business in Edinburgh 7
The Revd. Mr. Coombe, a relation from Philadelphia, lodged in
the same house with me in London, and was my companion in many
of my visits and walks in the city. We often spent the day in different
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circles, and brought home in the evening the results of what we had
seen or heard. My relation and friend possessed taste and memory.
He went into a good deal of learned company, more especially of the
clergy, from whom he collected many curious anecdotes, all of which
he imparted to me in the most agreeable manner. He was wellacquainted with Dr. Jortin, Dr. Heberden and Dr. Saunders. Dr. Saunders spoke often to him of the learned Dr. Samuel Clark. He called
him "a reasoning machine."6
I never had much taste for public amusements, but if I had, my
slender resources would have prevented my enjoying them while I
was in London.
I passed but three or four evenings at the Theatre, where I once
heard the celebrated Garrick perform, and afterwards deliver an
Epilogue composed for the occasion, which was the benefit of decayed
actors. He appeared to be equal in every respect to his fame. "While
other players boiled, he alone simmered" was the remark a foreigner
once made upon his
of acting. This was strictly true. It was
reported while I was in London that Mr. Garrick was dead. The next
day it was contradicted; the day afterwards, the following lines appeared· in a news paper which are highly expressive of his talents as
a speaker.

"Garrick is dead! so prattles fame;
The bard replies, it cannot be.
Garrick, and nature are the same;
Both born for immortality."

The other popular Players whom I saw perform were Powell, Holland, Shuter, Weston, King, Barry, and Mrs. Barry. The last had
great merit as a speaker
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I visited all the public buildings, institutions, and shews that usually
attract the notice of Strangers. I likewise visited most of the large and
curious manufacturies that were carried on in London, and wrote down
descriptions of them. In these visits and observations I was once accompanied and assisted by Mr. Wolfe, an ingenious Chemist of London
I once saw the King (George III) and his family at his chapel, and
once at a Levee. I saw him likewise go in great pomp to the House
.
of Lords to open a session of Parliament.
I once heard Lord Mansfiel 3 speak with great perspicuity. and
elegance upon a law question in the House of Lords.
I attended the House of Commons, and there saw the celebrated
speakers Col. Barre and Mr. Burke 4 Neither of them spoke while I
was in the House of Commons.
I went once into Westminster hall but was not so happy [as] to
hear any of the first Lawyers speak at the bar. Lord Mansfield presided in the Court.
I spent several hours in Westminster Abbey, and in viewing the
curious objects in the Tower. A description of both is to be met with in
books. I shall therefore pass over them in silence.
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1 visited no place with half so
pleasure as the British Museum.
Every thing rare and curious in nature or art was exhibited there. My
friend
of Maryland who accompanied me in my visit to
this place, upon seeing any thing that struck him suddenly, had a habit
of exclaiming "God bless my Soul." "1 hope he will" said Dr. Gifford,
the keeper of the museum. 6 "Do what?" said Dr. B-. "Why, bless
your Soul, was it not that you prayed for?" Dr. B-. was confused, and
made no reply. The whole company seemed struck with the rebuke.
Many characters have been given of the English nation. To different
people the same objects often appear in different forms or colors. There
was in my view at the time 1 was in London, a variety in the manners
of the people of England, as great as their ranks and occupations. The
nobleman, the commoner, the countryman, gentleman of large and
moderate fortune, the common farmer, the merchant, the shopkeeper,
the tavern keeper, the Tradesman of a large capital, and his journeyman, .the Lawyer, the Physician, the Bishop, the unbeneficed clergyman, the dissenting minister, the military officer, and soldier, the
sailor, the water man, the lamp lighter, the hackney coachman, the
hawkers, the beggars had each a specific character. They were all, it is
true, in some points Englishmen, but in many more they were as dissimilar from each other as if they had belonged to different nations.
On the [16th] of Feb. 1 set out for Paris with letters of introduction from Dr. Franklin, to several of his philosophical friends.
When 1 parted with the Doctor, he asked me "how 1 was provided
with money for my jaunt." 1 told him 1 believed 1 had enough. "Perhaps not, you may be exposed to unexpected expenses. Here, said he,
is a credit upon a Banker in Paris. for twoot:' three hundred guineas."
1 thankfully accepted his kind and generous offer. The issue of it will
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be mentioned hereafter 9 Nothing worth relating occurred in my journey to Paris. I arrived there in a few days after I left London, and
was introduced by means of my letters to the following persons:
Messrs. Dubourg, a physician; Le Roy, an academician; La Roux,
Baume, Macquair, chemists; Sue, the anatomist; Nollet, lecturer upon
natural philosophy; Jessieu, Botanist to the King, Diderot the philosopher and friend
and some others of less note. By means of
Dr. Dubourg I was introduced to the Marquis of Mirabeau, who
kept a Coterie once a week at his house, to which I was invited. Upon
my entering his room, which was large, and filled with ladies and
gentlemen of the first literary characters in Paris, Dr. Dubourg announced me in the following words: "Voila ! Un ami de Mons.
Franklin." The Marquis ran towards the door and took me by the
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hand, saying at the same time "C'est assez." The subjects of conversation were oeconomics, liberty, and government. The "Farmer's Letters" .written by Mr. Dickinso
had then been recently translated
into the French language. They were praised with enthusiasm by all
the company. Many questions were asked, relative of the Author of
them, which I was able to gratify. Upon my mentioning to the Marquis
an account which had been published in a Philadelphia newspaper that
'a gentleman in Virginia had left Mr. Dickinson a large estate as an
acknowledgement of his esteem and admiration of his letters, the
Marquis remarked with great fervor "J'en suis fache. Les Riches corThis account I found afterwards was without founrompt Ie
dation. The only refreshment given at this Coterie was coffee. Several
ladies attended it.
The members of this Society consisted of some men who bore an
active part in the events of the first years of the French Revolution
The seeds of the Revolution, it has been said by one of its enemies,
were sowed by the meetings and publications of this Society.
There was but little worthy of notice in my intercourse with the
other gentlemen I have named. Mr. Jessieu bore an excellent character
for morals, as well as science. Dr. Dubourg said of him before I saw
him that "he possessed all the knowledge of the present world, and
all the goodness of the world to come."
I heard the Abbe N ollet give a lecture upon natural philosophy.
The subject of it was the mechanic powers. It was received with claps
of applause by an audience consisting of nearly 300 persons.
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Mr. Diderot entertained me in his library. He gave me a letter to
Mr. Hume when I left him. I delivered this letter to Mr.
Hume upon my return .to
It gave me an opportunity
of spending a part of a forenoon in his company. His conversation at
this time was general. He had a picture of Rousseau' in his room
which he said was like him, especially in having his "peevishcountenance."
I visited all the public hospitals in Paris but without entering myself
as a pupil in any of them. 3 . The Hotel de la Charite was remarkably
neat and clean, and the patients well accommodated. Many of them
were nursed by nuns of noble' families. The Hotel Dieu was crowded
and offensive. I saw four persons in one bed. It was open to the sick
of all religions and countries.
I visited all the galleries and churches that were known for containing celebrated pictures. Two of these pictures struck me above all others. One was of a Mary Magdalen weeping, in the church of the
Carmelites. The other was of a woman dying with the plague, and
receiving the sacrament from the hand of a priest. It was in the Church
of the Virgin Mary. Pain, sickness, and death all appeared at once in
her countenance.
It would require many. passages to describe all the elegant pieces
of statuary which attracted my attention in Paris. I was struck. most
by a representation of Cardinal Richlieu in marble on his deathbed
in the church of Sorbonne. It had been pronounced a perfect piece of
statuary. When Peter the Great of Russia saw it he fell upon it, and
exclaimed "O! Richlieu, I would give half my dominion for such a
minister."84
The public buildings, particularly the palaces of the King, are, very
splendid. A description of them is to be seen in many publications.
The Foundling hospital was to me a most agreeable sight. Eighteen
or twenty children were admitted into it, the night before I saw it.
The door of the hospital is always open,' and a basket made like a
cradle is placed near it into· which the infant is placed. A bell is then
rung, to give notice to the keepers of the. hospital of what has been
done. In the meanwhile, the person who brings the infant disappears.
It is supposed that one eighth of all the children born in Paris are
83 BR was not impressed with the French medicine of the time, saying (in the Morgan ms.) that it was 50 years behind that of the British.
84 The tomb of Richelieu in the Church of the Sorbonne, sculptured by Girardon
in 1694, is still admired for its skillful execution, though the style is too theatrical
for modern taste.
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brought up by means of this institution. The motto over the door of
the hospital is very appropriate to the condition of the children. It is
"Mon pere et rna mere m'ont abandone, mais Le Seigneur a pris soin
de moi." "My father and my mother have abandoned me, but the
Lord hath taken care of me."
Curiosity led me to visit Versailles where I spent a whole day. The
palace and the garden were magnificent and beautiful. I saw the
King, Lewis XV, pass through a large hall to a gallery in his chapel
where he went to mass. A loud voice announced his coming. It was
"LeRoi veniene." I stood within a few feet of him as he walked along,
attended by several priests and noblemen. I followed him afterwards
into his chapel where I remained until mass was over. His behaviour
in chapel was dignified, and apparently devout. He had a good eye,
and an intelligent countenance, and hence he. was said to be "the most
sensible looking fool in Europe."
,
I saw the Dauphin and his two brothers, the Count de Provence and
the Count D'Artois, dine in public.' The
was between 15 and
16, and appeared to be dull in his intellects and vulgar in his manners.
The Count D'Artois was sprightly, and courteous to all who approached him. I was afterwards admitted to see the King's daughters
dine in a private apartment in the palace. They appeared to be above
40 years of age. I saw nothing remarkable about them but a large
quantity of paint on their cheeks
In contemplating the French character concentrated as it was in
Paris, I was struck with its immense difference from that which I had
observed in the character of the' English nation. There appeared to
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me to be but one Frenchman in Paris. There was no variety in their
manners. The same taste in dress pervaded all classes from the noble-;
man down to the beggar. The same phraseology was heard in their
language. "Honor" and "pleasure" were the hackneyed words that
composed a material part of it. The subjects of conversation, except
among literary men, had no variety. Amusements and anecdotes of
the Court formed a principal part of them. The King was at this time
the idol of the nation. He was called "Lewis the well beloved." The
extent of the attachment of the nation to him, and the principles of the
French monarchy may be best conceived by the following anecdote.
I heard Mr. Wilkes say on the day I dined with him in Newgate,
that he once dined with twelve gentlemen in Paris, eleven of whom
declared they should think it their duty to surrender up their wives to
the lust of the King if he desired them ..
Civilians divide mankind into three great classes, viz, savages, barbarians and civilized people. The savage lives by fishing and hunting,
the barbarian by pasturage, and the civilized man by agriculture. There
is a certain chain which connects each of these classes together, so that
they appear to be different parts of one circle. All extremes meet in a
point. The highest degrees of civilization border upon the savage life.
The individuals of the human race are once men, and twice children,
so nations are once civilized and twice savage. I shall illustrate these
remarks by mentioning certain traits of resemblance between the manners of the French nation (the most civilized of any nation in the
world) and the Indians in North America, which occurred to me
while I was in Paris.
I. The French people are strangers to what is called delicacy in
the intercourse of the sexes with each other. Their women seldom conceal those wants and necessities to which their sex has subjected them,
from the knowledge of the men. A similar want of delicacy appears in
the intercourse of sexes with each other among the Indians. I do not
mean to call in question the chastity of the French ladies by this remark. The forms of delicacy are arbitrary, and differ in different countries. The same tribes of Indians who are deficient indelicacy, punish
adultery by death.
2. The French people are fond of ornamenting their faces by means
of paint, so are the Indians. The ladies in France take no pains to conceal the practice of painting their faces. They sometimes take out
their
in their carriages in the streets of Paris, and paint their faces
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by means of a pocket looking glass, in the presence of many hundred
passing spectators.
3. The French people eat their principal meal in the evening. The
same practice prevails among the Indians. They both agree in eating
a little, and often during the day.
4. The people of rank and fortune among the French are very fond
of :6.shing and hunting. These employments are with them the sources
of pleasure only, but with the Indians they are the means of pleasure
and subsistence. It would seem from this fact that man is naturally a
wild animal, and that taken from the woods, he is never happy in his
natural state 'till he returns to them again.
s.·There is a fifth custom in which 1, observed the French people to
resemble the Indians, and that is, they seldom address each other by
their proper names. It is no uncommon thing for a Frenchman when
called by his name in company to say "Sir, I am much obliged to you
for putting me in mind of my name, but I assure you I had not forgotten it." In favor of this omission of which the French are so tenacious, I must remark that the best bred people that I have ever met
with rarely accost each other by their names in company. I am at a loss
to point out the foundation of this custom in nature. We observe it
to obtain among the Indians in North America. They call one another
so seldom by their names, that some Travellers have supposed they
have none. As they are divided into little tribes which marry within
themselves, they become in time related in such a manner, that they
call each other by a name expressive of some of those relations such
as father, mother, sister, brother and cousin. The last of these epithets
they use to all those persons whose relationship is too distant to be
traced. The other epithets are used according· to the age, or respectability of the person who is addressed. (See Charlevoix: Voyage dans
l'Amerique Sintentrionalle, Vol. V, p. 427.) This custom among the
Indians has been urged, with other circumstances, to prove their descent from the Jews, who it is well known frequently addressed each
other in this manner. Thus we find Abraham says to Lot "we are
brethren,"8 whereas he was but his nephew, and Jacob tells Rachel
that he was her father's brother, when no such relationship subsisted
between them. The universality of the practice that has been mentioned, seems to shew that there is a foundation for it in nature, and
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as it is calculated to remove the distance and coldness that seperate
man from man, real advantages might arise from its being more generously adopted.
6. The laborious occupations are held in contempt by the French
nation. Even commerce is said to taint blood and to degrade family
honor. The same sentiment prevails among the Indians. Labor is the
exclusive business of their women, and the weak or cowardly part of
their men.
7. The military art is held in the highest estimation in France,
and arms confer the first rank in Society. "A-t-il servi," that is, has he
been in the army, is the first and often the only question that is asked
when inquiry is made into the character of a young gentleman. The
same preference is given to the business of war among the Indians.
The highest praise that can be given to an Indian is to say that "he is
a great warrior."
Having gratified my curiosity to its greatest extent in Paris, I set off
for London on the 21st and arrived at Calais on the 25th of March.
The next day I crossed the Channel and arrived at Dover. I left this
town on the 27th and reached Dartford on the evening of the same
day. I intended to have proceeded further, but was deterred ftom it
by the suspicious conduct of a man who rode several times around the
post chaise in which I was, with a lady and gentleman, and who from
his conversation with the postillion discovered an evident design to
rob us. This apprehension was not without its use, and probably was
the means of saving a life. About 8 o'clock the next morning in riding
towards London the postillion stopped our carriage and said he heard
a voice from the side of the road in a piece of wood calling for help.
As I sat nearest to the spot from whence the voice came I ran first to
inquire for the cause of it, and soon discovered a poor woman lying
upon an old blanket upon the ground, who told me she was in .labor .
I told her I was a Physician and offered to relieve her. She thankfully accepted of my offer, and in ten minutes with the assistance of the
lady who was with me in the carriage, I delivered her of a fine boy.
She was speechless for some time afterwards, but in this state she took
my hand and pressed it to her lips in the most affecting manner. After
waiting about ten minutes, her husband came to her with two old
women whom he had picked up in the neighbourhood, one of whom
took the child from us. We lifted her into our post chaise and drove
her to a little village which was about a mile and half behind us, where
we left her in a comfortable house, with as much money as was suf-
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ficient to support her for several days. When I arrived' in London and
mentioned her case to the lady with whom I lodged ( a Mrs. Jeffries
in the Hay market) she sent her a bundle of cloathes for her Child,
and sundry other things which are necessary and comfortable to
women in her situation. I was informed two years afterwards that she
had called to see me at Mrs. Jeffries's, and that she had called her little
boy by my name.
A day or two after I arrived in London I called upon Dr. Franklin,
and informed him that my expenses in Paris had so far exceeded my
expectations that I had been obliged to avail myself of hiskind offer,
by drawing upon his Banker for 30 guineas. He seemed pleased and requested that I would pay them when convenient to his wife in Philadelphia. This I did, out of the first money I earned after my arrival.
Mrs. Franklin for a while refused to receive it for the Doctor had not
mentioned the debt to her in any of his letters. I take great pleasure
in recording this delicate act of paternal friendship in Dr. Franklin. It
attached me to him during the remainder of his life, and it has; since
his death, disposed me to respect and love all the branches of his family.
I left London on the 24th of May ina post chaise, and reached
Gravesend the same evening, where I -spent two days. On the evening
of the 26th I embarked on board the ship Edward, Captain Sahnon,
bound to New York with the following cabin passengers: Danl. Coxe
of New Jersey and his mother, Col. Gabriel Christie and his niece,
Major Skene, Lieut. Dysert of the British army, and a certain John
Fricke, a London merchant or shopkeeper. We lost sight of land in
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a few days. The last' view I took of the white cliffs of Britain trom
the stern of our ship was an affecting one. All the ancient and modern
glory of that celebrated and highly favoured island rushed upon my
mind. I enjoyed in silence this pensive retrospect of the first country
in the world, 'till distance snatched it for ever from" my sight.
There was a great variety in the characters of my fellow passengers,
and the incidents bf the voyage gave a perfect knowledge of each of
them. Mr. Coxe was at all times well bred and agreeable. His excellent mother made us forget at times everything that was disagreeable
at sea, by her pleasant and instructing conversation. She was learned
and well informed upon all subjects, composed in danger, and so patient under contrary winds that it seemed as if she was at home in the
cabin of our ship. Col. Christie had seen a great deal of service, had
been in many battles, and mixed much with the world. His conversation bore the complexion of' what he had seen: and heard, ?-nd was at
all times entertaining. His temper, which was irritable, now and then
gave pain to some of the company. I-lis niece was a handsome girl,
without much education. Major Skene was a civil, inoffensive, well
bred gentleman. Lieut. Dysert was a man: of a more interesting character. He had served during the last preceding war in Germany under
Prince Ferdinand and the Marquis of Granby, and abounded with
anecdotes of each of those officers, as well as in details of the war. I
passed many pleasant hours with him on the deck, after most of the
crew had retired to rest, in listening not· only to the history of military events, but to incidents of a private nature in the history of his
life. fIe was a very accomplished gentleman, always inoffensive, and
ever ready to do good offices. I never heard him swear, nor mention
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the name of the Supreme Being in an irreverent manner. He was a
native of Ireland. The person who called himself Mr. Fricke had a
strange mixture of opposite qualities in his character. He knew London perfectly, and all the arts and tricks of business among the traders
of every description. He was facetious upon some occasions, but his
chief delight was to talk upon the pleasures of the table. He had lived
among the Methodists, and had some of their peculiarities, but not
eno' of what is excellent and praise worthy in that sect. It was a practice of good Mrs. Coxe to read a sermon in the cabin every Sunday,
or to have one read by her son. Mr. Fricke objected to being present
upon these occasions, because the sermons were only upon moral subjects. Upon my remonstrating with him upon this conduct, he told me
if I would compose a sermon and read it in the cabin the ensuing Sunday, he would listen to it. To this I consented. The cabin and several
of the steerage passengers assembled at the usual hour after dinner.
The sermon contained a history of Mr. F.'s principles, conduct and appetite taken from a character described in the proverbs of Solomon.
The whole company applied it to him. He took the sermon from me
as soon as I had read it, and claimed it as his property. I heard a few
months after my arrival, that he read it to a company of gentlemen in
Maryland with whom he supped, and informed them that the subject
of it was one of his fellow passengers. I never heard of him afterwards.
Our captain was an attentive seaman, and treated every person on
board with civility and in some instances with kindness. He was a native of Scotland.
It has been said that there is always more or less inquietude both
of body and mind at sea. It is owing to this state of the body and mind
that Dr. Franklin used to say "there were three classes of people who
did not care how little they got for their money, viz. school boys,
sermon hearers, and sea passengers." I felt it in the most sensible
manner. I was but little affected with seasickness, and that but for one
day, but I was never perfectly well. My appetite was weak, and no
food had its usual taste, and yet I was never easy but when I was eating, or for an hour or two after it. My mind was equally restless, and
unsettled. The only remedy I found for it was reading and study.
Having sent most of my books to Philadelphia by a vessel that sailed
before me, I was obliged to borrow such books as I could procure from
the ship's company. Mr. Coxe lent me the first three volumes of
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Blackstone's Commentaries,9 all of which I read with uncommon
tention and pleasure. I afterwards read Foster's Crown Law. To
the reading of these books I ascribe in part the relish for political science which I felt in the beginning of the American Revolution. Our
captain lent me an entertaining Italian novel which he had picked up
at Leghorn entitled the "Countess of the North,"9 which helped to
render a few hours of several days less tedious. After reading this work
and several other novels I· procured from the steerage passengers, I
found I had exhausted all the. stock' of commOn books on board the
ship. In this situation I should have relapsed into the inquietude of
mind I have described had not my friend Mr. Dysert offered to teach
me the German language. For this purpose he put a grammar and
German dictionary into my hands. By reading the grammar over I
became acquainted with the principles and construction of the language.A German steerage passenger furnished me with a Bible in
which I read constantly so that in the course ofa few weeks I began
to understand what I read with but little aid from a translation or a
dictionary. While I was advancing with rapidity in this study, I was
suddenly called off on the morning of the 14th of July by the cry
of land. This at once dissipated all my ardor in the pursuit I was engaged in, and produced a new tiqe of impressions upon my mind. I
viewed the American shore with a rapture that can only be conceived
by persons who have been in my situation. In the afternoon of the
same daywe anchored off New York. I was received on the wharf
by myoId classmate and friend, Ebenezer Hazard, who conducted
me to his partner's, Garret Noel's, 5 where I was most kindly received
and entertained. The first refreshment I tasted after I came on shore
was a dish of tea with bread and butter. It had a relish to me which
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I never before perceived in food of any kind and such as is perceived
after extreme hunger, and in the convalescent state of a fever. Three
things struck me in the appearance of the people I saw in the streets
of New York. I, They had less color; 2, they walked less erect; and
3, they moved with a less quick step than the citizens of London. This
difference in the complexions and manner of walking of the inhabitants

of the two countries -ceased to attract my attention after I had been
a few weeks in America. The evening and day after my arrival, I felt
an uncommon depression of spirits, the usual effect of a high tide of
joy upon the system. I now believed the many accounts which have
been published, of melancholy and even suicide following similar emotions of the mind. Two days after my arrival in New York I set off
in the stage for Philadelphia. I met my brother and myoid classmate
and friend Jonth. Smith 6 at Bristol, with whom I came into town on
the evening of the 18th of the month. I was received by my dear
mother and sister with tears of joy which soon became reciprocal.
Several succeeding days were spent in receiving visits from my fellow
citizens, and in returning them.

I V. Life as Physician in Philadelphia
the course of a week I settled in a house which had been previously

I taken for me in Arch Street between Front and 2nd Streets. My
N

brother, who had just begun the practice of the law, lived with me.
A sister who had been unfortunate in her marriage kept house for us
In this situation I was led to deliberate on the usual modes of a
physician's getting an establishment in business, for I well knew that
had I possessed ever so much knowledge or sagacity in my profession
they would avail nothing in my favor. The principal means which
introduce a physician into business are as follow:
I. The patronage of a great man. From this quarter I had no hopes,
for I was unknown to any of the men who were called great in our
city. So much was this the case, that when my name, with my profes-
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sional title,
mentioned in one of the first circles in the city, a few
days after my arrival, one of the company asked whether I was a
Doctor of Divinity or Physic.
2. The influence of extensive and powerful family connections.
From this quarter likewise I had nothing to hope. My family connections were few, and without power or influence in the city.
3. The influence of a religious sect or political party. At the time
of my settlement in Philadelphia the influence of the religious Society in which I had been chiefly educated, viz. the Presbyterian, was
too small and too much divided to afford me much support. Besides,
I was too feebly attached to their principles and forms, to have any
claims upon them. My intercourse with other sects while I was abroad
had·led me to consider all denominations of Christians with a more
equal eye than I had done in early life, and had divested me of an
undue predilection for either of them. The Presbyterian Society moreover, was not only small and divided, but it was the object of the
jealousy, or hatred of the two Societies, viz. the Quakers and Episcopalians, who possessed between them the greatest part of the wealth
and influence of the city. It was in vain therefore to expect patronage
from either of them. The Quakers had long been in the habit of confining their business chiefly to persons who belonged to their Society,
or who favoured their views in politicks. I do not complain of this
conduct; it is natural and perhaps praise worthy. I mention it as a
reason why I had recourse to the only mode of succeeding in business
which was left for me, and that was by attending the poor. I had
been much struck in reading when a boy, that Dr. Boerhaave had said
that "the poor were his best patients,· because God was their paymaster." I had heard that Dr. Cullen had established himself in Scotland,
and Dr. Fothergill in London chiefly by their extensive and successful practice among the poor. My natural disposition made this mode
of getting into business agreeable to me, for I had a natural sympathy
with distress of every kind. My conduct during my apprenticeship
moreover paved the way for my success in adopting it, for I had made
myself acceptable at that time to the poor by my services to them. I
began business among them, and in a few months was fully ePlployed.
I recollect at one time in the first year of my settlement I prescribed,
after returning from a morning walk,· for 16 different patients, and
charged but one of them. Several of my poor patients lived at Kensington and in distant parts of the Northern Liberties and Southwark.
Some of them lived as tenants at the country seats near the city. These
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I visited and mostly on foot for the first years after my settlement,
and supplied them with all the medicines they required out of my own
Shop. I soon found my labor was not in vain. The reputation ascribed
to some cures I had performed, and the faithful attendance I was said
to give to my patients where no reward was expected, in a little while
begat other business. I had seen the Suttonian method of giving and
treating the small pox in London and introduced it into our city.
The mode of infecting the arm by a small puncture, instead of a long
incision, was a very popular one, and brought me many patients, some
of whom continued to employ me in other diseases. I had learned
likewise from my master Dr. Cullen to give but few medicines in diseases, and to rely more upon diet and drinks than had been common
in Philadelphia. This likewise helped to introduce me into business.
The circumstances that influence opinion and choice and of course the
fate of a physician are too numerous and many of them too trifling to
be mentioned. The following fact will best illustrate this remark, and
shew that medical skill has but little share in them. I was once sent for
to see a respectable Scotch sea captain in Southwark. I had never heard
of his name before. After I had examined his disease, he told me that
he had great confidence in me, and that he had made choice of me as
his physician because he had once witnessed my decent behaviour in
the time of Divine Service in the Revd. Dr. Allison's3 Church. This
man employed me as long as he lived, which was 20 years afterwards,
and his recommendations brought me several families in his· neighbourhood. Several other persons made it their business to recommend
. me to their friends, whose names I take great pleasure in recording.
They were, the Revd. Mr. Wm. Marshall by whose means I was
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employed by nearly every family in his congregation. This congregation it is true was at that time small and poor, but their business was
useful to me. David' McMurtrie a Scotch merchant had dealed extensivelywith my mother, and had formed an attachment to me upon
her account before I went abroad. Upon my return, he took me by
the hand, and recommended me to his acquaintances as a physician.
His manner of doing this was artful, and therefore not ascribed to
any interest he took in my establishment. If he heard of any body
being very ill, he made it a practice to inquire- who was his Doctor.
If my name was not mentioned, he expressed his surprize at it, and
added long details of my opportunities of instruction in Edinburgh
and of my having been the pupil of the two Hunters in London, both
of whom he knew in early life. Mrs. Patten, a celebrated midwife
was very successful in speaking in my favor. One of the most friendly
and profitable families that I ever attended, employed me inc()nsequence of her recommendations. In addition to the aid I derived from
the circumstances and friendly exertions that have been mentioned, I
was a good deal assisted by being appointed Professor of Chemistry
in the College of Philadelphia the month after my arrival. This held
me up to public notice now and then in the newspapers, and made my
name familiar to the public ear much sooner than it would have been.
It was likewise an immediate source of some revenue. For this appointment I was indebted to the early friendship of Dr. Jno. Morgan,
who first advised me to qualify myself for it before I went to Edinburgh in 1766.
To counteract all these efforts of my own and ,of others to acquire
business in my profession, several of the old and established physicians
of the city became unfriendly to. me in consequence of my having
broached some parts of Dr. Cullen's System of medicine in my lectures. This System was built upon the ruins of Dr. Boerhaave's, which
was then the only prevailing system of medical principles and practice in Americ . 1 I do not recollect in the course of the first seven years
of my settlement in Philadelphia that anyone of my brethren ever'
sent a patient to me, and yet several of them had more applications
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daily than they were able to attend to. The system of Dr. Cullen was
calumniated and even ridiculed in the newspapers with my name connected with it. Perhaps my manner of recommending it provoked this
opposition, for 1 know by experience as well as observation that an
indiscreet zeal for truth, justice, or humanity has cost more to the
persons who have exercised it, than the total want of zeal for any thing
good, or even zeal in false and un just pursuits. One of the physicians
of the city lremember complained in severe terms of my having given
at my table in the presence of a number of students of physic, the
following toast, "Speedy interment of the System of Dr. Boerhaave,
and may it never rise again."
However unpopular and offensive the System of Dr. Cullen was
when first broached by me, I lived to see it adopted by all. the physicians who had opposed it; nay more, I lived to see it adhered to and
defended with great obstinacy when an attempt was made to alter and
improve it twenty years afterwards.
In the year 1770 I published in the news paper some observations
upon the Cynanche trachialis, called at that time in our city by the
name of I-Jives. In this publication '1 adopted a new opinion of the
proximate cause of that disease. I supposed it might exist in the windpipe from a spasm, without any secretion of mucus, or the formation
of a membrane. This opinion has been confirmed by many dissections.
In 177 I I published three essays with the title of "Sermons to Gentlemen upon Temperance and Exercise," without my name. They were
well received before it was known who was the author of them. I heard
of a physician who commended them in high terms when he believed
they were written by another person, and abused them as extravagantly
when he discovered that they came from my pen.
In the year 177 I or 1772 a petition was circulated to the legislature
praying them to encrease the duty upon negro slaves imported into the
province. To aid this petition I published an "Address to the Inhabitants of the British Colonies upon Slavekeeping" in which I endeav-
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oured to shew the iniquity of the slave trade. A reply was published
to this address by a Mr. Nesbit 2 from the Island of Nevis, which
drew from me a vindication of my address in a pamphlet of [54]
pages. 3 This publication had an extensive publication, and I believe
did some good in removing several errors and prejudices upon the
subject of domestic slavery, but it did me harm, by exciting the resentment of many slaveholders against me. It injured me in another way,
by giving rise to an opinion that I had meddled with a controversy
that was foreign to my business. I now found that a physician's studies
and duties were to be limited by the public,and that he was destined
to walk in a path as contracted as the most humble and dependent
mechanic. The influence of these publications was but transitory upon
my business. It continued to en crease, so that in the year 1775 it was
worth about £900 a year, Pennsylvania currency.
From the time of my settlement in Philadelphia in 1769 'till 1775
I led a life of constant labor and self-denial. My shop was crowded
with the poor in the morning and at meal times, and nearly every
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street and alley in the city was visited by me every day. There are
few o.ld huts no.w standing in the ancient parts o.f the city in which I
have no.t attended sick peo.ple. Often have I ascended the upper sto.ry
o.f these huts by a ladder, and many hundred times have been o.bliged
to. rest my weary limbs· UPo.n the bedside o.f the sick (fro.m the want
o.f chairs) where I was sure I risqued no.t o.nly taking their disease

but being infected by vermin. Mo.re than once did I suffer fro.m the
latter. No.r did I hasten fro.m these abo.des o.f Po.verty and misery.
Where no. o.ther help was attainable, I have o.ften remained in them
Io.ng eno.' to. administer my prescriptio.ns, particularly bleeding and
glysters, with my o.wnhands. I review these scenes .with heartfelt
pleasure. I believed at the time that they Wo.uld no.t Io.se their reward.
"Take care o.f him, and I will repay thee" were wo.rds which I have
repeated a tho.usand times to. myself in leaving the ro.o.ms o.f this class
o.f sick peo.ple. N o.r have I been disapPo.inted. Here therefo.re will I
set my seal to. the truth o.f the divine pro.mises to. such acts o.f
To. His go.o.dness in accepting my services to. His Po.o.r children! ascribe
the innumerable blessings o.f my life; nay mo.re, my life itself. A fact
which induced a belief in this o.pinio.n shall be mentio.ned in its pro.per
place.
If I have rendered any services to. my fello.w citizens, o.r added
any facts o.r principles to. that part o.f the science o.f tpedicine which
relates to. Epidemics, I o.we bo.th to. the knoJVledge I acquired by my
familiarity with diseases amo.ng the Po.o.r, in who.m they appear early,
and in a simple state. To. my unfettered prescriptio.ns in their diseases
I o.we likewise much o.f my kno.wledge o.f the do.ses and effects o.f
medicines.
While my days were thus emplo.yed in business, my evenings were
devo.ted to. study. I seldo.m went to. bed befo.re I2 o.'clo.ck, and many
many times have I heard the watchmen cry 3 o.'clo.ck befo.re I have put
o.ut my candle. I reco.llect when I began to. feel languid o.r sleepy at
late o.r early ho.urs, I used to. excite my mind by encreasing the heat
and blaze o.f my fire in winter, o.r by eXPo.sing myself a few minutes in
a balco.ny which pro.jected o.ver Water street fro.m my backparlo.ur
in Fro.nt street near Walnut Street, where I resided 'till the year I780
after living but a few mo.nths in the ho.use in which I first settled.
During the interval between I769 and I774 I kept but little'co.mpany. No.W and then I gave a dinner o.r a supper to. a stranger, and
to. a few yo.ung merchants in my neighbo.urho.o.d. They were Sco.tch-
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men, and some of them possessed Education and Sentiment. I mixed
freely in female Society, and occasionally spent afternoons in the
company of ladies upon parties of pleasure both in town and in the
country
By the; persons who called themselves great in· the city, I was at
this time neglected, or unknown. But this produced no depression in
my spirits, nor weakness in my exertions to advance myself in my
profession. I had examined the usual issue of years of industry in
other people in circumstances similar to my own. I believed that a
. more easy situation was before me, and therefore bore the insolence
of office, and the proud man's contumely in silence. In another place
I shall mention my accepting a medical appointment in the military
hospitals of the United States in the month of April I777, and the
causes that induced me to resign it on the 30th of January I778.
I carried with me into private practice a good deal of knowledge
acquired in the military hospitals. It was there I learned the safety
and advantages of giving opium in low fevers, and of adding other
stimulants to opium in thetreatment of the Locked Jaw. My business
from this time was extensive, but less profitable than it should have
been, from being obliged to receive the payment of my bills in paper
money which frequently depreciated 200 and 300 per cent below
their value at the time they were delivered to my patients. In the
autumn of I780 I was attacked by the prevailing epidemic of that
season known and described by the name of the break bone fever.
It yielded in a few days to an emetic and the Bark. Upon my recovery from this fever and before I had left my room, I drealned
that a poor woman came to me just as I was getting into my chair in
Penn Street, and begged me to visit her husband. I told her hastily,
that I was worn out in attending poor people, and requested her to
apply to another Doctor. "O! Sir (said she, lifting up her hands)
you don't know how much you owe to your poor patients. It was
decreed that you should die by the fever which lately attacked you,
but the prayers of your poor patients ascended to heaven in your
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behalf, and your life is prolonged only upon their account." This
answer affected me so much that I awoke in tears. I have been as
little disposed to superstition as most men, and have often exposed
the folly of being influenced by dreams, by explaining their cause by
obvious physical principles. The" dream I have related left a deep and
lasting impression upon my mind. It encreased my disposition to attend the poor, and never, when I could not serve them, to treat them
in an uncivil manner. In order to relieve myself from the pressure
of too much business, and to assist me in the care of the poor, I took
into partnership with me in the
one of my pupils Dr. James
month of
. He had previously spent 15 months in attending
lectures in London and the practice of the St. Thomas hospital. This
connection was the more'necessary, as frequent attacks of a pulmonary
affection rendered it unsafe for me to go out in the night and bad
weather. It would have answered the design intended by it, had it
not been represented by some of my medical brethren as a preparatory
measure to my declining business and devoting myself exclusively to
public pursuits. This partnership, instead of encreasing, lessened my
business. Its dissolution was hastened by Dr. Hall's marriage to Miss
Hartley and subsequent settlement in Yorktown in 17 8 [7? ] .
In the year 1779 I opened a book and recorded in it an account of
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the diseases of every season, and frequently of every month in the
year, together with a history of the weather and the state of vegetation.
I have continued this register every year· since, and have derived
great advantages from it in my studies and practice 8
For many years after I settled in Philadelphia. I was regulated in my
practice by the System of medicine which I had learned from the
lectures and publications of Dr. Cullen. But time, observations and
reflection convinced me that it was imperfect and erroneous in many
of its parts. The discovery of its imperfections and errors produced
a languor in my mind in discharging the duties of my profession, and
a wish at times to relinquish it. In some diseases my practice was
regulated by theory, but in others it was altogether empirical. 1 read,
I thought, and I observed upon the phenomena of diseases, but for a
'while without discovering any thing that satisfied me. The weight of
Dr. Cullen's name depressed me every time I ventured to admit an
idea that militated against his System. At length a few rays of light
broke in upon my mind upon several
These were communicated first to my pupils, in my lectures, and afterwards to the
public, in a volume of observations and inquiries in the year 1786. 0
In the year 1789 I was chosen successor to Dr. Morgan in the chair
of the theory and practice of physic in the College of Philadelphia. It
now became my duty to deliver a System of principles in medicine.
After much study and inquietude both by day and night, I was
gradually led to adopt those which I have since taught, from my
professor's chair and the press. The leading principle of my System
was obtruded upon me suddenly while I was walking the floor of my
study. It was like a ferment introduced into my mind. It produced in
it a constant endless succession of decompositions and new arrangements of facts and ideas upon medical subjects. I was much assisted
in the application of the principles that had occurred to me, by
conversing with my pupils. Their questions and objections suggested many hints to me which enabled me to fortify my principles
where they were weak, and to extend them to new diseases. Dr.
Brown's System of medicine, which was published about this time,
assisted me likewise a good deal in my inquiries. I adopted some of
his terms in the new nomenclature of my principles. From this circum-
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stance, superficial readers have supposed that his System and mine
are the same. Several of my opinions were upon record in my publications before the name of Dr. Brown was known in America, as a
teacher of medicine, and many more of them are as much opposed to
his System as they are to that of Dr. Cullen.
The System I adopted was not merely a speculative one. It led to
important changes in the practice of medicine. Where it did not suggest new remedies, it led to circumstances in the exhibition of old ones,
which determined their safety and success. My practice from this
time became much more successful than it had been before, and I
experienced a pleasure in it which reconciled me to all its toils, and
caused me to rejoice in those acts of providence which had originally
diverted and restrained my studies to medicine.
In the innovations which I at this time attempted, I was not
actuated by ambition, or a desire of being the Founder of a new sect
of physicians. It was always one of my numerous weaknesses to hold
great men in too much veneration, and no one it: greater, than my
master Dr. Cullen. I was at first passive in my new opinions, and when
I indulged them I as little expected their tendency and prevalence, as
I now do to end my days at Lambeth in possession of the See of
Canterbury.
It is not to him that willeth, nor to him that runneth, but to the
overruling hand of Heaven alone that we are to look for the successful issue of all human actions whether of body or mind.
Humble and unworthy instruments are often employed in promoting the physical as well as moral happiness of mankind in order
to confound the splendor of those external circumstances which attract
and fix the esteem of the world.
The propagation of my new opinions had an immediate influence
. upon my business. It lessened it by precluding me from consultations,
for most of my brethren in Philadelphia were devoted to Dr. Cullen's
System of medicine, and opposed to the least deviation from it. It
would be improper to ascribe my exclusion from consultations wholly
to the influence of my new opinions. The part I took in favor of my
country in the American Revolution had left prejudices in the minds
of the most wealthy citizens of Philadelphia against me, for a great
majority of them had been loyalists in principle or conduct. It was
said, my meddling with politicks was their reason for not confiding
their health or lives to my care. This was not true, for the same
people had upon former occasions given a lucrative establishment by
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their patronage to physicians who had been e:xclusively devo
politicks or other pursuits equally foreign to medicine,but - these
physicians thought and acted with them in matters that related to
liberty and government. Other things contributed to offend my
medical brethren besides the novelty of my opinions and practice. I
had declared medicine to be a science so simple that two years study,
instead of five or more, were sufficient to understand all that was
true and practical in it. I had rejected a great number of medicines
as useless, and had limited the materia medica to IS or 20 articles,
and in order to strip medicine still further of its imposture 1. had
borne testimony against enveloping it in mystery or secrecy by Latin
prescriptions, and by publishing inaugural dissertations in the Latin
language in the medical School of Philadelphia. In the latter, I was
so -happy as to be completely successful.
In a city of the size of Philadelphia there will always be a great
number of men _who neither read nor think upon medical subjects,
and there will also be a few who both read and think for themselves.
Neither of these ,classes have prejudices, and of these, in addition to
strangers who were directed to _me by physicians in other States and
the West Indies, were my patients wholly composed. They formed,
when united, a large body, and rendered my business more extensive
for many years than any physician's in the city. The Institution of the
Dispensary 1 in 178 [6] reduced the 1,1umber -of my patients by a
fourth, but still I had constant employment.
I remarked in the account of my residence in Edinburgh that the
rejection of the political principles in which I had been educated, and
the adoption of republican principles, had acted like a ferment in my
mind, and had led me to try the foundations of my opinions upon
many other subjects as well as that of government. To the activity
induced in my faculties -by the evolution of my republican principles
by the part I took in the American Revolution, I ascribe in a great
measure the disorganization of myoId principles in medicine. The
same republican ferment produced similar commotions and I hope
a similar precipitation of the feculencies of error, upon the subjects
of education, penal laws and capital punishments, upon each of which
I publishec1 a number of essays in the American Museum, the Co IUll!bian Magazine, and other periodical works. A selection of them has
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since been published in an octavo volume by Samuel Bradford of
Philadelphia.
My opinions uponthe latter subjects subjected me to some abuse
and ridicule in the public news papers. I met with but three persons
in Philadelphia who agreed with me in denying the right of human
laws over human life, when my publication against capital punishments first made its appearance, but in less than two years I had the
satisfaction of observing that opinion to be adopted by many hundred
people, more especially among the Society of the Friends.
But I did not content myself by merely attacking old errors and
prejudices from the press. I assisted in the institution of Societies
to carry them into effect. I was likewise for a while an active member
of several Societies whose objects were altogether of a humane
nature. They· were the Society for the gradual abolition of slavery,
the Prison and the Humane Societies. I likewise assisted in forming
the constitution of the College of Physicians, and was for a while a
punctual member of it.
I was often asked how I found time to do my business, compose
lectures, answer letters, write for the press, and attend so many different Societies. I shall now answer that question.
I. I never went out of my house in a morning before 9, 0 9, and
sometimes 10 o'clock except called by a sudden indisposition, or by a
consultation at an earlier hour. By this means I received all new applications so as to arrange them with the business of the morning.
2. I lost no time in my own house. The scraps of time which interposed between the hour I returned from visiting my patients and the
times of eating, I spent in light reading, or answering letters, or such
pieces of business as required but little abstraction of mind. The
evenings from 7, 8 or 9 o'clock when not engaged in business or
company were always spent in study, sometimes in the same room
with my wife and children, but latterly in a room appropriated to my
use. I seldom left it 'till I I or 12 o'clock at night.
3. After the year 1789 I rarely dined, or spent an evening, out of
my .own house.
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I derived rest from fatigue in reading, by writing, and from
writing by reading, so as to require no other relaxation of body or
mind for many hours. I likewise varied my studies, by which means
no one of them ever palled, and I think I preserved my mind in a
more pointed state by this practice, to every study. I learned it from
Ruisseau's history of his life
5. By visiting my patients in a carriage, I lost but little time out of
doors. I was carried to them with more quickness, and was less liable
to interruptions and delays in the streets than when I visited them on
foot.
6. As I advanced in years I became more frugal of my time. To a
young lady who was misspending her time, I once said 1 would willingly give a dollar, were it possible, for every hour she could not
employ, and often have I, when thinking of the lost hours of my
youth, wished for "one ten thousandth of those hours that did no
work" (Shakespear's Henry IV) 5 or that produced no fruits of study,
when I was a young man.
7. I obviated the usual effect of hot weather, in producing an inability to read, and thereby a waste of time, by spending the hot
months in writing for the press. The greater exertion necessary to
compose, then to read, always obviated sleepiness. It had the same
effect upon me after dinner and late at night.
Many new ideas occurred to me when riding, walking, or between
the times of my waking and leaving my bed in the morning. I made it
a practice to commit them to paper with a pencil when absent from
home. In sickness, and in the convalescence from fever, many new
ideas were likewise obtruded upon my mind. In writing it was likewise invigorated, so much so that I have more than once relinquished
an opinion I sat down to defend, and embraced' the one that was
opposed to it. Conversation often suggested new views of subjects,
even with persons who knew less of them than myself. But teaching
was the principal means of encreasing new combinations in my mind.
They frequently occurred in my Chair, and were delivered extempore
to my pupils. The nature of my profession prevented my trying the
effects of Solitude upon my intellectual faculties, but the few fortuitous
experiments that I made, gave me no reason to expect any thing from
it, for I do not recollect ever acquiring a single new idea by sitting
nothing in my study.
still and
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In acquiring knowledge. I did not depend exclusively upon books. I
made, as far as was in my power, every person I conversed with contribute to my improvement. I was visited by many literary strangers,
and I kept up a constant intercourse with several of the most distinguished philosophical characters who resided in, or occasionally
visited Philadelphia. As I wished to be correct in the knowledge I
acquired by conversation, I made it a practice to record it in a book
kept for that purpose, after the manner (as I supposed) of Mr.
Boyle. By thus committing it to paper, I was able to use it more
confidently in my lectures, and publications. I shall here insert a
specimen of the manner in which the knowledge picked up in this
way was preserved.
[Editor's note: All but two of the passages inserted by Rush at this po.int, .
to illustrate his habit of writing down interesting conversations, were copied
from the Commonplace Books published herewith. All are printed in their
proper chronological place elsewhere in this volume as indicated, .and the
persons named are there identified.]

I786, September 23. Conversation with Dr. Franklin about the plague
in Turkey. This passage appears to have been copied into "Travels
Through Life" from some earlier notebook (p. I73).
I790, June 2. Part of the conversation with the Rev. Mr. Muhlenberg,
about the time of flowering of plants (p. I8S).
I79I, October 7. Conversation with Mr. Stewart of :London, a world
traveller, about his personal hygienic regime; about the habits of
the Turks; and about education (p. 209).
I79I, October 8. Mr. Stewart about the horrors of the Hindu religion
and the manners of the Laplanders (p. 210).
I791,May 2. Mr. Michaux, the French botanist, on the grasses and
fruits of Persia(p. 220).
1793, January 24· Mr. Blanchard, the balloonist, about his discomforts at high altitudes (p. 304).
1793, April 17. Dr. Van Rohr from St. Croix, on the truth of the
report that the flesh of the lizard is a cure for leprosy in Spanish
America (p. 304).
1793, August 7. Report of the surgeon of "II Constante," an India
ship, of the remarkable health of the crew during a recent voyage
(P·3 0 S).
1794, February 10. Facts communicated by Dr. Johnson, who practised
physic I4 years in the East
about the effects of the moon
upon fevers; the advantages of a vegetable diet. as used by the
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Brahmins; the Brahmins' complaint of the bad breath of Huropeans; the use of grass roots as food for horses by the Arabs; their
cure of stumbling horses by blindfolding them; the absence of ill
effects from the smell of putrefaction in the Parsee method of
disposal of the dead; his own comfortable experiences of an earth
bath of 8 hours' duration; the inheritance of hair color and other
features in marriages of Danes and other northmen with East
India Women (p. 305).
1794, February 9. Conversation with Mr. Volney. His appearance,
deportment, and remarks, especially on the defensibility of suicide
under certain circumstances (p. 241).
1798, July. Talks with a Dr. Scandella (p. 242).
1791, August 25. Mr. Rittenhouse relates a conversation with Dr.
Franklin about religion (p. 208).
.
1790, January. Talks with Andrew Ellicot about Niagara Falls
(p. 180).
1790, March 17. Mr. Jeffersonon the differences between the animals
of America and of Europe; his regard for republican forms of
government; the merits of Mr. Madison (p. 181).
1791, May 13. Mr. Jefferson on the olive tree and willow in France,
on the climate of France, and on the advantages of a good climate
in general (p. 194).
I have thus selected a few of the facts and opinions communicated
to me in conversation. It would be easy for me to·fill a volume with
similar extracts from conversations with persons of less note than
those I have mentioned, particularly with physicians from the East
and West Indies, and from different parts of the United States.
In reading borrowed books, I always made extracts frOlTI them,
and marked down references to the pages of my own books in my
common place book. As soon as I determined to publish upon any
subject, I opened a head for it, and set down all such facts and
thoughts as were related to it, that occurred to me in reading, conversation and reflection.
In the year 178- [actually 1791] a union took place between the
College of Philadelphia and the University of Pennsylvania, in
consequence of which the annihilation of the professorship of the
theory and practice of Physic which I held became necessary. Dr.
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Adam Kuhn was chosen my successor, and I was elected Professor
of the Institutes of medicine,2 and of clinical practice. The cases
which were to furnish material for clinical lectures were to be selected
from the Pennsylvania hospital. I accepted my new appointment with
great diffidence, and considered it for a while as a sacrifice of interest
and reputation to a desire of promoting harmony among the Professors of medicine. I had neglected no part of my former studies so
much as Physiology, and I well knew the difficulties and controversies
which hung over that science. There were but six weeks between my
appointment and the time in which the lectures usually commenced,
and those weeks being in the autumnal months were generally the
most sickly and busy part of the year. I began to prepare for
duties of my new Professorship by reading Boerhaave, Dr. Haller,
Hunter, Gregory, Cullen's manuscript lectures, and many small
tracts upon physiological subjects. From none of them did I derive so
many useful hints as from Dr. Hartley's treatise upon the frame of
man 8 About a week before the meeting of the classes, I sat down to
compose my lectures, and during the winter in the midst of constant
business, I finished and delivered a course of lectures upon the
Institutes of medicine. Never before had I stretched my faculties to
such an extent. I slept but little, and lived sparingly during this
severe paroxysm of bodily and mental exertion. My lectures were well
received by my pupils particularly those upon animal life, which
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were published at the request of successive classes in the year
My visits to the hospital at this time were more frequent than in
former winters. This became necessary in order to prepare for my
clinical lectures, which were delivered in the University twice a week.
From the year I789 to the year I793 my business encreased in
extent and profit, more especially among strangers. 'My lectures commanded an encreasing class. Having relinquished public pursuits, I
led a retired life, associating chiefly with my patients and a few
literary friends. ! I kept up a slender intercourse with public men.
I visited the President of the United States but once and never heard
a single speech in the Senate or House of Representatives during the
residence of either of them in Philadelphia. I ceased to .read such parts
of the news papers of our city as contained an account of the affairs of
our country. By thus keeping myself ignorant, I kept myself indifferent to all the measures which agitated and divided the United States
during the memorable years in which the government was administered .by GenI. .Washington and Mr. Adams. 2 The patronage of
the principal officers of the general government was given to Dr.
Jones 3 and afterwards to Dr. Kuhn. Upon one question I was always decided; that was in favor of the Republican form of the
constitution of. the United States. 4
Thus employed, I met the epidemic of the year I 793. The lapse of
years has not much lessened the painful recollection of the events
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of that melancholy year. I have
them as far as they relate
to myself in a narrative of the state of my body and mind during
the prevalence of the fever, which is subjoined to my account of it.3
1 shall pass on to mention events which are only hinted at in that
narrative, and which have been· followed with· important consequences
in the sequel of my life.
My new opinions and practice in medicine had for many years
before 1793 produced a great deal of secret hostility to me in many of
my brethren. It discovered itself, I have said, in their opposition to my
being called into consultation with them. It appeared likewise in the
business of the College of Physicians. One of my brethren discovered
his enmity to me in constant efforts to dissuade the students of
medicine from attending my lectures. The success which attended the
remedies which it pleased God to make me the instrument of introducing into general practice in the treatment of the fever of 1793
produced a sudden combination of all who had been either publickly
or' privately my enemies, and the most violent and undisguised
exertions to oppose and discredit those remedies. Dr. [Kuhn] led
the van in a publication against them. It was followed by many
others from practitioners of less note. The influence of these publications threatened the depopulation of the city. For a while I opposed
them· with gentleness in private conferences with my brethren in the
streets, and in several friendly and respectful communications to the
College of Physicians. It was all to no purpose. The sudden encrease of
my business, and the public effusions of gratitude which issued from
many persons who ascribed the preservation of their lives to my
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remedies, produced fresh acts of hostility against me. I sawrnarks of
the most inveterate malice in their conduct, but I saw what vexed and
distressed me' much more, and that was marks of ignorance of the
most common and obvious facts and principles in Epidemicks. Never
did I feel less unkindness to a fellow creature than at this time .. I
considered myself as destined to the Hearse, and ambition of course
held forth no prospects of future advantages from a victory in a
contest'with my brethren. No, citizens of Philadelphia, it was for your
sakes only I opposed their errors and prejudices, and to this opposition many thousand people owed their lives. Had I consulted my
own interest or reputation 1 would have concealed my remedies,
instead of communicating an account of
to the apothecaries who
derived large sums of money from the sale of them. Much less would
I' have endeavoured to teach the people to cure themselves by my
publications in the news papers, after they were deserted by their
family physicians.
In reviewing my conduct upon this occasion, I have examined its
motives with leisure and severity, and have not been able to encriminate myself. I condemn myself only for some harsh expressions which
I made use of in speaking of their conduct and practice. The occasion
will palliate, if it does not justify them. I was contending with the
most criminal ignorance, and the object of the contest was the preservation of a city.3
The most offensive thing I did to my brethren was refusing to
consult with them. This was an effect of a painful sense of duty to the
sick, who are always the sufferers or sacrifices by consultations between
physicians of opposite 'principles and practice. I had often before the
year 1793 seen and deplored their consequences, without daring to
object to them. At this time I was impressed with a more affecting
sense of their folly and wickedness, and to my independence in refusing any longer to submit to them, lowe the rapidity with which I
ripened and established my mode of practice.
To prevent the recurrence of the fever, I early pointed out its
domestic origin. In this opinion I was opposed by nearly the whole
College of Physicians, who derived it from a foreign country, and
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who believed it to be a specific disease. They were followed by nearly
all the citizens of Philadelphia.
Soon after the fever left the city, I dissolved my connection with
the College of Physicians. It had long been disagreeable to me, and I
derived no improvement from it equal to the time my attendance
upon its meetings consumed. The leading members of it had moreover now become my open enemies. I accompanied my resignation with
the following letter to Dr. Redman, the President of the College.
'Dear Sir:
I beg you would convey by means of this letter my resignation of my fellowship in the College of Physicians.
I request at the same time their acceptance of a copy of Dr.
Wallis's edition of the works of Dr. Sydertham.
With the tenderest sentiments of respect for yourself, I am,
Dear Sir, your sincere friend, and the College's well wisher,
5th Novemr. 1793.

BENJN. RUSH

I intended, by the present of Dr. Sydenham's works, to convey to
the College a defense of the principles which had regulated my practice in the yellow fever, and a rebuke of the ignorance of many of
the members of the College, of the most common laws of Epidemicks
which are recorded in almost every page of that author.3
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A number of cases of the yellow fever occurred in the summer and
autumn of 1794, and a few in the same seasons in 1795 and 1796. In
order to direct the attention of our citizens to its only cause and remedies, I conceived it to be my duty to call all the cases of that fever
which came under my notice by its unpopular name. This well-meant
and proper conduct exposed me to many unkind and cruel reflections
by my fellow citizens. They were stimulated to them by several of
the physicians who held a contrary opinion to mine of the origin of
the disease.
In the year 1797 the yellow fever became again Epidemic. During
the two preceeding years, an intercourse had been revived between
two of the physicians whom I had offended by not consulting with
them in 1793, and we had attended several patients together with
harmony and success. To a third, whom I had offended, I had made
overtures of reconciliation, and to none of the others had I offered
any recent causes of hostility. Soon after the fever appeared Dr. Griffitts published, without his name, some plain and sensible directions
to the citizens for the treatment of the fever. This publication was
ascribed to me in Fenno's paper,4 and a most virulent invective·
against me connected with it. It was soon afterwards followed by
torrents of abuse in a'» paper conducted by one Cobbett, an English
alien who then resided in Philadelphia. The publications in these
two daily papers were continued for nearly six weeks against my practice and character, and particularly against my political principles,
which were those of the federal Republic of our country. A member
of the College of Physicians avowed himself the author of the most
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malignant of these publications. This man owed me many obl;gations. I had attended him in a dangerous fit of sickness when he lived
near Chester, 9 miles from Philadelphia, and probably saved his life.
I had patronized him when he first settled inPhibdelphia and often
protected him from the contempt of several of the old and established
physicians of the city on account of his slender education and talents
in medicine. He had written against me in 1793, but I had forgiven
him, and we met in a sick room as friends but a few weeks before his
libel appeared against me in the paper. All these different attacks
upon my character and practice were well received by many of my
fellow citizens. Some of them considered them as a just punishment
for my political principles, while many more acquiesced in them, as
the probable means of destroying the influence of a man who. had
aimed to destroy the credit of their city by ascribing to it. a power of
generating the yellow fever. Among these two
of my enemies
were several persons whose lives I had saved in the year 1793., The
nature of the numerous publications against me may easily be conceived of from the following extract of a letter I received during the
prevalence of the .fever from a clergyman in Wilmington.
Their design proved successfuL They lessened my business,and
they abstracted so much of the confidence of my patients as to render
my practice extremely difficult and disagreeable among them. To put
a stop to their injurious effeCts upon my business, and the lives of my
patients, I commenced civil actions against both the printers. The
issue ·of one of them shall be mentioned inanother place.
Between' the years 1794· and 1799 I published three volumes. of '
medical inquiries and observations in addition to two former volumes
which bore the same title. 5 They contained among other things ahis,-
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tory of the yellow fever as it appeared in OUF (city in I79.3, I794 and
1797. 1 published in the year 1797 my lectures upon animal life, and
two small pamphlets on the origin of the yellow fever which 1 addressed to the citizens of Philadelphia.
From the year 1793 'till 1797 my business was stationary in
delphia. After 1797 it sensibly declined. 1 had no new families, except foreigners, added to the list of my patients, and many of myoId
patients deserted me. Even the cures 1 performed added to the detraction that had taken place against my character, when they were
effected by remedies that were new and contrary to the feelings of
the citizens. No ties of ancient School fellowship, no obligation of
gratitude, no sympathy in religious or philosophical opinions, were
able to resist the tide of public clamor that was excited against my
practice. My name was mentioned with horror in some companies,
and to some of the weakest and most insignificant of my brethren false
tales of me became a recommendation to popular favor.
To supply the diminution of the resources of my business, my
wife's uncle, and my excellent friend, Mr. Boudinot applied in my
behalf to Mr. Adams, then President of the United States, for the
office of Treasurer of the Mint, rendered vacant by the death of Dr.
Way in the fever of I797. There were above 40 applications for it.
Upon my being nominated by the President, several persons remon-'
strated with him against my appointment, urging that 1 was a French
Democrat. Even Mrs. Adams was applied to, to use her influence
with the President against me. These efforts proved ineffectual to
shake the President's determination. "I know (said he ) Dr. Rush's
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principles perfectly. He is no more a French Democra than lam."
When I received the appointment, I waited upon him to thank him.
He took me by the hand, and with great kindness said "You have not
more pleasure in receiving the office I have given you, than I had in
."49.
.
conferring it upon an old Wh
If any thing in the shape of unkindness in my fellow citizens could
have surprised me at this time, it would havebeen a discovery of the
opposition that was made to a citizen who had spent 12. years of the
meridian of his life, and sacrificed £10,000 in the establishment of
the independance and government of the United States, receiving
from them 1200 dollars a year.
In order to oppose the weight of associated numbers to the influence of the College of Physicians, I assisted during the winter of
1798 in forming a Society, the principal object of which was to collect and publish proofs of the domestic origin of the yellow fever. It
was called the "Academy of Medicine." Their publications in favor
of their opinion fell dead from the press, and of course produced no
change in the sentiments, and but little in the conduct of the citizens
of Philadelphia.
On the 14th of December, 1799, a jury fined Wm. Cobbett 5,000
dollars for his publications against me. He had at this time removed
to New York, where he vented his rage in a number of publications
of the same complexion with those he had published in his news paper,
but with many additional falsehoods. They were purchased, lent, and
read with great avidity by most of the citizens of Philadelphia, and
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my children were insulted with the contents of them at School, and in
the public streets.
To gratify my family I sued a bookseller who sold them. He was
the son of a man whose family I had attended in the yellow fever of
I798 without charging him for my services. Upon his desisting from
the sale of them I withdrew my suit. They were afterwards sold privately by a merchant formerly of high rank in the city, whom I had
never offended, and whose family I had. always treated with
and respect. I am sorry to add further, they were advertised for sale
in a newspaper by two. printers each. of whom had been twice cured
by me of the yellow fever.
I had been too much accustomed to defamation and ingratitude to
be affected by them in the degree that was expected. I attended my
patients, and applied to my studies while they were circulating, with
my usual punctuality and industry. I drew upon the comforts C\nd support with which Christianity abounds to those who suffer persecution
in the cause of truth and humanity, and while my enemies exulted in
the ruin which they supposed they had brought upon my character,
I was favoured with such composure and satisfaction of mind, such
confidence in the future justice and goodness of Heaven towards me
as enabled me to treat all the hardness against me with silence. In the
course of a few months, they were neglected and forgotten. In this
instance I experienced the truth of a remark I had often heard made
by Dr. Witherspoon, that "Scandal died sooner of itself, than we
could kill it."
,
I have carefully avoided mentioning the names of my medical enemies. I bore them no malice. I yielded to a duty superior to the love
of peace, in opposing their opinions and practice, and that is, the love
of the lives of my fellow citizens. If I had entertained a desire for
revenge, it would have been amply gratified by seeing them all adopt
that practice, and some of them those opinions which they had so
strenuously opposed and villified. I forgive them from the bottom of
my soul, and I thank God I feel a heart disposed not only to be reconciled to them, but to do them acts of kindness. I desire that my
children may never remember the injuries they have done me, but
treat them and their posterity as if they had been my friends. We shall
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soon lie dqwn in the grave together, and afterwards enter upon a
state of existence where we shall be as much ashamed of the matters
that now divide us, as we are of our contests about the highest seat on
a bench, or about jackstones, in the Schools of our childhood.
It would be criminal in me, after mentioning the number andmalignity of my enemies, not to acknowledge "my obligations to Heaven
for the friendship I experienced from many of my medical brethren
in Philadelphia. These were my venerable master Dr. Redman, Dr.
Griffitts,
Physick, Dr. Saml. Duffield, Dr. Jno R. Coxe, Dr.
Mease, Dr. Caldwell, Dr. Dewees, Dr. Say, Dr. Gallaher, Dr. Stewart and some others.
There were some other medical gentlemen from whom I never
experienced an injury, and who always treated me with civility. They
took no p'art in the controversies which divided me from the leading
members of the College of Physicians.
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A few miscellaneous remarks shall close the history of this part
of. my travels thro' life. At the time of my writing them, I review
one and thirty years spent in the study and practice of physic under
circumstances of labor, self denial and danger to health and life, that
have not often been exceeded by physicians in modern times. The
product of this labor would probably have been much greater from
it has been
several· of the mechanical arts, or from agriculture,
from my profession. By the depreciation of paper money, and the
loss of business to which I exposed myself by my taking. a part in the
American war, 1 have said I sacrificed not less than £10,000.
Including the business I did without charging for it, and bad and
absolved debts, I have not been paid for more than one fifth of the
labor of my life.
I never sued but six persons in the course of my practice for medical
services, by which lenity I lost many hundred, probably thousand
pounds. I give myself no credit for this conduct to my debtors in many
instances. On the contrary, 1 injured the practice of physic and Society by it, by encouraging many people to exercise similar injustice
to other classes of creditors. I believe further that I .injured myself
by it, for patients who became indebted to me, and refused to' pay my
bills, not only left me, but as a justification of their conduct used their
influence to persuade others to follow them in employing other physiCIans.
1 made it a constant practice to reduce or forgive my bills when my
patients asked it. In some instances I did this where it was not asked,
when I heard that my patients were poor, or had met with some unexpected misfortune.
I always considered my first obligations to be to my patients, and
therefore made every other duty to Society yield to them.
I frequently exposed myself to reproach from the regular bred
physicians by attending patients with quacks, and with practitioners of
physic of slender education. I justified this conduct by saying that I
rescued the sick from the hands of ignorant men, and gave them a
better chance of being cured, and at the same time instructed them in
a regular mode of practice. I am satisfied I did good by mycondescention, and that many poor people owe their lives, and one practitioner
of physic in Philadelphia owed his fortune in part to it.
I took great pleasure in promoting the advancement of young physicians in knowledge and business. I have received returns of gratitude'
from but few of them. Those whom I served most essentially have
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been my greatest enemies. Such have been the acts of hostility I have
received from' some of these physicians I have obliged most, that I
have sometimes thought when any of them called upon me for a favor,
to demand from his previously to my granting it, a written obligation
with a penalty, that he would not at a future day cut my throat.
I have founc;i the least gratitude from those families in which I
had performed the greatest services. The slightest act of inattention
has often cancelled the obligations created by years of attention and
even friendship. Many families whom I attended in low and obscure
situations for nothing, or for very small compensations, left me when
they got up in the world. They could not bear to be reminded by my
presence of their former poverty or humble employments.
I never but once spoke an angry word to a sick person. Many, many
cruel reproaches and insults have I received in sick rooms to which
I have made no reply. This self-command was the effect of reasoning
and sympathy. I considered invalids as under a physical influence
which rendered them in some measure the machines of their passions.
The person whose insolence I resented was an officer in the American
army. He was a man of true courage, but his good sense got so much
the better of his pride and ill temper, that he politely asked my pardon. I afterwards cured him, and charged him nothing for my services.
I never charged an officer or soldier of the American army any
thing for my medicines or attendance upon them, during the whole
of the Revolutionary War.
I once lost the business of a respectable and worthy family for several years by taking up a news paper which lay upon a table and reading it while the lady of the house was giving me an uninteresting history of the case of one of her family.
I made it a practice to speak with great uncertainty and caution of
the fatal issue of diseases, and yet I once lost the business of a worthy
patient whom· I advised to lose blood by telling him that if he delayed
it four and twenty hours "he might be a dead man."
I once offended an American officer who expressed a fear of dying
with some camp disease, by telling him that "to die of a bullet was the
natural death of a soldier." I alluded here to Sterne's remark that "to
break the neck by a fall from the box of a carriage is the natural death
of a coachman."
I seldom predicted the issue of acute diseases in life or death. To
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a patient whom I attended in consultation with Dr.
I said he was
out of danger. He died in a few hours afterwards with a rupture of
an abscess in his liver.
How wide are the circles which error and folly create in -the affairs
of men! These four acts of inattention, ignorance and ill-timed pleasantry, did me more harm than a thousand instances of extraordinary
attention to the sick, well timed anecdotes, or of just predictions of
the issue of diseases would have done me good.
With all the folly and indiscretions of my life, with all the odium
to which my opinions in medicine, politicks and religion exposed me,
and with all the pecuniary defalcations which have been mentioned, I
believe I did more business, and with more profit,· between the years
17 69 and 1800 than any cotemporary physician in Philadelphia. Thus
it is the providence of God often blesses men in spite of themselves,
and finally protects them from the evils to which an adherence to the
dictates of their judgements, and well meant endeavours to promote
knowledge and public happiness expose them.
My persecutions have often been such as to subject me to the pity
of my friends, and even of my enemies. Upon comparing them with
the pleasure I have enjoyed in the investigation, discovery, and promulgation of truth, and in the practical duties of my profession, they
appear to be light and trifling. I hq.ve given them a place in this work,
chiefly to show how feeble their weight is when opposed by a belief
in a divine government over the affairs of individuals, and at times a
delightful sense of fellowship, in suffering from calumny, with good
men in all ages and countries; by a conviction of the present extent,
and a
in·the future benefit of my labors to mankind; and by a
consciousness, amidst many failings, of aiming well. Brutus said in the
close of his life, that he had devoted himself to his country, and had
led a life of liberty and glory. I can say with equal truth, I early
devoted myself to the interests of science and humanity, and have
through the mercy of God led a life in which the good I have enjoyed,
has predominated infinitely over all the evil I have felt, and merited.
However trifling it may appear, I cannot help adding an acknowledgement of the good providence of God in having preserved me
from falls in climbing and descending stairs, and from insults in· the
streets in the most lonely places, and at all hours of the night, during
the course of one and thirty years.
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I acknowledge his goodness likewise in having been prese'rved from
great losses by securityships. I have lost, it is true, nearly one thousand
pounds of loaned money, but 1 lost but a few hundred dollars by endorsing a note for a friend.

v. Ufn

account o/political and military
events and observations

previously to my going abroad, become acquainted with the

I .claims of my country to an exemption from taxation by the British
HAD,

parliament. During my residence in Edinburgh my attachment to
political justice was much encreased by my adopting republican principles. Thus prepared and predisposed, I took an early but obscure
part in the controversy between Great Britain and the American
colonies in the year 1773. Having published several peices inthe news
papers in favor of the claims of my country, which attracted notice,
I was admitted into the confidence of John Dickinson (the author
of the Farmer's Letters), Chas.Thompson, Thomas afterwards General Miffiin, and George Clymer, who then by their publications
governed the public mind in Pennsylvania. Their influence was much
aided by a pamphlet written by James Wilson who then lived at Car-
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lisle, and by the conversation of Edwd. Biddle 5 an eminent lawyer
who then lived at Reading. From these sources proceeded for a while
nearly all the political information which set Pennsylvania in motion,
and united her with her sister Colonies. My profession gave me an
opportunity of discovering the errors and prejudices which hung over
the minds of the midling class of our citizens upon the subjects of
liberty and government. These were communicated to some of the
above gentlemen,by whom they were combatted and refuted. I was
not idle at this time with my pen. I wrote under a variety of signatures 6 by which means an impression of numbers in favor of liberty
was made upon the minds of its friends and enemies. In September
1774 the first Congress met in
I went as far as Frankford
to meet the delegates from Massachusetts, and rode
into town
in the same carriage with John Adams 7 and two of his colleagues.
This gentleman's dress and manners were at that time plain, and his
conversation cold and reserved. He asked me many questions relative
to the state of public opinion upon politicks, and the characters of the
most active citizens on both sides of the controversy. Of the answers
to these questions, he re-minded me in the year 1798.
I waited upon nearly all the members of this first Congress, and
entertained most of them at my table. John and Samuel Adams domesticated themselves in my family. Their conversation was at all times
animating and decided in favor of liberty and Republicanism. Their
characters will be given. elsewhere 8 Patrick Henry from Virginia was
my patient under the inoculation for the small pox 9 He was amiable
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in his manners, and a zealous

of the claims of his country.
I never heard him speak in public, but his private opinions upon men
and things, shewed a deep and correct knowledge of human nature.
I recollect that he disapproved of the expedition into Canada in the
year 1775 [actually I776] for the purpose of exciting an insurrection
in that province against the British government. He said "men would
never revolt against their ancient Rulers, while they enjoyed peace
and plenty." The event proved that· he was right. When I told him
that General Warren had fallen in the battle of Bunker Hill on the
I 9th of April I 775 he said in an exulting manner "I rejoice to hear it.
His death will do a great deal of good. We wanted soine breaches to
be made upon our affections to awaken our patriotism still more and
to prepare us for War." The conversations with this gentleman, and
many other members of the first and second Congresses, constituted
feasts of noble sentiments. Our country was then untainted by speculation. A selfish spirit was scarcely known. The errors of the British government, and the corruptions of the British court, were the common
subjects of complaint and declamation in all Whig companies. Every
man who acted for the public was then honest and in earnest. Benevolence was actuated by new objects. It embraced the nations of Europe,
and finally the whole family of mankind, who it was daily said were
interested in the issue of our struggle. During the session of the first
Congress I spent a long evening at General Miffiin's o in company with
General \Vashington, the two Adamses, General Lee 1 and several
other gentlemen who acted a conspicuous part in the American Revolution. After supper several of the company looked forward to the
probable consequence of the present measures, and .state of things.
John Adams said he had no expectation of a redress of grievances
and a reconciliation with Great Britain,and as proof of this belief,
he gave as a toast "Cash and Gunpowder to the Yankies." The war
which he anticipated, it was expected would begin among the New
Englandmen who were then called Yankies both by their friends and
enemIes.,
The evening after the adjournment of this Congress, a number of
the members invited those citizens of Philadelphia who had entertained them to a supper at the city tavern 2 The company was large,
and the conversation animated by the most fervid patriotism. Mr.
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Dean,1 a delegate from Connecticut,discovered distant and correct
views of what would probably follow the measures adopted by Congress both in Britain and America. But Governor Ward of Rhode
Island extended his views much further in the following toast:
"May the fire which has been recently kindled upon the altar of
liberty in America, enlighten all the nations of the world into a knowledge of their rights." W m. Livingston, afterwards governor of New
Jersey, contributed very much to the pleasure of this evening by his
facetious stories and conversation.
I continued a spectator only of the events which passed in our
country in the winter of 1775. The battle of Lexington gave a new
tone to my feelings, and 1 now res()lved to bear my share of the duties and burdens of the approaching Revolution. I considered the
seperation of the colonies from Great Britain as inevitable. The first
gun that was fired at an American cut the cord that had tied the two
countries together. It was the signal for the commencement of our
independance and from this time all my publications were calculated
to prepare the public mind to adopt that important and necessary
measure.
The second CQngress met in [May 1775]. I mixed freely with
them, particularly the two,Adamses and other members from New
England who had' anticipated and even cherished the idea of in dependance.
A few days after the appointment of General Washington to be
commander in chief of the American armies"I was invited by a party
of delegates and several citizens of Philadelphia to a dinner which
was given to him ata tavern on the banks of the Skuilkill [Schuylkill]
below the city. Dr. Franklin, Mr. Jefferson, James Wilson, Jno.
Langdon of New Hampshire and about a dozen more constituted
the whole company. The first toast that was given after dinner was
"The Commander in chief of the American Armies." General Washington rose from his seat, and with some confusion thanked the company for the honor they did him. The whole company instantly rose,
and drank the toast standing. This scene, so unexpected, was a solemn
one. A silence followed it, as if every heart was penetrated with the
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awful, but great events which were to follow the use of the sword
of liberty :which had just been put into General Washington's hands
by the unanimous voice of his country.
About this time I saw Patrick Henry at his lodgings, who told me
that General Washington had been with him, and informed' him that
he was unequal to' the station in which his country had placed him,
and then added with tears in his eyes "Remember, Mr. Henry, what
I now tell you: From the day I enter upon the command of the
American armies, I date my fall, and the ruin of my reputation."
During the session of the Congress the General went to Cambridge
accompanied by General Lee, Thos., afterwards General, Miffiin, his
aide-de-camp, and several other military gentlemen. Thousands
thronged to see him set off from his lodgings. T. Miffiin held his
stirrup while he mounted his horse.
About the year 1774 a certain Thomas Paine arrived in Philadelphia from England with a letter of recommendation from Dr.
Franklin to his family in Philadelphia. Mr. Paine said his object
was to teach a School, or to give private lessons upon geography to
young ladies and gentlemen. While he was waiting for employment,
Robt. Aitken applied to him to conduct the United States Magazine 9
He did this with great ability and success for several months. In one
of my visits to Mr. Aitken's bookstore, I met with Mr. Paine, and
was introduced to him by Mr. Aitken. His conversation became at
once interesting. I asked him to visit me, which he did a few days
afterwards. Our subjects of conversation were political. I perceived
with pleasure that he had realized the independance of the American
colonies upon Great Britain, and that he considered the measure as
necessary to bring the war to' a speedy and successful issue. 'I had
before this interview put some thoughts upon paper upon this subject,
and was preparing an address to the inhabitants of the colonies upon
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it. But I had hesitated as to the time, and I shuddered at the prospect
of the consequence of its not being well received. I mentioned the
subject to Mr. Paine, and asked him what he thought of writing a
pamphlet upon it. I suggested to him that he had nothing- to fear
from the popular odium to which such a publication might expose
him, for he could live anywhere, but that my profession and connections, which tied me to Philadelphia, where a great majority of
the citizens and some of my friends were hostile to a seperation of our
country from Great Britain, forbad me to come forward as a pioneer
in that important controversy. He readily assented to the proposal,
and from time to time he called at my house, and read to me every
chapter of the proposed pamphlet as he composed it. I recollect being
charmed with a sentence in it which by accident, or perhaps by design,
was not published. It was as follows: "Nothing can be conceived of
more absurd than three millions of people flocking to the American
shore every time a vessel arrives from England, to know what portion
of liberty they shall enjoy." When Mr. Paine had finished his pamphlet, I advised him to shew it to Dr. Franklin, Mr. Rittenhouse,2
and Saml. Adams, all of whom I knew were decided friends to
American independance. I mention these facts to refute a report that
Mr. Paine was assisted in composing his pamphlet by one or more of
the above gentlemen. They never saw it till it was written, and then
only by my advice. I gave it at his request the title of "Common
Sense."2
The printing of this pamphlet was the next thing to be done. For
this purpose 1 applied to a certain Thos. Bell,2 a Scotch bookseller
of a singular character, but a thoughtless and fearless Whig, and an
open friend to independance, to undertake the publication of it. He
enjoyed the proposal. I sent Mr. Paine to him, and in a few weeks
his pamphlet made its appearance. Its effects were sudden and extensive upon the American mind. It was read by public men, repeated
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in clubs, spouted in Schools, and in one instance,

delivered from the

pulpit instead of a sermon by a clergyman in Connecticut. Several
pamphlets were written against it, but they fell dead from the
The controversy about independance was carried into the news papers,
in which I bore a busy part. It was carried on at the same tinle in all
the principal cities in our country. I was actuated by the double motives
of the.safety of my country, and a predilecti?n to a Republican form
of government which I now saw within her grasp. It was a blessing
I had never expected to possess, at the time I adopted republican principles in the city of Edinburgh. These principles were daily nourished
by conversations with Sam!. and J no Adams, David Rittenhouse and
Owen Biddle,2 all of whom appeared to be republicans from choice.
Mr. Rittenhouse informed me that he had never held any other principles in government, arid that the only person he had known who
thought with him was his brother in law John J acobs of Chester
County, who had been a republican above twenty years.
In the month of August I paid a visit to my old
Dr. Wither.:.
spoon and Mr. Stockton at Princeton. I met Mr. Stockton and his
from Princeton, and was conducted by
lady 5 at a tavern a few
him to his house,· where I was kindly entertained as hi,s guest for sev. eral days. His eldest daughter a young lady between 16 and 17
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years of age, soon attracted my attention. She was engaging in her
manners and correct in her conversation. I had seen a letter of her
wr'itingt0 Mrs. Ferguson which gave me a favourable idea of her
taste and understanding: It was much strengthened by an opinion I
heard her give of Dr. Witherspoon's preaching
1
saw her. She said he was the best preacher she had ever heard. Such
a declaration I was
could only proceed from a soundness of
me'nt and correctness of taste seldom to be met with in a person of her
age, forthere waslnothing in Dr. Witherspoon's sermons to recom-;mend them, but their uncommon good sense,and simplicity ,of style.
From this moment I determined to offer her my hand. Soon after I
returned to' Philadelphia 1 wrote to her mama (who had been my
acquaintance and friend when a boy at the College at Princ(!ton) for
her and Mr. StocktonYspermission to visit their daughter. This request was ,politely granted., After several visits my suit ' was blessed
with success, and I was married to her on the 11th of January 1776.
There was 14 years difference in our ages. I had carried her in my
arms from the, College hall to her, father's house on, the, evening after
a commencement in the year 1763. The influence of this connection
upon my happiness and conduct in'life will be taken notice of inan-;other place.
'
From scenes of conjugal and domestic joys, I return to the history
of events producedby the revolutionary state of our
In the winter of 1776 I was elected a member of what was then
called a Committee' of 'Inspection for carrying into execution the
resolves Of the Congress. Here I took an active part both in their
debates and business. From the encrease in the quantity of money and
the scarcity of
articles of merchandise, there was a great encrease of their price. The Committee attempted to restrain this evil by
publishing an order limiting provisions and imported goods to their
old prices. I stood nearly alone in an opposition to this measure. To
she\Vits" impracticability I 'read a passage from Hume's history of
England in. which similar attempts to subject the articles of trade to

"Death of General Mercer," a Sketch for "The Battle of Princeton"
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legislative prices had net 'only failed of success, but pl-oduced a scarcjty
,Of previsiens that berdered upen famine. The precedents ,Of Mr.
Hume had ne effect upen the clamers that were urged in faver ,Of
the adeptien ,Of the measure, and it was finally carried by nearly an
unanimeus vete. I new saw that men de net beceme wise by the
experience ,Of ether peeple. Subsequent ebservatiens' taught me that
even ,Our ,Own experience dees net always preduce wise.cenduct theugh
the. lessens fer that purpese are semetime.s repeated twe ,Or three
times. With the best dispesitiens te act preperly, the peep Ie ,Of Ainerica imitated the blunders ,Of natiens in situatiens simila.r te their 'own,
and scarcely succeeded in a.singleundertaking 'till they had exhausted
all the errers that had been practiced in the same pursuits· in ether
ceuntries.
Inthis cemmittee I was 'often disgusted in 'observing an intelerant
spirit tewards the persens whe were eppesed tc the war. I frequently
advecated ,Or palliated their· cenduct, by which means ·1 lessened my
influence ameng my Whig fellew citizens.
I was netwithstanding appeinted ,One ,Of a delegatien te 'meet deputies frem the cemmittees ,Of all the ceunties in the state in . 'order tc
find a mede ,Of calling a cenventiente ferm anew censtitutien fer
Pennsylvania agreeably te a recemmendatien ,Of Cengress ,Of the 15th
May 1776. The cemmittee met, in what they called a cenference,
and fixed the manner ,Of chusing a cenventien fer the abeve purpese.
I had· frequent cccasicn tc 'observe that the Tcries and Whigs were
actuated by very. different mctives in their cenduct, ,Or by the same
mctives acting in different degrees ,Of ferce. The fellewing classes
,Of each ,Of them was published byrne in the early stages ,Of the war,
in Dunlap's paper slThere were Teries (I) frcm ·an attachment te
pewer and 'office. (2) Frem an ·attachment. tc the Britishccmmerce
which the war had interrupted ,Or annihilated. (3) Frem an attach,.
ment te kingly gcvernment. (4) Frem an attachment te the hierarchy
,Of the Church ,,Of England, which it was suppesedweuld be abelished
in America by. her seperaticn frcm Great. Britain. This mctive acted
chiefly upen the Episccpal clergy, mere especially in the Eastern
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states. (5) From a dread of the power of the country being transferred
into the hands of the Presbyterians. This motive acted upon many of
the Quakers in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and upon the Episcopalians in several of those states where they had been in possession
of power, or of a religious establishment.
It cannot be denied, but that private and personal consideration actuated some of those men who took a part in favor of the American
Revolution. There were Whigs (I) from a desire of possessing, or at
least sharing, in the power of our country. It was said there were
Whigs (2) from an expectation that a war with Great Britain would
cancel all British debts. There certainly were \Vhigs (3) from the
facility with which the tender laws enabled debtors to pay their creditors in depreciated paper money. (4) A few men were Whigs from
ancient or hereditary hostility to persons, or families who were Tories.
But a great majority of the people who took part with their country
were Whigs (5) from a sincere and disinterested love to liberty and
justice.
Both parties differed as much in their conduct as they did in the
motives which actuated them. There were (I) furious Tories who had
recourse to violence, and even to arms, to oppose the measures of the
Whigs. (2) Writing and talking Tories. (3) Silent but busy Tories
in disseminating Tory pamphlets and news papers and in circulating
intelligence. (4) Peaceable and conscientious Tories who patiently
submitted to the measures of the governing powers,and who shewed
nearly equal kindness to the distressed of both parties during the war.
The Whigs were divided by their conduct into (I) Furious Whigs,
who considered the tarring and feathering of a Tory as a greater duty
and exploit than the extermination of a British army. These men were
generally cowards, and shrunk from danger when called into the field
by pretending sickness or some family disaster. (2)· Speculating Whigs.
These men infested our public councils, as well as the army, and did
the country great mischief. A colonel of a regiment informed a friend
of mine that he had made a great deal of money by buying poor horses
for his waggon, and selling them again for a large profit after he had
fattened them at the public expense. (3) Timid Whigs. The hopes of
these people rose and fell with every victory and defeat of our armies.
(4) Staunch Whigs. These were moderate in their tempers, but firm,
inflexible, and persevering in their conduct. There was, besides these
two classes of people, a great number of persons who were neither
Whigs nor Tories. They had no fixed principles and accommodated
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their conduct to their interest, to events, and to. their company.. They
werenot without their uses. They protected both parties in
in.,
stances from the rage of each other, and each party always found hospitable treatment from them.
,
Perhaps the inhabitants of the United States might have been
divided nearly into three classes, viz. Tories, Whigs,andpersons
who were neither Whigs nor Tories. The Whigs constituted the.
largest class. The 3rd class were a powerful reinforcement to them
after the affairs of America assumed a uniformly prosperous appear.,
ance.
I remarked further that many of the children of Tory parents were
Whigs; so were the Jews in all' the States.
On the 2nd of July the Congress passed a vote declaring the
United States to be free and independant, and on the 4th of the same
month, they published the Declaration of Independance'.
This act was called by General Green 2 a "bold speculation." It
was happily a successful one. Human wisdom has derived more honor
from it than it deserves. Most· of the men who had been active in
bringing it about, were blind actors in the business. Not .one man in a
thousand contemplated or wished for the in dependance of our country in 1774, and but few of those who assented to it, foresaw the immense influence it would soon have upon the national and individual
characters of the Americans. It would have been a truth if God had
said it, that "the way of man is not in himself, and that it is· not in.'
man that walketh to direct his steps" (Jeremiah X: 23).
On the 20th of July I took my seat in Congress in consequence of
an appointment received from the convention that met to form a constitution for Pennsylvania. A few days afterwards I subscribed a copy
upon parchment of the Declaration of Independance. 3
I was surprized to observe how little of the spirit of that instrument
actuated many of the members of Congress who had just before subscribed it. Proofs of this remark shall be given in the characters of
several of them in another place.
I took part in several debates; the first or second time I spoke was
against a motion for a committee of Congress to meet Lord Howe 4
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in theirptivatecapacity to confer upon peace with Great Britain. On
the same side of the question J no. Adams, Dr. Witherspoon, and
George Ross3 spoke with uncommon eloquence. The last of those
gentlemel1 began his speech by asking what the conduct of George the
3rd would be, had Congress proposed to negociate with him as Elector
of Hanover instead of King of Great Britain. He would spurn, and
very properly spurn the insulting proposal. "Let the American States,"
said he, "act in the same manner. We are bound to cherish the honor
of our country which is now committed to our care. Nothing could dishonour the Sovereign of Britain that would not in equal circumstances
dishonour us." In the conclusion of my speech, I said that "our country was far from being in a condition to make it. necessary for us to
humble ourselves at the feet of Great Britain. We had lost a battle, and
a small island, but the city and State of New York were still in possession of their independance. But suppose that State had been conquered; suppose half the States in the iTnion had been conquered;
nay, suppose all the States in the Union except one had been conquered, still let that one not renounce her independance; but I will
go further: should this solitary state, the last repository of our
freedom, be invaded, let her not survive her precious birthright, but
in yielding to superior force, let her last breath be spent in uttering
the word Independance."The speakers in favor of the motion were
Ed. Rutledge, Thos. Lynch, J no. Stone,3 and several others. One of
them, in answer to the concluding sentence of my speech, said "he
would much rather live with dependance than die with independance
upon his lips." The motion was carried with some modification. The
committee appointed to confer with Lord Howe were Dr. Franklin,
John Adams, and Ed. Rutledge. Jno. Adams objected for a while to
going upon this embassy, but was prevailed upon by the minority to
consent to it. They met on Staten Island,but the conference ended in a
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discovery that Lord Howe had no power to grant us peace, up
y
other condition than rescinding the Declaration of Independance 7
The issue of this negociation demonstrated that the time in which
the States declared themselves to be independant, was the proper one.
It prevented their dissolution after the defeat and the retreat of the
American armies in the subsequent summer and autumn. It moreover
produced a secession of Tories and timid Whigs from the councils of
the United States, and left the government of the country in the hands
of men of fixed and determined principles and tempers. Maryland
had yielded a little to the gloomy complexion of public affairs. She
had instructed her delegates in Congress to vote for an accommodation
with Great Britain, any measure (meaning independance) to the contrary, and one of those delegates said to me in the street soon afterwards that General Howe's proclamation contained everything we
could wish, and that we ought now to submit to Great Britain.
In the debates upon the confederation of the States I took a part
with those gentlemen who objected to the small States having an
equal vote with the large ones, and urged the necessity of the States
being represented according to numbers, in order to render liberty
'
equal and durable in our country.
I spoke in several other debates upon questions of less magnitude
than those which have been mentioned 9
During my attendance in Congress in Philadelphia I had the pleasure of being present at an interview between some chiefs of the Six
Nations and Congress in their hall in the State Hous 0 After a pause
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of about ten minutes one of the chiefs rose from his seat, and pointing
to the Sun said "The business of this day will end well. Yonder Sun
rose clear this morning. The great Spirit is propitious to us. Brothers,
we received the commissioners you sent us at the little council fire at
Pittsburgh. We wiped the sweat from their bodies. We cleaned the
dust from their legs. We pulled the thorns from their feet. We took
their staffs from their hands, and placed them against the tree of
,peace. We took their belts from their waists, and afterwards conducted
them to the seats of peace." In retiring, they all shook hands with'
every member of Congress.
It was while I was in Congress that I was sent for to visit a certain
Captain, formerly a Dr. Smith 41 of the British Army, who was confined in the new jail as a prisoner. His offence was an attempt to excite
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the Indiansto make war upon the frontier settlements of our country.
He was a good deal indisposed, and wished very much to be liberated
from jail upon parole. I honestly and freql,lently attempted to obtain
this favor· for him, but without success. The prejudices of the Congress
were strong, and nearly unanimous against him. I endeavored to sooth
him under his disappointment, and to render his confinement as easy
to him as· possible until he was exchanged. I have introduced these
facts in order to contradict an assertion this man afterwards published
in London respecting my conduct to him in a work which he called
"Travels through the United States of America." I recollect a Whig
citizen who first shewed me his abuse of me in a New York paper in
the coffee house said I
rightly served, for I was always taking the
part of some Tory rascal.
After the retreat of the American Army through New Jersey, Sir
William Howe. discovered a design to pursue them across the Delaware, and to take possession of Philadelphia. Under an apprehension
of this event, the Congress adjourned on the [12th] of [December,
1776] to meet in [12] days at Baltimore in the state. of Maryland.
Upon the motion for leaving Philadelphia Samuel Adams (who
seldom spoke in Congress) delivered a short, but very animating
speech. His feelings raised him frequently upon his toes at the close
of his sentences. There was nothing very oratorial in his manner, but
what he said infused a sudden vigor into the minds of every member
of the House.
As soon as Congress adjourned, I took measures to provide a safe
retreat for my family at a relation's house on the Susquehannah in
Cecil County in Maryland. I took part of my furniture and all my
books out of town, and I left them at the house of Philip Price near
Derby [Darby]. At this house Sir. Wm. Howe made his headquarters in one of his excursions from Philadelphia, and on one of my
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mahogany tea tables he wrote his dispatches to England in which he
gives an account of the events which closed his campaign of 1776. This
table bears the marks of his ink to this day. My property received no
other injury from him. Having left my family with my kinsman
Col. Hall, I returned hastily to join the Philadelphia militia who were
ordered out to reinforce General Washington's army, and thus to
prevent the reduction of our Capital. I was then resolved to stand or
fall with my country. I accompanied my fellow citizens to Bristol
where I remained for some time, superintending their health, and en- .
couraging them to firmness and perseverance in defense of our liberties and independance.
On the [24th?] of Decembe 4 I visited Genl. Washington in
company with Col. Jos. Reed 5 at the General's quarters about 10 miles
above Bristol, and four from the Delaware. I spent a night at a farm
house near to him, and the next morning passed near an hour with
him in private. He appeared much depressed, and lamented the
ragged and dissolving state of his army in affecting terms. I gave him
assurance of the disposition of Congress to support him, under his
present difficulties and distresses. While I was talking to him, I observed him to play with his pen and ink upon several small pieces of
paper. One of them by accident fell upon the floor near my feet. I
was struck with the inscription upon it. It was "Victory or Death."
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On the [following? J evening I was. ordered by General Cadwat
lider to attend the militia at Dunks's ferry. 1An attempt was made
to cross the Delaware at that place by Gen.Cadwalliderin order to
cooperate with Genl. Washington next morning in an attack upon the
Hessians who were cantoonedin the villages on the Jersey side of the
river. Great bodies of floating ice rendered the passage of the river
impracticable. We returned to Bristol ina heavy snow storm in the
middle of the night. The next morning we heard that General Wash . .
ington had been more successful in crossing the river
and that he had surprized and taken IOOO Hessians at that place. Genl..
Cadwallider followed him to the Jersey shore on the afternoon. of
the same day, and slept at Burlington with his detachment the next
night. The next day he marched to Bordentown and from thenc;eto
Crosswicks where he remained for two days. I had reason· to. believe
here, that in my interview with Genl. Washington, he .had been
meditating upon his attack upon the Hessians at their posts on the
Jersey side of the Delaware, for I found that the countersign of his
troops at the surprise of Trenton was "Victory or Death."
While the PhiladeJphia militia lay at Crosswicks, I rode to Trenton
to spend a day with some of the officers of the regular army. which
still remained there. I alighted at· General St. Clair's4 quarters, where
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I dined and spent the afternoon with General Merce 49 and Col.
Clement Biddle 50 It was a day which I have ever since remembered
with pleasure. Col. Biddle gave me the details of the victory at Trenton a few days before. The two generals, both Scotchmen, and men
of highly cultivated minds, poured forth strains of noble sentiments
in their conversation. General Mercer with great composure said "he
would not be conquered, but that he would cross the mountains and
live among the Indians, rather than submit to the power of Great
Britain in any of· the civilized states." In the evening an account was
received that the British army then at Princeton intended to attack
our posts at Trenton and Crosswicks. A council of war was held at
General Washington's quarters to determine what steps should be
taken to oppose them. A division took place in the council upon the
question whether the troops at Crosswicks should be drawn to Trenton, or left where they were to occasion a diversion of the British
forces. General Kno 1 proposed [that] as I was connected with Genl.
Cadwallider's corps, I should be called into the council, to give. an
opinion upon the question. I was accordingly sent for, and heard from
General Washington a brief state of the controversy. He then asked
my advice. I said that I was not a judge of what was proper in the
business before the council, but one thing I knew well, that all the
Philadelphia militia would be· very happy in being under his immediate command, and that I was sure they would instantly obey a
summons to join his troops at Trenton. After this information I retired, and in a few minutes was called in again and requested by Genl.
Washington to be the bearer of a letter to General Cadwallider. I
readily consented, and set off for Crosswicks at ten o'clock accom-
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panied by W m. Hall,5 one of the Philadelphia troop of horse. The
weather was damp and cold, the roads muddy, and the night extremely dark. When we came within a mile of Crosswicks we met
Col. Delany who had the command of the patroles. He rode up to
me and presenting a cocked pistol to my breast, demanded who I was.
I answered "An old friend." "I don't know you, Sir (said he), tell me
your name," still holding his pistol to my breast. I then told my name
and my business. He ordered us to be conducted to Genl. Cadwallider's
quarters, to whom in his bed I delivered Genl. Washington's letter.
It was then about I o'clock. He instantly rose, and set his brigade in
motion. We reached Trenton about 7 o'clock in the morning. I went
to Genl. St. Clair's quarters, and begged the favor of his bed for a
few hours. Just as I began to sleep, an alarm gun was fired at the
General's door. I started up, and the first creature I saw was a black
woman crying and wringing her hands in my room. She was followed
by Genl. St. Clair with a composed countenance. I asked him what was
the matter. He said the enemy were advancing, and "what do you intend to dor" said 1. "Why, fight them," said he with a smile. He then
took down his sword, and girdled it upon his thigh with a calmness
such as I thought seldom took place at the expectation of a battle. I
followed him out of the room, and mounted my horse in order to
join the Philadelphia militia. I met them a little below Trenton, and
rode slowly along with them towards the enemy. I asked one of them,
Jno. Chaloner 4 how he felt. He answered "As if I were going to sit
down to a good breakfast." The greatest part of the day was spent by
the troops under arms. In the afternoon a canonade began in which
several soldiers were wounded. All was now hurry, confusion and
noise. General Washington and his aids rode by the Philadelphia
militia in all the terrible aspect of war. Genl. MifHin, in a blanket
coat, galloped at the head of a body of Pennsylvania militia. He appeared to be all soul. I recollect the ardor with which he called to
them to quicken their steps. His command was not without effect.
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They ran after him. General Knox was active and composed. In passing
me he cried out "Your opinion last night was very fortunate for us.
You have-" I shall not conclude the sentence, for a man deserves no
credit for an accident in which neither design nor judgement are discovered. The canonade continued between the two armies for several
hours. Towards evening a few platoons ofmusquetry were fired .. The
American army retired and left the British in possession of Trenton.
The scene which accompanied and followed this combat was new to me.
The first wounded roan that came off the field was a New England soldier. His right hand hung a little above his wrist by nothing but a
peice of skin. It had been broken by a cannon ball. I took charge of him,
and directed him to a house on the river which had been appropriated
for a hospital. In the evening all the wounded, about 20 in number,
were brought to this hospital and dressed by Dr. Cochran myself,
and several young surgeons who acted under our direction. We all
lay down on some straw in the same room with our wounded patients. It was now for the first time war. appeared to me in its awful
plenitude of horrQrs. I· want words to describe the anguish of my
soul, excited by the cries and groans and convulsions of the men who
lay by my side. I slept two or three hours. About 4 o'clock Dr. Cochran
went up to Trenton to inquire for our army. He returned in haste,
and said they were not to be found. We now procured waggons, and
after putting our patients in them directed that they should follow us
to Bordentown, to which place we supposed our Army had retreated.
At this place we heard a firing. We were ignorant from whence it
came, 'till next morning, when we heard that General Washington
had met a part of the British army at Princeton on his way to the high
lands of Morris. County in New Jersey, thro'a circuitous rout that
had been pointed out ,to him the night before by Col. Jos. Read
[Reed], and that he had defeated them. We set off immediately for
Princeton and near the town passed over the field of battle still red
in many places with human blood. We found a number of wounded
officers and soldiers belonging to both armies. Among· the former was
General Mercer, and a Capt. McPherson, a British officer. They were
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under the care of a British surgeon's mate, who
them both
to me. General Mercer had been wounded by a bayonet in his belly
in several places, .but he received a stroke with a butt of a musquet
on the side of his head, which put an end to his life a week after the
battle. When I went into Capt. McPherson's room, I was introduced
to him by my name. "Are you Dr. Rush," said he "Capt. Leslie's
friend?" I told him I was. "Oh! Sir," said he, "he loved you like a
brother." This amiable and accomplished young man, the second son
of. the Earl of Leven, fell in the battle near Princeton. 7 His death
had been announced to me the morning before by a prisoner who belonged to his company. I joined McPherson, who belonged to the
17th Regiment with him, in tributes of affection and praise to his
memory. His body was thrown into his baggage waigon, and carried
by the American army along with them. It was discovered atPluckamin [Pluckemin]. In his pocket was found a letter from me, in which
I had requested if the fortune of war should throw him into the hands
of the American army, to show that letter to General Washington
or General Lee, either of whom would, I expected, indulge him in a
parole to visit Philadelphia, where I begged he would make my house
his home. This letter was carried to General MifRin who obtained an
order in consequence of it to bury him with the honors of war, in the
church yard at Pluckamin. In the summer of 1777 I visited his grave
and plucked ablade of grass from it, and at the end of the war placed
a stone over it with an inscription designating his age, family, rank
in the army and the time and manner of his death. I informed his
sister Lady Jane Belsches [Stuart] 8 of this act in a letter several years
afterwards. In her answer to this letter she says "Why did you not
send me that blade of grass? I would have preserved its verdure forever with my tears."5
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Capt. McPherson was wounded in the lungs. He recovered in
consequence'of the loss of 140 ounces of blood.
Four British soldiers had their legs amputated by my order. They
all recovered.
At Princeton I met my wife's father who had been plundered of
all his household furniture and stock by the British army, and carried a prisoner to New York, from whence he was permitted to return
to his family upon parole.
As soon as my wounded patients were out of danger, I set off to
attend my duty in Congress. 0 I passed a few days with my wife at
my kinsman's Col. Hall's on my way to Baltimore.
During the preceeding autumn I had joined Mr. Dickinson and
several other of.the most enlightened Whigs in Pennsylvania in a
public testimony against the constitution that had been framed by
the convention that met for that purpose in the summer. This act
had destroyed my popularity with the Assembly that had convened
to legislate under that constitution.
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V I.

Physician General in Washington's Army

in the Congress 'till [February 27, 1777] at which time
I was not offended nor mortified
at this event, for I wished to hold a station for which I was better
qualified, and in which I could be more useful to my country. The
American army had suffe"ed greatly in the campaign of I 776 from
the want of system, and perhaps knowledge, in the management of
the medical department. I wished to introduce order and oeconomy
into our hospitals, and for this purpose recommended the system
which time and experience had proved to be a good one in the British
army. Its principal merit and advantages consisted in the directing
and purveying businesses being independant of each other. In vain
did I plead publickly and privately for the adoption of this system.
Such was the temper of Congress. at that time that its British. origin
helped to produce its rejection. The system established by Congress
placed the directing or supreme medical power and the purveyorship
in the same hands. I reluctantly accepted the commission of Physician
general of the military hospitals under it, and entered upon my duty
with a heart devoted to the interests of my country. The evils of the
system soon developed themselves. A fatal hospital fever was generated in the month of May in 1777 in the· house of employmen by
our sick being too much crowded. Several of the attending surgeorts
and mates died of it, and most of them were infected with it. I called
upon the Directo 3 and asked for more rooms for the sick. This was
denied. Here was the beginning of sufferings and mortality in the
American army which had nearly destroyed it. A physician who practices in a hospital or elsewhere should have no check upon his prescriptions. Air, water, fire"and everything necessary to the relief or cure
of the sick should be made to obey him. The reverse of this was the
case in the military hospitals of the United States. No order was given

JI was left out of the delegation
REMAINED
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or executed for food, medicines, liquors, or even apartments for the
sick without the consent of the Director general who seldom went
insi<;le of a hospital, and whose business as Purveyor was sufficient to
employ all his time. The warmth of summer lessened the evils which
were experienced from the want of air in our hospitals, for it was easy
windows. I continued
to ventilate them by means of open doors
therefore to attend the sick during the summer months without complaining. I attended in the rear at the battle of Brandywine on the
[11th of September, 1777] and had nearly fallen in the hands of
the enemy by my delay in helping off the wounded. A few days after
the battle I went with several surgeons into the British camp with a
flag from Genl. Washington to dress the wounded belonging to the
American Army who were left on the field ofbattle 4 Here I saw
and was introduced to a number of British officers. Several of them
treated me with great politeness. I saw likewise within the British
lines and conversed for some time with Jos. Galloway and several
other American citizens who had joined the British army. While I
was at my quarters, I was waited upon by Col. Mawhood 6 who said
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that he was deputed to convey to me the thanks ot the olhcers of the
, 17th Regiment for my care of Capt. McPherson after the battle of
Princeton. I was much· struck in observing the difference '. between
the discipline and order of the British and Americans. I lamented this
upon my return. It gave offense and was ascribed to fear and to lack
of attachment to the cause of my country.
In the autumn and winter the mortality among the soldiers revived
in the hospitals from their want of room and air, and of many other
things necessary for sick people. Many hundred of them were buried
every week in different villages in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
The scene was shocking to humanity and alarming to the friends of
the Revolution. I remonstrated in vain with the Director general for
more accommodations' and comforts for the sick. My colleagues and
assistants deplored the distresses of our hospitals in common with
myself. I called upon them to concur with me in an application to
the Commander in Chief and to Congress to alter the hospital
system, but they declined having anything to do with the business.
At this time the Director had immense power in his hands, and was
supported by two brothersin claw in Congress 7 Had I consulted my
interest or a temporary reputation, I should at this time have retired
from the public service, to avoid sharing in the guilt I witnessed, by
my silence. But I loved my country and the brave men who had offered their lives for its defense too well to shrink from what I conceived to be my duty upon this occasion. I forsaw my own destruction
in appealing to the justice of my country in favor of the defenders of
their liberty. But I forsaw likewise the success of my appeal, as far as
it related to the suffering army, for I was sure men not interested in
the continuance of error and vice could not fail of yielding redress
to the complaints I should lay before them. I first wrote a State of
our hospitals to Genl. Washington. The following is a copy of my
letter 8
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Sir,
I have delayed troubling your ExcellY with the state of our
hospitals in hopes you would hear it from the D. genl. whose
business it is to correspond with your ExcelY upon this subject.
But I can no longer restrain the distress I feel for my brave
countrymen who suffer under our hands. I beg leave therefore
to look up to you, and thro' you to the congress as the only
powers that can redress our greivances and do justice. It gave me
great pain to hear a few days ago from a Surgeon's mate who
escaped from the enemy that the whole amount of their sick &
wounded in Philadelphia amounted only to 1000. Ours amount
to 5000 in the hospitals. Besides these I am informed 1500 more
unfit for duty in the camp. The sufferings of Gen. Howe's troops
from the want of tents-cloathes-and rest during the greatest
part of the campaign have been but little inferior to the sufferings of our army from the same causes. The great dispropn of
,sick therefore on our side must be sought for chiefly in the negligence and ignorance of Officers in preserving the health of their
men. But the number of our sick would cease to be alarming if
our hospitals could ensure them such accommodations as would
ensure them a speedy recovery. But this is far from being the
case. There cannot be a greater calamity for a sick man than to
come into a hospital at this Season of the year. Old disorders are
prolonged and new ones contracted among us. This last is so
much the case that I am safe when I assert that 9 out of 10 who
die under our hands perish with fevers caught in our hospitals.
When I consider the present army under your command as the
last hope of America, I am alarmed & distressed at these facts
beyond measure. I can see nothing to prevent the same mortality
this winter among our troops that prevailed last year. Every day
deprives us of four or five patients out of 500 or 600 in the hospital under my care at this place. The same complaints are heard
from every quarter. The Surgeons have been blamed for these
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things-But without reason. I shall brieRy po;nt out the real
causes of them.
1st: Too many of the sick are crowded together in one house.
I have seen 20 sick men in one room in fevers & fluxes large eno'
to contain only 6 or 8 well men without danger to their health.
Six of our Surgeons have died from attendg the sick under these
circumstances and almost every other one has been ill in a greater
or lesser degree. It should be the business as it is certainly their
interest to prevent the sick being thus crowded. But unforF the
congress have given the sole power of judging of these things to
the Dg & his deputies, who from the nature of their business are
never obliged to go inside of a hospital.
2. The Hospitals are but half provided with the stores necessary for sick people, and these are too often withheld from them
from the want of checks upon the lower officers of the hospitals.
Beef and bread are by no means suitable diet
men in fevers.
3. There is a want of a number of Hospital shirts-sheets &
blankets-to be worne by the sick. Nothing but a miracle can save
the life of a soldier who lies in a shirt and blanket w: clI he has
worn for 4 or 5 months before he came into the hospital.
4. There is a want of guards & an officer to command at every
hospital. If no other inconveniences attended this want, than the
of subordn they bring
men's losing all the discipline and
from the camp with them it would make it a matter of importance to keep an Ensign's or Lieut. G. at every hospital But there
are other inconveniences attendg it. The men by going out when,
they please catch colds-sell thier arms, blankets & cloathes to
buy rum, or diet improper for them-they plunder and insult
the inhabitants while within doors. they quarrel and fight with
each other-disobey the surgeons, nurses &c dirty their rooms
with impunity. An officer called a miliY Inspector is always statd
near a hospital in the British army, whose business it is to prevent
all the above evils, & to report deficiences of all kinds to the
comr in chief. Such an officer wth us wd save many hundd lives and
many 1000 pounds to the Contt every year.
. 5. The med. Establishment is a bad one. It places all power in
the Dg: and gives him the most incomble officers. If he provided
only medicines & stores for the sick it wd more than eno' for him.
But the congress have made him supreme in the practice & physic
in surgery and have made him (who can never enter our hos-
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pitals) the sole judge of all their wants. It is as improp. for him
to do his duty as it wd be for a comr in chief of an army to do the
duties of a qr mr and· comg gen1 The Offices held by the Dg are
held by three phys. in the B: Hosp. who are all indept of each
other, .and who by checking each other secure every kind office,
& every store intended for them by government. Most of the evils
&
I have described flow from our wanting a System like
the British.
This letter was transmitted to Congress, in consequence of which
the Director general and myself were summoned to appear before
a committee of their body appointed to hear us in York,town 9 My
complaints were he.ard, and· the grievances of the hospitals were redressed, agreeably to the plan I had recommended (see Journals of
Congress for Feb. 6, 1778). But I was crushed in the ruins of the
fabric of corruption which I had demolished. The friends of the Director pa:rtook of his resentments. I forsaw nothing'but discord, inflamed
by my success in 6verthrowing the Director's system, had I continued
in the hospital. I therefore resigned my commission, on· the 30th of
January, 1778. The'Director was continued in office.
On the 25th of February I sent Genl. Washington an account of
sundry. charges of malpractices in the hospitals by the Director general. l This account was transmitted to Congress by the General, who
in consequence thereof appointed a committee to hear and decjde
upon the contents of· my letter. I objected to appearing before this
committee, and urged as a· reason for it, that all the medical staff
were subject to the articles of war, and that a court martial was the
proper· tribunal to try.the Director for the charges I had brought
against him. Here this disagreeable business ended on my part. A year
afterwards 2 Dr. Morgan (who believed himself to have been dismissed from the Directorship of the· military hospitals of the Army in
1776 by the present Director) presented the same and several other
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charges against him to Congress, in consequence of which he was tried
by a court martial at Morris town in New Jersey. I appeared as a
witness against him. The court sat several weeks, during which time
several of its members were changed, and the Director admitted to
dine with several of the generaL officers of the Army. He was finally
acquitted but without honor, of the most criminal charges against him.
One of the court informed me several years afterwards that there was
a majority of but a single vote in favor of his acquitta1 3
This transaction will be ascribed to the same indiscreet zeal for
justice and humanity that marked my conduct upon a former occasion.
I ought not to repent of it, although the consequences of it have been
injurious and distressing to me. Were there no public advocates for
the miserable and oppressed, what would be the mass of human evils?
I am satisfied my sacrifices and sufferings put an end to the evils of
which I complained, and the alteration I effected in the hospital arrangements was the means of saving many lives. It saved likewise,
after Mr. Morris became Financier, several millions of dollars annually to the United' States
I retired from the army to Princeton and lived with my wife and
one chil 5 at her father's in Princeton. Here I led an inactive, and
of course, a disagreeable life. The village of Princeton afforded no
prospects of business in my profession, and, I had no desire by changing my place of residence to enter into country practice. In this situation I resolved to study the law, and to come forward to the bar in
New Jersey. My father in law highly approved of the
when
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I mentioned it to him, and promised his influence to have me admitted
to practice in a year, or in two years at furthest. My age, which was
then 32, and the labor of acquiring a sound profession did not discourage me from this undertaking. Just as I was preparing to begin
my new
I heard that the British army was preparing to
evacuate Philadelphia. This suspended my new enterprise. In a few
weeks they left the city, and I returned to it with my family on the
21st of July. The filth left by the British Army in the streets created
a good deal of sickness. I quickly recovered my business, with a large
accession of new patients. In the month of September I was attacked
with a bilious fever which had nearly destroyed my life. My recovery
was slow, and the loss sustained by my long confinement was considerable. During the winter I recovered my usual health and activity in business. I now turned my back for a while upon public
pursuits, and devoted myself exclusively to the duties of my profession.

V I I. Characters of the

Patrz"ots

I proceed any further in the narrative of such of my trans-

B, actions as were of a political nature, I shall give a short account
EFORE

of those gentlemen who were most conspicuous for their talents and
virtues, or for the offices they filled, between the years 1774 and
1778.
I shall begin with the characters of the members of Congress
who subscribed the Declaration of Independance. They were drawn
up during the war. Some additions have been made to them since
which were suggested by subsequent events.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
JOSIAH BARTLETT. A practitioner of physic, of excellent character,
and warmly attached to the liberties of his country.
WILLIAM WHIPPLE. An old sea captain, but liberal in his principles
and manners; and a genuine friend to liberty and independance.
MATTHEW THORNTON. A practitioner of physic, of Irish
He abounded in anecdotes, and was for the most. part happy in the
application of them. He was ignorant of the world, but was believed
to be a sincere patriot and an honest man.
MASSACHUSETTS
JOHN HANCOCK. He was a man of plain understanding, and good
education. He was fond of the· ceremonies of public life, but wanted
industry and punctuality in business. His conversation was desultory,
and his manners much influenced by frequent attacks of. the gout,
which gave a hypochondriacal peevishness to his temper. With all
these infirmities he was a disinterested patriot, and made large sacrifices of an ample estate to the liberties and independance of his country.
SAMUEL ADAMS. He was near sixty years of age when he took his
seat in Congress, but possessed all the vigor of mind of a young.
man of five and twenty. He was a republican in principle and manners .. He once acknowledged to me "that the independa,nceof the
United States upon Great Britain had been the first wish of his heart
seven years before the war." About the same time he said to me "if
it were revealed to him that 999 Americans out of 1000 would perish
in a war for liberty, he would vote for that war, rather than see his
country enslaved. The survivors in such a war, though few (he said),
would propagate a nation of freemen." He abhorred a standing army,
and used to say that they were the "shoeblacks of Society." He dreaded
the undue influence of an individual in a Republic, and once said to
me "Let us beware of continental and State great men." He loved
simplicity and oeconomy in the administration of government, and
despised the appeals which are made to the eyes and ears of the common people in order to govern them. He considered national happiness and the public patronage of religion as inseperably connected;
and so great was his regard for public worship, as the means of promoting religion, that he constantly attended divine service in the German church in York town while the Congress sat there, when there
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was no service in their chappel, although he was ignorant of the
German language. His morals were irreproachable, and even ambition and avarice, the usual vices of politicians, seemed to have no place
in his breast. He seldom spoke in Congress, but was active in preparing and doing business out of doors. In some parts of his conduct
I have thought he discovered more of the prejudices of a Massachusetts man than the liberal sentiments of a citizen of tlie United States.
His abilities
considerable, and his knowledge extensive and correct upon Revolutionary subjects, and both friends and enemies agree
in viewing him as one of the most active instruments of the American
Revolution.
JOHN ADAMS. He was a distant relation of Saml. Adams, but possessed another species of character. He had been educated a lawyer,
and stood high in his profession· in his native state. He was a most
sensible and forcible speaker. Every member of Congress in 1776
acknowledged him to be the first man in the House. Dr. Brownson
(of Georgia 9 used to say when he spoke, he fancied an angel was
let down from heaven to illumine the Congress. He saw the whole
of a subject at a single glance, and by a happy union of the powers of
reasoning and persuasion often su,cceeded in carrying measures which
were at first sight of an unpopular nature. His replies to reflections
upon himself, or upon the New England States, were replete with the
most poignant humor or satyre. I sat next to him while Genl. Sulliva 0 was delivering a request to Congress from Lord Howe for an
interview with a committee of the House in their private capacities,
after the defeat of the American Army on Long Island on: the 26th
of August 1776. Mr. Adams, under a sudden impression of the design, and dread of the consequences of the measure, whispered to me
a wish "that the first ball that had been fired on the day of the defeat
of our army, had gone through his head." When he rose to speak
against the proposed interview, he called Genl. Sullivan "a decoy
duck, whom Lord Howe has sent among us to seduce us into a renunciation of our independance." In a debate in which Mr. C--- 1
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insinuated the New England troops, as theprinapal cause of the
failure of the expedition into Canada in 1775 [actually 1776], he said.
"the cause of the failure of that expedition was chiefly to be ascribed
to the impudence of the gentleman from Maryland who has fomented
jealousies and quarrels between the troops from the New England
and Southern States in his visit to Canada, "and (said Mr. Adams) if
he were now penetrated, as he ought to be, with a sense of his improper
and wicked conduct, he would fall down upon his knees upon this
floor, and ask our forgiveness. He would afterwards retire with shame,
and spend the remainder of his life in sackcloth alld ashes, deploring
the mischief he has done his country." He was equally fearless of
men, and of the consequences of a bold assertion of his opinion in all
his speeches. Upon a motion in Congre/,ss Feb. 19, 177t to surrender
up to General Washington the power of appointing his general.officers,
he said in opposition to it "There are certain principles which
us through life, and none more certainly than the love of the first
place. We see itin the forms on which children sit at schools. It prevails equally to the latest period of life. I am sorry to find it prevail
so little in this house. I have been distressed to see some of our members disposed to idolise an image which their own hands have molten.
I speak here of the superstitious veneration which is paid to General
Washington. I honour him fot: his good qualities, but in this House
I feel myself his superior. In private life I shall always acknowledge
him to be mine." He wrote much, as well as spoke often and copiously
in favor of the liberties of his country. All his publications and particularly his letter to Mr. Withe containing a plan of a constitution for Virginia, discover a strong predilection for republican, forms
of government. To be safe, powerful and durable he always urged
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that they should be composed of three legislative branches, but that
each of them should be the offspring directly or indirectly of the
suffr':tges of the people. So great was his disapprobation of a government composed of a single legislature, that he said to me upon reading the first Constitution of Pennsylvania "The people of your state
will sooner or later fall upon their knees to the King of Great Britain
to take them again under his protection, in order to deliver them from
the tyranny of their own government." I could mention many conversations with him inwhich he appeared to be actuated by the highest tone of a republican temper, as well as principles. When Congress
agreed to send commissioners to France to endeavour to make a
treaty with her, I asked him at his lodgings what he thought of Mr.as· a commissioner. "I would not vote for him (said he) above any
man. Heidolises monarchy in his heart, and the first thing he would
do when he arrived in France, would be to fall upon his knees and
worship the King of France." The independance! of the United States
was first brought before the public mind in 1775 by a letter from
him to one of his friends in Massachusetts that was intercepted and
published in Boston, in which he expressed a, wish for that measure
It exposed him to the execrations of .all the prudent and moderate
people in America, insomuch that he was treated with neglect by
many of his old friends. I saw this profound and enlightened patriot,
who jn the year 1798 was admired and celebrated in prose and verse
by the first citizens in Philadelphia when President of the United
States, walk our streets alone after the publication of his intercepted
letter in our news papersin 1775, an object of nearly universal detestation. Events soon justified the wish contained in his letter, after
which he rose in the public estimation so as to become, in the subsequent years of the Revolution, in some measure the oracle of the
Whigs. He was a stranger to dissimulation, and appeared to be more
jealous of his reputation for integrity, than for talents or knowledge.
He was strictly moral, and at all times respectful to Religion. In
speaking of the probable issue of the war he said to me in Baltimore
in the winter of 1777, "We shall succeed in our struggle, provided we
repent of our sins, and forsake them," and then added, "I will see it
out, or go to heaven in its ruins." He possessed more learning probably, both ancient and modern, than any man who subscribed the Declaration of Independance. His reading was various. Even the old
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English poets were familiar to him. He once told me he had read all
Bolingbroke's works with great attention. He admired nothing in
them but the stile, and to acquire it, he said he had when a young man
transcribed his "Idea of a Patriot King."2 When he went to Holland
to negociate a treaty with that country, he left a blank in Congress.
I can say but little of his public conduct while he was in Europe, but
that he was able, faithful and successful in all the business that was
committed to him.
He returned to his native country with prejudices in favor of the
British constitution. These prejudices he did not conceal when he
became Vice President and President of the United States. But no
change was produced in his manners and moral principles by the air
of European courts. He was still familiar and unaffected in his deportment, and strictly upright in his conduct both in public and private
life. The constant and laborious exercise of his intellectual faculties
for 40 years, it was said, had produced some inequality in their opera;..
tions after he became President of the United States. It is certain he
was more irritable in his temper, and less cautious in speaking of men
and things, than he had been in the early and middle stages of his
life. It was his misfortune to administer the Government of his country at a time when it was alternately attracted and repelled by two
of the most powerful nations of Europe, contending by a furious and
extensive war for the supremacy of the globe. In the vibrations of
parties, he retained a fixed point, by which means he offended both.
Posterity, in doing justice to his early, long continued and eminent
services to his country, cannot be impartial without admitting, in spite
of his admiration of the British constitution and the failings which
a premature old age brought upon his temper,' that he honestly and
consciously adhered to the forms of our Republic, and that he was a
real American in principle and conduct.
I cannot conclude this account of Mr. Adams without expressing
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my obligations to him for the friendship with which he honoured me
during the whole of his public life from 1774 to 1800. I possess a
large collection of his letters written to me in Europe and America
which I prize as records of his genius and patriotism. 7 There was no
diminution of our intimacy after he became President of the United
States, nor did his high stations preclude controversy between us upon

subjects upon which we differed, especially while he was President.
Many delightful evenings have I passed at his house,in listening to
the details of his public situations at home and abroad, and to anecdotes
of public men. The pleasure of these evenings was much enhanced
by the. society of Mrs. Adams,2 who in point of· talent, knowledge,
virtue, and. female accomplishments was in every respect fitted to be
the friend and companion of her husband in all his different and successive stations, of private citizen, member of Congress, foreign minister, Vice President and President of the United States.
ROBERT TREAT PAINE. He was educated a clergyman, and afterwards became a lawyer. He had a certain obliquity of understanding
which prevented his seeing public objects in the same light in which
they were. seen by other people. He seldom proposed anything, but
opposed nearly every measure that was proposed by other people, and
hence he got. the name of "The Objection Maker" in Congress. His
temper was amiable, alld his speeches and conversation often facetious.
He was moderate in his feelings for his country. This was so much
the case, that he told me the first time I saw him in 1774 that his constituents considered him as one of their "cool devils." He was notwithstanding a firm, decided, and persevering patriot, and eminently
useful in Congress, particularly upon· committees, in which he was
remarkable for his regular and punctual attendance.
ELBRIDGE GERRY. He was a respectable young merchant, of a
liberal education, and considerable knowledge. He was slow in his
perceptions and in his manner of doing business, and stammering in
his speech, but he knew and embraced truth when he saw it. He had
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no local.or state prejudices. Every part of his conduct in 17757 17767
and 1777 indicated him to be a sensible, upright man, and a genuine
friend to republican forms of government.
RHODE ISLAND
WILLIAM ELLERY. A lawyer somewhat cynical in his temper, but
a faithful friend to the liberties of his country. He seldom spoke in
Congress,but frequently amused himself in writing epigrams on the
speakers which were generally witty and pertinent and sometimes
poetical. Mr. Paine had once given in a report in favor of purchasing
some guns for the United States, that were not bored. Some time after
this, a motion was made to call upon the citizens of Philadelphia to
furnish ready made doathes for the army, for materials to make them
could not then be obtained in any of the stores. Mr. Paine opposed
this motion, by holding up to the imagination the ridiculous figure
our soldiers would make when paraded, or marching in doaths of
different lengths and colors. While he was speaking Mr. Ellery struck
off with his pencil the following lines.
"Say O! my muse-why all this puzzle:
Talk against long doaths and give guns without muzzle."
STEPHEN HOPKINS. A venerable old man of the Society of Friends,
of an original understanding, extensive reading, and great integrity.
He perfectly understood the principles of liberty and government,
and was warmly attached to the independance of his country. I once
heard him say in 1776 "the liberties of America would be a cheap
purchase with the loss of but 100,000 lives." He disliked hearing long
letters read him from the generals of our armies, and used to say
"he never knew a General Quillman good for any thing." As the result of dose observation he remarked to me in walking home from
Congress, that he "had never known 'a modest man that was not
brave."
CONNECTICUT
ROGER SHEARMAN [SHERMAN]. A plain man of slender education.
He taught himself mathematicks, and afterwards acquired some property and a. good deal of reputation by making almanacks. He was so
regular in· business,and so democratic in his principles that he was
called by one of his friends "a republican machine." Patrick Henry
asked him in 1774 why the people of Connecticut were more zealous
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in the cause of liberty than the people of other States; he answered
"because we have more to lose than any of them." "What is that"
said Mr. Henry. "Our beloved charter" replied Mr. Sherman. He
was not less distinguished for his piety than his patriotism. He once
objected to a motion for Congress sitting on a Sunday upon an occasion which he thought did not require it, and gave as a reason for his
objection,a regard of the commands of his Maker. Upon hearing
of the defeat of the American army on Long Island, where they were
entrenched and fortified by a chain of hills, he said to me in coming
out of Congress "Truly in vain is salvation hoped for from the hills,
and from the multitude of mountains" (Jeremiah xii, 23)·
SAMUEL HUNTINGTON. A sensible, candid and worthy man, and
wholly free from State prejudices.
WILLIAM WILLIAMS. A well meaning weak man, and often misled
by State prejudices.
OLIVER WOLCOTT. A worthy man of great modesty, and sincerely
attached to the interests of his country.
NEW YORK
WILLIAM FLOYD. A mild and. decided· Republican. He seldom
spoke in Congress, but always voted with the zealous friends to liberty and independance.
PHILIP LIVINGSTON. A blunt but honest man. He was supposed to
be unfriendly to the Declaration of Independance, when it took place,
but he concurred afterwards in all the measures that were adopted to
support it. He was very useful in committees where a knowledge in
figures or commercial subjects was required. A secret of Congress having transpired, he proposed· that every member of Congress should
declare upon oath that he had not divulged it, in order that "the rascal
(to use his own words) might add the sin of perjury to that of
treachery and thereby damn his soul for ever."
FRANCIS LEWIS. A moderate Whig, but a very honest man, and
very useful in executive business.
LEWIS MORRIS. A
amiable man and a most disinterested
patriot. He had three sons at one time in the army. He suffered the
loss of marty thousand pounds by the depredations of the British army
upon his property near New York without repining. Every
ment of his heart yielded to his love of his country.
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NEW JERSEY
RICHARD STOCKTON. An enlightened politician and a correct and
graceful speaker. He was timid where bold measures were required,
but was at all times sincerely devoted to the liberties of his country.
He loved law and order, and once offended his constituents by opposing the seizure of private property in an illegal manner by an
officer of the army. He said after the treaty with France took place,
"that the United States were placed in a more eligible situation by it,
than they had ever been during their connection with Great Britain."
His habits as a lawyer and a· judge (which office he had filled under
the British government) produced, in him a respect for the British
constitution, but this did not lessen his attachment to the independance
of the United States:
JOHN WITHERSPOON. A well informed statesman and remarkably
luminous and correct in all his speeches. His influence was less than
might have been expected from his abilities and knowledge, owing in
part to his ecclesiastical character. He was a zealous Whig, but free
from the illiberality which sometimes accompanies zeal. In a report
brought into. Congress by a member from Virginia, George the 3rd
was called "the tyrant of Britain." Dr. Witherspoon objected to the
word "tyrant" and moved to substitute "king". in its room .. He gave
as reasons for his objection "that the epithet was both false and undignified. It was false because George ·the 3rd was not a tyrant in
Great Britain; on the contrary he was beloved. and respected by his
subjects in Britain, and perhaps the more for making war upon us.
It was undignified because it did not become one sovereign power to
abuse or use harsh epithets when it spoke of another." The motion
was negatived, and the amendment proposed by Dr. Witherspoon
was adopted.
FRANCIS HOPKINSON. A facetious agreeable man. He took but a
small part in the business of Congress but served· his country very
essentially by many of his publications during the war. In the midst
of a long debate he once amused himself by drawing with a pencil a
caricature of the manner in which the first Constitution of Pennsylvania was forced upon the people. A Brewer and Schoolmaster, who
were the most active members of the convention that framed the
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Constitution, with a dray, and a Schoolboy composed the figures of
this picture. The Brewer offers the boy a mug of beer, the boy attempts
to thrust it from him, while the Schoolmaster with a rod, compels him
to drink it.
JOHN HART. A plain, honest, well meaning Jersey farmer, with
but little education, but with good sense and virtue eno' to discover
and pursue the true interests of his country.
ABRAHAM CLARK. A sensible but cynical man. He was uncommonly
quick sighted in seeing the weakness and defects of public men and
measures. He was attentive to business and excelled in drawing up
reports and resolutions. He was said to study more to please the people
than to promote their real and permanent interests. With this and
perhaps other faults he was warmly attached to the liberties and independance of his country.
PENNSYLVANIA
ROBERT MORRIS. A bold, sensible,and agreeable speaker. His
perceptions were quick and his judgement sound upon all subjects.
He was opposed to the time (not to the act) of the Declaration of
Independance, but he yielded to no man in his exertions to support
it, and a year after it took place he publickly acknowledged on the
floor of Congress that he had been mistaken in his former opinion as
to its time, and said that it would have been better for our country
had it been declared sooner. He was candid and liberal in a debate so
as always to be respected by his opponents, and sometimes to offend the
members of the party with whom he generally voted. By his extensive
commercial knowledge and connections he rendered great services to
his country in the beginning, and by the able manner in which he
discharged the duties of Financier he revived and established her
credit in· the close of the Revolution. In private life he was friendly,
sincere, generous and charitable, but his peculiar manners deprived
him of much of that popularity which usually follows great exploits
of public and private virtue. He was proud and passionate, and hehce
he always had virulent enemies, as well as affectionate friends.
BENJAMIN RusH. He aimed well.
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. He seldom spoke in Congress but was useful
in committees, in which he was punctual and indefatigable. He was a
firm Republican, and treated kingly power at all times with ridicule
and contempt. He early declared himself in favor of Independance.
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John Adams used to say he was'more of a philosopher than a politician. It is certain he patronized the first constitution of Pennsylvania,
in which there were contained nearly all the defects which could enter
into a government, and to the influence of his name it owed its establishment I sat next to him in Congress, when he was elected by the
unanimous vote of every State in the Union. to an embassy to the
Court of France in the year 1776. When the vote was declared, I congratulated him upon it. He thanked me, and said "I am like the
remnant of a piece of unsalable cloath you may have, as the shopkeepers say, for what you please." He was then 70 years of age. His
services to his country in effecting the treaty with France were highly
, appreciated at the time that event took place. He was treated with
great respect by the' French Court. A letter from Paris written while
he was there contained the following expressions. "Dr. Franklin seldom goes to court. vVhen he does he says but little, but what he says
flies by the next post to every part of the Kingdom."
JOHN MORTON. A plain farmer, but from his former station as a
judge was well acquainted with the principles of government and
public business. His hatred to the new constitution of Pennsylvania
and his anticipation of its evils were such as to bring on a
hypocondriasis, which it was said put an end to his life a year or two
after the Declaration of Independance.
GEORGE CLYMER. A cool, firm, consistent Republican who loved
liberty and government with an equal affection.Under the appearance
of manners' that were cold and indolent, he concealed a mind that was
always warm. and active towards the interests of his country. He was
well informed in history ancient· and modern, and frequently displayed flashes of wit and humor in conversation. His style in writing
was simple, correct, and sometimes eloquent. "The mould in which
this man's mind was cast (to use the words of Lord Peterborough
when speaking of Wm. Law) was seldom used."
JAMES SMITH. A pleasant facetious lawyer. His speeches in Congress were in general declamatory, but from their humor, frequently
entertaining. He was an early Whig, but wanted steadiness, it was
said, in his political conduct.
GEORGE TAYLOR. A respectable country gentleman, but not much
distinguished in any way in Congress.
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JAMES WILSON. An eminent lawyer and a great and enlightened
statesman. He had been educated for a clergyman in Scotland, and
was a profound and accurate scholar. He spoke often in Congress, and
his eloquence was of the most commanding kind. He reasoned, declaimed, and persuaded according to circumstances with. equal effect.
His mind, while he spoke, was one blaze of light. Not a word ever
fell from his lips out of time, or out of place, nor could a .word be
taken from or added to his speeches without injuring them. He rendered great and essential services to his country in every stage of the
Revolution.
GEORGE Ross. A man of great wit, good humor and considerable
eloquence. His manner in speaking was agreeable, and commanded
attention. He disliked business, and hence he possessed but little influence in Congress.
DELAWARE
CAESAR RODNEY. A plain man of good judgement, and agreeable
devoted to the welfare of his country.
conversation, and
GEORGE READ. A shrewd lawyer, of gentle manners, and of considerable talents and knowledge. He was firm, without violence, in
all his purposes, and was much respected by all his acquaintances.
MARYLAND
SAMUEL CHASE. This man's life and character were a good deal
checkered. He rendered great services to his country by awakening
and directing the public spirit of his native State in the first years of
He possessed more learning than knowledge, and
the
more of both than judgement. His person and attitude in speaking
were graceful, and his elocution commanding, but his speeches were
more oratorial than logical. He always voted with the friends to Independance. In the year 1778 he made his public station subservient to
his private views, and exhibited marks of a mind tainted with that
spirit of speculation which at that time pervaded nearly all ranks of
citizens in the United States.
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WILLIAM PACA. A good tempered worthy man, with. a sound understanding which he was too indolent to exercise, and hence his
reputation in public life was less than his talents. He was beloved and
respected by all who knew him, and considered at all times as a sincere patriot and honest man.
THOMAS STONE. An able lawyer, and a friend to universal liberty.
He spoke well, but was sometimes mistaken up()n plain subjects. I
once heard him say "he had never known a single instance of a negro
being contented in slavery."
CHARLES CARROLL. An inflexible patriot, and an honest independant
friend to his country. He had been educated at St. Omer's, and
possessed considerable learning. He seldom spoke, but his speeches
were sensible and correct, and delivered in an oratorial manner.
VIRGINIA
GEORGE WYTHE. A profound lawyer and able politician. He seldom
spoke in Congress, but when he did his speeches were sensible, correct,
and pertinent. I have seldom known a man possess more modesty, or
a more dove-like simplicity and gentleness of manner. He lived many
years after he left Congress, the pride and ornament of his native
State.
RICHARD HENRY LEE. A frequent, correct and pleasing speaker.
He was very useful upon committees and active in expediting business.
He made the motion for the Declaration of Independance and was
ever afterwards one of its most zealous supporters.
THOMAS JEFFERSON. He possessed a genius of the first order. It was
universal in its objects. He was not less distinguished for his political,
than his mathematical and philosophical knowledge. The objects of
his benevolence were as extensive as those of his knowledge. He was
not only the friend of his country, but of all nations and religions.
While Congress were delibet:ating upon the measure of sending Commissioners to France I asked him what he thought of being one of
them. He said "he would go to hell to serve his country." He was
afterwards elected a Commissioner, but declined at that time on account of the sickness of his wife. He seldom spoke in Congress, but
was a member of all the important committees. He was the penman
of the Declaration of Independance. He once
me the original
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in his own hand writing. It contained a noble testimony against negro
slavery which was struck out in its passage through Congress. He
took notes of all the debates upon the Declaration of Independance,
and the first Confederation. He was said, at the time alluded to, to
be unfriendly to Christianity. It is possible this may be true. His
notes contain some expressions which favour that opinion. In my
conversation with him in Philadelphia while he was Vice President he
denied the charge, and said he believed in the divine mission of the
Saviour of the World, but he did not believe that he was the Son of
God in the way in which many Christians believed it. He said he be.,.
lieved further in the divine institution of the Sabbath, which he conceived to be a great blessing to the.world, more especially to poor people and slaves. He believed likewise in the resurrection, and a future
state of rewards and punishments.
BENJAMIN HARRISON. He was well acquainted with the forms of
public business. He had strong State prejudices, and was very hostile
to the leading characters from the New England States. In private.life
he preferred pleasure and convivial company to business of all kinds.
His taste in this respect was discovered in a letter to General Washpublished in Boston. He was upon
ington which was intercepted
the whole a useful member of Congress and sincerely devoted to the
welfare of his country.
THOMAS NELSON. A respectable country gentleman, with excellent
dispositions both in public and private life. He was educated in England. He informed me that he was the only person out of 9 or 10
Virginians that were sent with him to England for education that had
taken a part in the American Revolution. The rest were all Tories.
FRANCIS LIGHTFOOT LEE. He was brother to Richard Henry Lee
but possessed, I thought, a more acute and correct mind. He often
opposed his brother in a vote, but never spoke in Congress. I never
knew him wrong eventually upon any question. Mr. Madison informed me that he had observed the same thing in many silent members of public bodies.
CARTER BRAXTON. He was not deficient in political information,
but was suspected of being less detached than he should be from his
Bri,tish prejudices. He was a decent, agreeable and sensible speaker,
and in private life an accomplished gentleman.
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NORTH CAROLINA
JOSEPH HEWES. A plain, worthy merchant, and well acquainted
with business. He seldom spoke in Congress, but was very useful upon
committees.
WILLIAM HOOPER. A sensible, sprightly young lawyer, and a rapid,
but correct speaker.
JOHN PENN. A good humored man, very talkative in company,
but seldom spoke in Congress except it was to whisper to the member
who sat next to him. He was honest, and warmly attached to the
liberties of his country.
SOUTH CAROLINA
EDWARD RUTLEDGE. A sensible young lawyer, of great volubility
in speaking, and very useful in the business of Congress.
THOMAS HEYWARD JUNIOR. A firm Republican of good education
and most amiable manners. He possessed an elegant poetical genius,
which he sometimes exercised with success upon. the various events
of the war..
THOMAS LYNCH JUNIOR. A man of moderate talents and timid in
difficult circumstances of his country.
'
ARTHUR MIDDLETON. A man of a cynical temper, but of upright
intentions towards his country. He had been educated in England and
was a critical Latin and Greek scholar. He read Horace and other
classicks during his recess from Congress. He spoke frequently, and
always with asperity or personalities. He disliked business, and when
put upon the Committee of Accounts he refused to serve and gave as
a· reason for it that "he hated accounts, that he did not even keep his
own accounts, and that he knew nothing about them."
GEORGIA
BUTTON GUINETT [GWINNETT]. A zealous Democrat. He carried
a copy of the first constitution of Pennsylvania with him to Georgia,
where he had address enough to get it adopted. He fell afterwards
in a duel in that State.
LYMAN HALL. A native of Connecticut, and strongly impressed
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with the principles and habits of Republicanism which then prevailed
in that State. He was a man of considerable learning, with an excellent
judgement and very amiable
GEORGE WALTON. A sensible young man. He possessed knowledge
and a pleasing manner of speaking. He was the youngest member of
Congress, being not quite three and twenty when he signed the Declaration of Independance. He filled the offices of governor and chief
justice for many years in\' Georgia, and evinced in his public conduct
the same attachment to government and order, that he had done in
1776 to liberty and independance.
The act for renouncing allegiance to the King of Great Britain by
the Declaration of Independance has ever been considered as a very
bold one. It was done in the face of a powerful army, with but slender
resources for war, and without any assurance of foreign aid. The first
vote in favor of it was carried by the majority of a single State, a
circumstance which places it upon a footing with several of the first
political events that have occurred in the world. The States that
ripened most rapidly into a willingness to adopt the measure, were
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Virginia
and Georgia. New Jersey and Pennsylvania, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Delaware, Maryland and New York followed in the order
in which they have been named. I speak of the delegates of those
States only, not of the people who composed them. Upon all great
national questions the four eastern States, Virginia and Georgia concurred in their votes. Thirty four out of fifty four of the men who
signed the Declaration of Independance died before the year 1800.
I shall now mention some of· the leading traits of the characters
of .several other persons who were active in the first years of the
American Revolution. What will be said of them shall be from personal knowledge and fellowship of labors with them.
JOHN DICKINSON. Few men wrote, spoke and acted more for their
country from the years 1764 to the establishment of the federal government than Mr. Dickinson. He was alike eloquent at the bar, in a
popular assembly, and in conversation. Count Wingiuski/1 a Polish
nobleman who travelled thro' the United States soon after the peace,
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said he was the most learned man he had met with in America. He
possessed the air of a camp and the ease of the court in his manners.
He was opposed to the Declaration of Independance at the time it
tpok place, but concurred in supporting it. During the war and for
. some years after it, he admired and preferred the British constitution.
Towards the close of his life he became a decided and zealous Republican.
CHARLES THOMPSON. A man of great learning and general knowledge, at all times genuine Republican, and in the evening of his life
a sincere Christian. He was the intimate
of John Dickinson.
He was once told in my presence that he ought to write a history of
the Revolution. "No," said he, "1 ought not, for 1 should contradict
all th« histories of the great events of the Revolution, and shew by
my account of men, motives and measures, that we are wholly indebted to the agency of providence for its successful issue. Let the
world admire the supposed wisdom and valor of our great men.
Perhaps they may adopt the qualities that have been ascribed to them,
and thus good may be done. 1 shall not undeceive future generations."
THOMAS MIFFLIN. 2 Those who knew this man in the close of the
Revolution and in the evening of his life, will hardly believe what
is strictly true, that he possessed genius, knowledge, eloquence, patriotism, courage, self-government and an independant spirit, in the
first years of the war. He was extremely useful in the gloomy winter
of 1776 by rallying the drooping courage of the militia of his native
State,· which he did by riding through all the populous countries, and
exhorting them to turn
to check the progress of the British army.
His influence was much promoted by an elegant person, an animated
countenance,and popular manners. Had he fallen in battle, or died
in the year 1778, he would have ranked with Warren and the first
patriots of the Revolution.
GENERAL CHARLES LEE. His character was a medley of opposite
and contradicting qualities. He loved and admired public virtue, but
was addicted to many private vices. He was obscene, profane, and at
times impious in his conversation. His avarice discovered itself in
every transaction of his life. He studied singularity and eccentricity
in his dress, appetite, accommodations, stile in writing, speaking, and
swearing: Even.his will partook of this weakness in his character. He
had many successive intimates, whom he called friends, but he ap-
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peared to have no affection for any thing human.. A troop of dogs
which· he permitted to follow him every where seemed. to engross
his whole heart. He despised prudence, and used to call it "a rascally
virtue." With these vices and oddities, he was sincere, and no one
ever detected him in a lye, or even in an
He likewise .
possessed courage, which he evinced in many battles and duels in different parts of the world. His genius was considerable, and his attainments great in classical learning and in modern languages. He was
eloquent and at times witty and brilliant in conversation. He was useful in the beginning of the war by inspiring our citizens with military
ideas and lessening in our soldiers their superstitious fear of the valor
and discipline of the British army. When he heard of the sentence of
the court martial which suspended him from his command, he said
"Oh! that I were a dog, that I might not call man my brother."
GENERAL HORATIO GATES. Though born in England and educated
in the British army, he was a genuine Republican, and a sincere friend
to the Independance of the United States. He was a correct officer
and not deficient in military skill. His conquest of Burgoyne ruined
his character by exciting envy. His defeat at Camden gave more
pleasure than pain to thousands, inasmuch as it brought him back to
a level with his colleagues in war. His secretary said to me after that
defeat "that it was happy for him that he had been unfortunate,. for
had he been again successful, he would have been crucified." He possessed some learning, a great deal of reading, and talents for extensive
and. accurate observation. His conversation abounded in anecdotes,
and was entertaining upon all subjects. He was accused of wishing to
supplant Genl. Washington by aiming to. place Genl. MifRin .at the
head of the Army. From an intimate knowledge of him, I believe that
this charge was without foundation. He had many pertinent common
sayings which he applied to the affairs of the world. Two of them I
recollect were "Parties like armies, receive all able bodied men" and
"The world will do its own business."
GENERAL NATHL. GREEN [GREENE]. He was the pupil of General
Lee, and afterwards the privy councillor of Genl. Washington. Genius
supplied in him the place of a learned education. He was active and
intelligent, but thought more than he felt, and hence he was said to
be more qualified for the cabinet than the field. His temper was gentle,
and his manners engaging. He was beloved and respected by all who
knew him.
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GENERAL HENRY KNox. A brave and intelligent officer, and an
open hearted, honest hearted, man.
LORD STERLING [STIRLING] A learned sensible man, but somewhat vain, and like Charles II apt to tire his company by a repetition
of the same, stories. He was prudent and wise in council, and brave in
the field. 'His manners were gentle and agreeable. His misfortunes
before the war had led' him to seek relief in' toddy, with which ,he
sometimes impaired his judgement. Congress, honoured him ,. with a
vote of approbation and praise after his death.
GENERAL McDoUGALL. Nature, and an application to books late
in life, did wonders for this man. He possessed 'genius, knowledge and
uncommon fervor of mind tempered by a solid judgement. General
Lee used to say "he was the only cool headed enthusiast he had ever
known in his life." He loved liberty above all things, but he was an
enemy to mob governments. His person was dignified and his conversation sensible and methodical, but somewhat formal, produced by
a slight stammering in his speech. He performed but few services to
his country in the field, but was extremely useful to her in the cabinet.
His talents were less active, than contemplative and judicial.
COMMODORE J NO. PAUL JONES. He united in his military character
the boldness which is produced by madness, the bravery which is the
effect of animal spirits, and the courage which is the result of reflection. He once put into my hands a history of his naval exploits. He
exulted in it in having first hoisted the American flag on board the
first armed vessel that was commissioned by the United States. I heard
him give a minute account of his engagement with the Seraphis [Serapis] in a small circle of gentlemen at a dinner. It was delivered with
great apparent modesty and commanded the most respectful attention. Towards the close of the battle, while his deck was swimming
in blood, the captain of the Seraph is called him to strike. "No, Sir,"
said he, "I will not, we have had but a small fight as yet." He had
been well educated in Scotland (his native country) and discovered
stile and taste both in writing and conversation. His countenance was
strongly marked with thought. 1 know nothing of his private character.
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GENERALARNOLD 5 I lodged three weeks in the same family with
this man in Philadelphia in the spring of 1777. His person was low
but well made, and his face handsome. His conversation was uninteresting and sometimes indelicate. His language was ungrammatical
and his pronounciation vulgar. I once heard him say "his courage was
acquired, and that he was a coward till he was IS years of age." His
character in his natiye State, Connecticut, was never respectable, and
hence its vote alone was withheld from him when .he was created a
general by the Congress of the United States. His public vices are
recorded in the printed histories of the American Revolution.

V I I I.

Public Pursuits

the British army leftPhiladelphia an attempt was made
SbyOONaafter
number of citizens to alter and amend the constitution of
Pennsylvania, which had been formed in haste. Those citizens united
themselves into what they called a Republican Society 1 I became a
member of it. They were soon afterwards opposed bya numerous
class of citizens who stiledthemselves Constitutionalists, and who were
attached to the constitution of the State. Their contest about the constitution soon ended, for it was supported by being exclusively in the
hands of its friends, who did not see its defects, or who were too much
interested to acknowledge it required any amendment, especially at
the time in which it was proposed. The government of the State, as
was natural where all legislative power is lodged in a single body of
men, was administered in an arbitrary manner. Test [laws and
other laws of an unconstitutional nature were passed, and even outrages upon the persons and property of peaceable citizens, contrary to
law,. were committed with impunity. These oppressions produced a
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contest for the power of the State which ended in a few years in th'e
success of the party who had called themselves Republicans. By my
activity in this struggle, I made many enemies, and became the subject of much newspaper abuse. My labors were not lost. The light
which was thrown upon the subject of government by the controversy
in which I bore a part, finally produced the present form of the constitutionof Pennsylvania.
During the administration of the government of the State by a
single legislature, the charter of the College of Philadelphia was
taken away, and the property of the College 'vested in a new body of
trustees. It was now called the University of Pennsylvania. This act
was perpetrated chiefly by the Presbyterians. I heard with pain that
sect, with whom I was then connected, blamed for this unjust transaction, and proposed to some of my Presbyterian friends to surrender
up the institution to its original proprietors, and to found a College
of their own at Carli,sle. 5 This proposition gave great offence to the
Provost of the University andto some other members of the Presbyterian Society, and exposed me to fresh public and private abuse.
The College was notwithstanding established at Carlisle, and the College of Philadelphia was finally thro' the industry and perseverance
of its former Provost restored to its just owners. Its funds were afterwards united by common consent in a new Charter with the funds of
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the university, and the two Seminaries became one, and was called by
law the University of Pennsylvania.
From this period till the year 1786 I passed my time chiefly in my
professional studies and labors.
The situation of the United States during this time was far from being an agreeable one. The weakness of the confederation, and the injustice of most of the States, in enforcing the circulation of paper
money by tender laws, had limited the commerce of our country, and
produced universal distress in our cities. In the year 1788 there were
1000 empty houses in Philadelphia. Bricklayers and house carpenters
and all the mechanics and labourers who are dependent upon them
were unemployed. The value of property in and near the city was
two-thirds less than before the year 1774. Bankruptcies were numerous
and beggars were to be seen at the doors of the opulent in every street
of our city. Taxes were heavy and subscriptions for the relief of the
poor still more oppressive. In this melancholy state of our country it
occurred to thinking men that all our evils originated in a weakness
of the general government. These evils were pointed out in many
publications in all the States, and a convention was finally called to
correct the
of the confederation. vVhile we were sitting in the
year 1787 I received a letter from Mr. Dickinson, who was a member
of the convention, calling me to come forward in support of the proposed Constitution of the United States. I had heard enough of its
form and principles to be satisfied with it, and readily obeyed the
call of my friend by recommending and defending it in a number of
addresses to the citizens of the United States. The zeal I had discovered in my publications and speeches at town meetings induced the
citizens of Philadelphia to elect me a member of the convention that
met in Pennsylvania to adopt or reject the proposed federal constitution. It wasadopted by a vote of two/thirds of the convention, but its
execution was opposed by the minority who dissented from its adoption. I continued to write in its favor until it was adopted by all the
States 6 In this labor I was assisted and exceeded by Mr. Dickinson
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under the signature of Fabius, and by Tench ·Coxe under a variety
of signatures. Their performances did equal honor to themselves and
the State of Pennsylvania. The opponents of the establishment ·of the
constitution were the same men who had established and adhered to
the first constitution of Pennsylvania, and of course hostile to the men
who wrote In defence of it. I had resolved and repeatedly declared
that I would close my political labors with the establishment of a safe
and efficient general government. I considered this as an act of consistency, for to assist in making a people free, without furnishing them
the means of preserving their freedom, would have been doing them
more harm than good, and would have justly exposed me to their
reproaches. I now realized my long contemplated purpose, and in the
year 1789 took leave of political life, I hope, for ever.
I review the time I spent in the service of my country with pleasure
and pain. I derive pleasure from the recollection of the integrity of
all my public pursuits. I sought no honors, and repeatedly refused the
offer of profitable offices between the years 1774 and 1789. I befriended the persecuted and distressed enemies of the Revolution, and
rescued many of them from ruin and banishment by my influence with
the governing powers. I obtained offices and favors for many hundred
persons from the new governments of our country. But this constituted
but a part of the pleasure I en joyed in my political pursuits. I was
animated constantly by a belief that I was acting for the benefit of
the whole world, and of future ages, by assisting in the formation of
new means of political order and general happiness. Whether my belief as far as it relates to the last great object will be realized, or not,
is yet a secret in the womb of time. Late events have at times induced
me to believe my hopes were visionary and my labors lost, and with
them the more valuable labors of all the patriots and the blood of all
the heroes of the Revolution. At other times I have consoled myself
by recollecting that the seeds of all the great changes for the better in
the condition of mankind, have been sowed years and centuries before
they came to pass. I still believe the American Revolution to be big
with important consequences to the world, and that the labor of no
individual, however feeble his contributions to it were, could have
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been spared. It was often said by the philanthropic Dr. Jebb "that no
good effort was lost." Still less can it be true, that the American
Revolution will be an abortive event in the divine government of
the world.
I feel pain in a review of my political life, when I recollect the
unfriendly influence which party spirit (the unavoidable concomitant
my moral and social feelings, and the controof politicks) had
versies and enmities to which it exposed me. In estimating the services
of public men, let public gratitude swell to its highest pitch. When the
diminution or loss of benevolent feelings, and the pain of public
slander and private disputes are mentioned, property, .and even life
. itself are light as a feather when weighed in the opposite scale to them.
To my sons I bequeath a father's experience, and I entreat them
to take no public or active part in the disputes of their country beyond
a vote at an election 9 If no scruples of conscience forbid them to bear
arms, I would recommend to them rather to be soldiers than politicians, should they ever be SiQ unfortunate as to live in a country distracted by a civil war. In battle men kill, without hating each other;
in political contests men hate without killing, but in that hatred they
commit murder every hour of their lives.

I X. Religious Principles; 'Domestic Events
briefly stated the literary, medical and political events of
my life, it remains only that I say a few words upon my religious principles.
I was baptised by the Revd. Eneas Ross an Episcopal minister,
and heard divine worship for the first time in Christ Church in Phila-
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delphia. After the death of my father I went with my mother to the
Revd. Mr. Tennent's meeting, which was held in the building afterwards converted into a College and University in 4th Street. My
mother was a constant attendant upon his Presbyterian place of worship, and educated all her children in the· principles taught by him,
which were highly calvinistical.
At Dr. Finley's School, I was more fully instructed in these principles by means of the Westminster Catechism. I retained them but
without any affection for them 'till about the year 1780. I then read
for the first time Fletcher's controversy with the Calvinists in favor of
the Universality of the atonement. 3 This prepared my mind to admit
the doctrine of Universal salvation, which was then preached in our
city by the Revd. Mr. Winchester. It embraced and reconciled my
ancient calvinistical, and my newly adopted Armenian [Arminian]
principles. From that time I have never doubted upon the subject of
the salvation of all men. My conviction of the truth of this doctrine
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was derived from reading the works of Stonehouse, Seigvolk, White,
Chauncey, and Winchester, and afterwards from an attentive perusal
of the Scriptures. I always admitted with each of those authors future
punishment, and of long, long duration.
The early part of my life was spent in dissipation, folly, and in the
practice of some of the vices to which young men are prone. The
weight of that folly and those vices has been felt in my mind ever
since. They have often been deplored in tears and sighs before God.
It was from deep and affecting sense of one of them that I was first
led to seek the favor of God in his Son in the 21st year of my age. It
was thus the woman of Samaria was brought to a repentance-of all her
sins by the Son of God reminding her of but one of them, viz. her
living criminally with a man who was not her husband.
The religious impressions that were made upon my mind at this
time were far from issuing in a complete union to God by his Son
Jesus Christ, but they left my mind more tender to sin of every kind,
and begat in me constant desires for a new heart, and a sense of God's
mercy in the way of his Gospel. Religious company now became most
agreeable to me and I delighted in public worship, and particularly
in hearing evangelical ministers of all denominations. I made conscience of secret prayer from that time, nor do I recollect to have
passed a day without it while in health to the present year 1800. But
I am sorry to add my devotion was often a mere form, and carelessly
and irreverently performed. I lost a great deal of spiritual sensibility
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while I was abroad. Travelling is unfavourable to the growth and
even to the existence of Religion in the soul. Thousands I believe have
lost their all by it.
The scenes of my political life were likewise unfavourable to the
divine life in my soul. Often, very often, have I deplored them.
About the year 1786 I thought I felt some comfortable views of
the love of God. My soul was drawn out to him in constant aspirations. I now felt a strong desire to partake of the Lord's Supper. In
consequence of my having renounced the Calvinistical opinions of
the Presbyterians, I did not expect to be admitted to commune with
them. I therefore submitted to confirmation with my dear wife in'
the month of February 1788, and a few days afterwards received
the blessed Signs of the death of Jesus Christ in St. 'Peter's Church.
I was deeply impressed with this solemnity. In consequence of rising a night ortwo before, and going out too thinly clad, I was attacked upon my return from church by a severe pleurisy which had
nearly put an end to my life. I realized death. My faith, it is true,
was weak; but my hopes in the mercy of God as a Redeemer were
strong. It pleased God to restore me, and for some time afterwards
to continue upon my mind a considerable sense of divine things. In
consequence of an alteration made
the forms of Baptism and the
communion service, the former admitting infant regeneration, and the
latter favouringtransubstantiation 7 I declined after a year or two
communing in the church, and had my children baptized by Presbyterian ministers. I still attended public worship in the Episcopal
church and occasionally in the Presbyterian churches, but alas! with
coldness and formality. I was under the influence of an unholy temper,
and often wounded the peace of my mind by yielding to it. During
the fever of 1793 my mind was strongly impressed with a sense of
divine things. I was animated by a hope,in God's mercy. The psalms
were made comfortable to me. I read them every day. I lament that
the good impressions I then felt soon wore away. To this, the impatience I felt under the opposition and hostility of medical brethren
chiefly contributed. The Gospel of Jesus Christ prescribes the wisest
rules for just conduct in every situation of life. Happy they who are
enabled to obey them in all situations!
Of the poor services I have rendered to any of my fellow creatures
I shall say nothing. They were full of imperfections and have no
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merit in the sight of God. I pray to have the sin that was mixed with
them, forgiven. My only hope of salvation is in the infinite transcendent love of God manifested to the world by the death of his
Son upon the Cross. Nothing but his blood will wash away my sins.
I rely exclusively upon it. Come Lord Jesus! Come quickly! And
take home thy lost, but redeemed Creature! I will believe, and I will

hope in thy salvation! Amen, and amen!
DOMESTIC EVENTS

1 HAVE taken notice of my marriage to Julia Stockton, daughter of
Richd. Stockton, Esq., of New Jersey on the 11th of January 1775.
She was then between 16 and 17 years of age. I was between 30 and
31. The issue by our marriage is recorded in two family Bibles.
Let me here bear testimony to the worth of this excellent woman.
She fulfilled every duty as a wife, mother and mistress with fidelity
and integrity. To me she was always a sincere and honest friend. Had
I yielded to her advice upon many occasions, I should have had known
less distress from various causes in my journey thro' life. I have endeavoured to reward and honour her in my will. May God reward
and bless her with an easy and peaceful old age if she. should survive
me and after death confer upon her immediate and eternal happiness!
On the 2nd of July 1795 my dear mother died in the 78th year of
her age. She had lived with me several years before her death, and
was very useful in my family. Her company was at all times delightful, for she retained the vigor of her faculties. to the last day of her
life. Even her memory was not impaired. Two days after her death,
I vented my feelings in a letter to my good friend Mrs. Ferguson
of which the following is a copy. It was dated July' 4th 1795. After
mentioning her death, I proceeded by informing her that her last
words were "Sweet Jesus! "\!lShe retained her speech and her senses
till within a few minutes before her death. Two days before she died,
she told me "She had passed a
and painful night, but that
she had enjoyed sweet communion with God." A few hours before she
died she asked for me. I was then from home. When I came in she
said "let him come up. But I want to see nothing but my God."
I saw her draw her last breath, and oh! my dear madam, never did
my heart swell with so many and such various emotions. Yesterday I
went into her room and took my last view of her beloved corpse. She .
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was comely even in death .. I fixed my eyes upon the seat of h
and said, how much anguish has that heart known in the course of
near 80 years! I thought of all the misery it had felt in an unfortunate
early marriage,which happily for her terminated in three or four
years by the extravagance and intemperance of her young husband.
I thought of the anguish it had felt in being parted from my father,
who was the husband of her warmest affections, and who left her with
but a small
and six young children. I thought of all the
anguish it had felt during the .I6 years she had been connected with
her last husband, who was rough, unkind and often abusive in his
treatment of her. I thought above all of the solicitude she had a thousand times felt for each of her children while living, and of the grief
. she had felt for those she had lost by death. Her affection for the
remnants of her children seemed to be as intense on her· death bed as
ever. Upon coming into her room a few weeks before she died, she
took me by the hand, and squeezed it, and said "I love to see you,
my son. The very sound of your feet as you come up stairs is delight{ul to me." She once complained that she was very troublesome, and
wished to be gone, that she might relieve us from the toils of nursing
and attending her. Here I had an opportunity of doing justice to my
feelings. "No (said I), my dear madam, should you continue to lie
on this bed till you are an hundred years old, you will never tire my
family. I shall chearfully and thankfully nurse you here if it were
only for the pleasure of your conversation." Her affection for my dear
Mrs. Rush and her gratitude for her great [kindness] and attention
to her were frequently and warmly expressed. Upon a proposal being
made if she recovered to live with my sister she said "Don't speak of
it. I will never leave Mrs. Rush."
She was carried to her grave by Tench Coxe, Saml. Coates, Leeson
Symonds, W m. Hall,· John Dunlap, Robert. Wharton, John Patten,
Deputy Postmaster, and John Mease.
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-the corpse was preceded by Dr. White, Dr. Blackwell, Dr. Magaw,
and Mr. Abercrombie. Mr. lno. B. Smith 1 (who visited her in her
last illness) was invited, but did not attend.
Mourners, my wife and self, sister Montgomery and my son John,
my daughters Emily and Mary in black, her grand son Seth and
grand daughter Mary "Villis, Mrs. Fullarton and husband and Mrs.
McConnell's son and sundry of my father's relations.
She was buried by the side of my father in Christ Church grave
yard agreeably to her request. "He was an angel (said she)· to me in
life. Let me lie by him· in death." The sight of the grave and head-
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stone of my father, while the grave was receiving the beloved dU5t of
my mother, suggested many new ideas to my mind. He died July 26,
I 75 I. I fancied for a while there was a dialogue between the long
sleeping dust of my father, and the body of my mother. "Welcome,
said the former, to this peaceful retreat of pain and trouble. Be not
alarmed in descending into this earth. Jesus has once lain here, and
left behind him the perfume of his precious body." "Yes (I fancied
I heard my dear mother reply), I come with joy to be reunited with
the best of husbands in the grave. I have finished the work you assigned me on your death bed. I have educated my children as you
directed. Some of them went to rest before me. The survivors will I
hope be prepared to follow us, and share with us in the blessings of
that gospel in which I have instructed them to all eternity."
August 2nd, I 798. This day heard of the death of my dear and
only sister Rachel Montgomery. She lived and died at Harrisburgh
in Pennsylvania. She was a truly excellent woman. I never saw her
angry, nor heard her speak ill of anyone. She died full of faith and
hope of happiness beyond the grave. (The following character of her
was published in a Harrisburgh paper where she. died, and republished in Mr. Bradford's paper).
I have subjoined my physical history in No. I0 4 and given my
reasons for it to my dear children. If it prevent an hour's disease, or
a moment's pain to anyone of them, I shall be highly gratified.
I
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SOLITUDE

The powers of the human mind appear to be arranged ina certain
order like the strata of earth. They are thrown out of their order by
the fall of man. The moral powers appear to have occupied the highest
and first place. They recover it in solitude, and after sleep, hence the
advantage of solitary punishments, and of consulting our morning
pillow in cases where there is a doubt of what is right, or duty. The
first thoughts in a morning if followed seldom deceive or mislead us.
They are generally seasoned by the moral powers.
In Macbeth a lady is restrained from the murder of a king by his
resemblance of her father as he slept. Should not all men be restrained
from acts of violence and even of unkindness against their fellow men
by observing in them something which resembles the Saviour of the
World? If nothing else certainly, a human figure?
June 2. Dr. Muhlenberg this day informed me that flowers appear
on different days 'till the 1st of June according to the Weather. After
June they always appear every year on the same day of the month.
This he had observed for 10 years. Children change their sports, he
says, with the same regularity as to time. This was observed by a
gentleman in New York likewise.
June S.This morning I delivered to the convention of the Universal[ist] Church in the Lodge (their Church) a copy of their
articles and plan of government which at their request I corrected
and arranged for them. In the meeting I saw and was introduced to
the Revd. 'Mr. Jno. Murray 8 Saw him and his wife on the 6th. In
our conversation he remarked that in reforming mankind, the influence of the following descriptions of people were necessary, and in
the order they are arranged. I, Women. 2, Schoolmasters. 3, ministers.
4. magistrates. He told me that when he went to Boston 20 years ago,
there was not one Universalist in that town. Now they have a Church
there.
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June 9. Met Mr. Murray in the street. He told me that he had
heard from some of Dr. Watts's friends in London that they had discovered among his papers after his death a defense of universal salvation, but that they had burnt it to prevent its injuring the credit of
his other works. He remarked that many of his hymns were uni-

versa1.

.A.

THOUGHT

There is reading without learning (Dr. Birch ); learning without
knowledge; knowledge without sense; .and sense without genius. And
VIce versa.
June IS. Spent halfan hour with Mr. Murray. He told me that he

had read but little, except in his Bible, and that all his best thoughts
occurred to him without study in the pulpit. He informed me further
that he had once been a Methodist preacher under the Revd. Mr.
Westley.
June I7. Was consulted for a deafness in one ear by a
Wells
from Glossenburgh [Glastonbury] in Connecticut,4 who told me that
he . failed in trade, and that when he left his native town, many of
the inhabitants offered to lend him money;-a proof this, said he,
that the laws which punish debtors are too severe, and that there is a
principle implanted in the heart of man by the Creator which revolts
at such laws, and declares them to be un just. Mr. Wells told me
further that a certain Josiah Hale of Glossenburgh, a magistrate and
deacon ·of a church, of large fortune, had sold an old worn-out negro
man who had been born in his father's family and had attended him
when a child, to a Carolina planter for 20 dollars. He added that
upon telling this story in a tavern near Boston, a servant girl who
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waited upon table was so affected with it as to run out of the room on
purpose that she might indulge her tears.
June 28. Mrs. Murray (wife of the Revd. Mr. Murray) informed
me that her first husband died in the West Indies, and that she
dreamed she saw him easy and happy at the very moment on which
the accounts of his death said that he died, on March 8th, I I o'clock
at night. Mr. Chew 3 had a similar dream respecting his father, and
Mr. Nicklin respecting his sister. There was a similar one in Jno.
(Jos.?) Donaldson's family, and Joseph Claypool's. The latter heard
Lancaster in a dream;
a voice call him three times "Da! 0 Da!"
at that instant one of his children died in Philadelphia.
Mr. Thos. Firmin a pious merchant and celebrated for his
charities during the great plague in 1665 and the great fire in 1666
in London, lost his wife at Ipswich while he was at Cambridge. What
was remarkable, he dreamed that she died at the very instant she
breathed her last (Mr. Simpson's discourse on Beneficence).
July. Drank tea with Mr. Smith and ]\1rs. Smith at Roxbury.4 Mr.
Smith told me an anecdote that strongly demonstrated the passion
of the English nation for laying wagers. He told me that his brother
had won 200 guineas,from one man and 100 from another by laying
a wager that his mother would outlive their mother. She is now living
and ninety years of age.
July 7. Met Able James in his son's store. He told me that he had
discovered in copies of many private letters frOlll Dr. Franklin to his
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friends in America before he returned to Philadelphia in 1775 that
he was strongly opposed to Independance. Dr. Franklin is supposed
by half the world to have projected it. Mr. James informed me further
that he had discovered strong marks of Vanity in the Doctor in the
last years of his life. I once discovered one, viz: I asked him for a
sight of a copy of a letter to Mr. Strahan of London which I had
seen commended in an account of the life of Strahan. He told me
that he had it not. Six months afterward he sent it to me. I had reason
to believe that he had sent to the executors of Mr. Strahan for it..
Mr. Wilson told me that one of the charges brought agai!lst
Mr. Vanderen 9 in court to prove him insane, was that he had proposed to bring the waters of the Wissahiccon Creek to Philadelphia by
means of pipes. Dr. Franklin bequeathed £1000 for that very purpose,
and obtained for his legacy the character of a wise and benevolent man.
July

I 2.

July I9. This day waited on Col. McIlvery 0, and walked with
him to Mr. Peal's museum. 1 I invited him to breakfast with me the
next day, but he told me he was going out Qf town early the next
morning. I asked him for the liberty of addressing a few questions
he would endeavour
relating to the Indians, in a letter, which he
to answer. He spoke with great pleasure of his prospects of civilizing
the Creek Indians.
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"May African Churches everywhere soon su.cceed
The last was received with three cheers.

bondage."

Thoughts on Necessity. Truth is a unit. Man is passive in animal
life, volition, and salvation by Jesus Christ. Truth here prostrates pride
and lays menin the dust before his Creator and Redeemer.
The first impressions on the senses are deceptive, as in sounds, distance, motion of heavenly bodies, &c. So of liberty; it is deceptive. By
reasoning we see its fallacy. Thus we are "conceived and brought forth
in error, as well as in sin."
We blame storms &c. in the infancy or ignorance of philosophy.
Afterwards we see their utility. So of bad actions. Cultivation of the
mind has the same effects in removing the mist from the moralworld.
Persons most perfect blame and praise least, thereby practically
ascribing all to God.
The doctrine of necessity leads to blame and praise tempers, not
actions. Both lead to causes, the last accidental, the first a principle.
"A necessitarian can hate no one, for all do the will of God." (Priestley).
"In proportion as a devout man becomes a necessitarian he will
change supplication into praise." (Ditto).
One Will only in the Universe. The Deists have improved metaphysicks. A complete System cannot be formed without a contribution from all Sects, even from Deists-will be useful to bind all men
together by mutual obligation, concession, and gratitude. Moral and
physical necessity, the same.
Praise and blame useful chiefly to create imitation, or to deter by
example, or to create new motives, or encrease the operation of old
ones. Punishment, therefore, of all kinds benevolent.

[1794]
June 4. Dr. Priestl 2 landed at New York. June I8th, came to
Philadelphia. I9th, I waited on him, and 'spent above half an hour in
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his company. He related many instances of the persecuting conduct
of the church and court towards him. One was that Dr. Parr, an
Episcopal minister, for having only written a few lines in his favor,
was threatened with having his house destroyed, and was forced to
remove his library, consisting of 6000 volumes, to Oxford for safety.

June 30. Visited the new jail with Caleb Lownes. The prisoners,
about 50 from the whole state, convicted on light offenses. The same
taken now to convict as formerly to acquit.
.
All busy in working at: I. sawing marble, 2. grinding plaster of
Paris, 3. weaving, 4. shoemaking, 5. tayloring, 6. turning, 8. €utting
or chipping logwood.
Care of morals: Preaching, reading good books, cleanliness in dress,
rooms, &c., bathing, no loud speaking, no wine, and as little tobacco
as possible. No obscene or profane conversation. Constant work, familiarity with garden,. a beautiful one,. 1200 heads of cabbage, supplies
-the jail with vegetables, kept by the prisoners.
Product of labor: One man carried 60 dollars out with him. All
carry some .. One made restitution for a stolen horse. They work from
daylight 'till 6 o'clock, go to bed early, have no candle.
Conviction for small offenses. All express a wish to be released, and
all confess they are happy. A silence pervaded them. Easy to tell by
countenance who had recently come in. Never quarrel nor steal from
each other. I gave - - to one man who bursted into tears at receiving
it, a schoolmaster from Wyoming. The solitary cells gloomy, five
refractory persons in them. Only one Scotchman, a Barber, in the
whole house. One man lost his reason from reflection soon after he
came in. A later entry in Rush's hand: Col. PoI1en in 1801 said our
convicts did not look like English Rogues. Ours had better countenances.
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July 2. Paid a visit of condolance toMrs. Capper, whose hu
shot himself yesterday from a dread of meeting his creditors. She was
distressed chiefly on account of his Soul. 1 endeavoured to comfort
her from considerations of universal repentance ahd pardon after
death.
July 3. Dr. Priestley dined with me. His conversation was highly
instructive. He said that he had been very intimate with Dr. Franklin, and that from his often saying "he should like to peep out of his
grave an hundred years hence" he concluded that he did not believe
in a future state. He said that he had made many Deists. He acknowledged a belief only in the Being of a God and a particular providence.
He spoke with great respect of Dr. Price, 8 but said that he viewed
the doctrine of philosophical necessity with horror. He inclined towards the close of his life to the doctrine of final restitution instead
of annihilation. I often accused Dr. Priestley of changing his opinion on that subject, for the Doctor inclined in his conversation with me
to the annihilation of the wicked, from the analogy of some plants and
animals which have perished for ever on our globe. He spoke in high
terms of republican principles. He said that laws or opinions governed
in France, and not men. This was proved by the same measures going
on after the death or flight of so many of their leading characters. He
praised the discipline of our jail, and said that gentleness reformed
all wild animals as well as man. This he instanced in Mr. Bickwel
who cured the most vicious horses in one night, by tickling them about
their ears.
dugust 5. All evils cured by evil. Diseases cure each other,as gout
and mania, dropsy, consumption, &c. Even remedies are nothing but
the means of exciting new diseases. Whipping a dog prevents the
fects of Nux Vomica. (Hartley, p. 5r, vol. 1). What would be the
effect of hot iron after swallowing poison?
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Producing great events by little causes is like producing great effects
by small force. Both shew sublime wisdom.
Vecember 28. Met Dr. Helmuth going into St. Michael's Church
in 5th Street, and condoled with him on the burning of his church on
the evening of December 26 1 He said "that it belonged to this
world, and that he hoped it would be the means of building up the
invisible Church of Christ." I saw him again on the evening of' the
same day, when he said CCthat the loss of the church had much affected
his congregation, and that if it proved the means of converting only
one of their Souls, it would be purchased at a cheap rate." He added
that the morning collection, which in the burnt church amounted in
general to only £4/10 had that day amounted to above £22.

elf Thought. Many people make good breeding consist as much in
forms as they do Religion. Manners is mistaken for the forms, as much
as'ceremonies for the latter.

Heads of a Lecture on the Origin of Evi
To be divided into natural and moral. Natural includes the human
body and the globe; moral, the mind.
All evil consists in original weakness, and in consequent derangement. This derangement consists in I st, excess or deficiency of motion
attended with irregularity; 2nd,error loci, or abseIJ.ce of what is called
fitness of things; 3rd, Solution of continuity. Evil negative and positive.
In the human body debility universal in acute and chronic diseases.
Thus far negative. Then irregular action, error loci, or undue mixture and destruction of substance, e.g. in fevers,. dropsies, putrefaction,
and wounds. These effects are positive, but nothing new is created.
But are not miasmata, contagions, and poisons evils? No. Act by error
loci. Miasmata promote vegetation. Contagions do no harm to other
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me Don Galvez,2 the Governor of
made
a pract1ce to
retire when he was angry, and drink a bottle of Claret to compose his
body and mind.
October 7. In the years 1755-6 my brother began to learn the languages with four classmates, 3 of whom died before I 792, the 4th
about 1773. He is now the only survivor of his class. In the same
years I was in a class with Eben. Hazard, Wm. Williams, Alexr. Huston, Jno. Archer, Joseph Alexander, Thomas Ruston, and Charles
Cummins, all of whom except Huston are now living. A later entry
in Rush's hand: Ruston died about I 804, and Williams in I 80 7.
September I4. sent with water melons to the new jail:
Dr. Rush requests the prisoners now confined for the benefit of
their morals to accept of some water melons. He begs that i.g receiving
them they would consider that their merciful Creator by disposing
one of his creatures to remember them in their present bonds discovers himself still to be their friend and Benefactor, and ready to receive them into his favor upon repentance and amendment of their
lives.
[ 180 I ]

January I7. This day saw Dr. Priestley, now in his 68th year, lively
and entertaining. He said Dr. Heberden was his particular friend,
that he was very charitable, that he sent him yearly £20 a year to
assist in conducting his experiments, that he had given himself wholly
to religious inquiries and charities, and once said to a friend that after
all he gave away he was afraid he should die "shamefully rich." Dr.
P. said Mr. Westley used to say if he died worth more than £20/0/0
(enough to bury him) he would give the world leave to call him an
"imposter."
February I2. This day Dr. Priestley dined with me. He said his
memory was so defective that he forgot not only what he had pub-
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lished, but what he had written two 'weeks before for the press, although the subject of it required a good deal of investigation.

February 20. This day Mrs. Adams dined with my family on her
return from the federal city to Braintree.
&arch. Saw Dr. Priestley often this month, and attendedhim in a
severe pleurisy. His conversation was always instructing. The following are the principal ideas collected from it:
I. He had no opinion of those commentaries on the prophecies
coming. That time was known
which fixed the time of our
only to God.
2. He once attended a friend on his death bed. He squeezed his
hand and said, "Take care of my name when I am gone. Don't let
them tear me to pieces."
3. Sir Chrisr. Wren upon seeing the citizens of London about to
rebuild London as closely as before the great fire said, "You do not
deserve such a fire."
4. He received in legacies £2000, £500 and £IOO from three different people since his arrival in America.
5. He said (from the authority of Dr. Aiken) that Dr. Doddridge
had once invited Dr. Forster the Socinian, to preach for him in
N orthhainpton, and afterwards denied it in London. He confessed
his want of veracity to Dr. Aiken years afterwards with tears.
6. In his sickness he said he was "content and thankful." He was
comforted by his son reading in the psalms to him, and his son's wife
in the book of Deuteronomy, which book he greatly admired. He
once in his sickness spoke of his 2nd son to me (Wm), and wept very
much.
7. He once went to breakfast with Sir George Saville. Sir George
got up late, and said his head ached from sitting up 'till 2 o'clock in
the House of Commons, "a dreadful place," he said, "to make havoc
of the soul and body of man." He said Sir George was upon the whole
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honest, but never but once left his party on any question. It is considered as the only immorality for a man to leave his party in England.
Mr. Adams once gave me the same information.
8. He told me Dr. Franklin always wrote down his arguments or
reason for or against any measure before he decided on it, and carefully viewed his papers, &c.
eAugust 29. The Revd. Dr.Willard 4 dined with me. He is Presi-

dent of Cambridge College. He said it appeared from Mr. Whitefield's private journal that he had preached 18,000 sermons in the
course of his life.
September 4.' Amos Taylor died this day of suicide by arQpe. He
had been unsuccessful in speculation.

Visited Dr. Hall at the Lazaretto in apparently the last stages of
a chronic disease from strong drink. Returned September 5th with
Dr. James, whom I found a pleasant and agreeable companion. He
had been studying the controversy between the deists and Christians,
and between the Calvinists and Universalists. He acknowledged himself a firm believer in the Christian Religion, and disposed to believe
in final restitution.
September 5. My wife and youngest child went into Jersey with
the Revd. Mr. Hunter.

Waited on Jno. Quincy Adamsand·Lady, who arrived. yesterday
from Hamburgh. He had been absent 7 years from theUnited
States, and had been chiefly in Berlin, which he said contains 150,000
inhabitants. The country around it was poor but well cultivated. Grease
substituted for butter. Theft uncommon, but some vices very common.
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The late Frederick II he said was still idolized as a Demigod. He had
two looks out of his eyes, one of sternness, the other of fascination.
With the last he won his enemies.
September 7. They drank coffee with me at Sydenham.

They dined with me, with Geo. Clymer, Thos.
and Thos. Biddle. Mr. ]. Q. Adams was very
entertaining. He said reading was universal in Prussia, that there
were 10,000 men who lived by book-making, and 300 new novels
published in Germany every year. That the Prussian Army consisted
of 240,000 men, that the common soldiers suffered so much from
discipline &c. as often to kill themselves. That intemperance in eating
waS very common, that 6 persons had died at table while he was in
Berlin of apoplexy, and one at a dance, a young man of 21, from too
tight cloathes, especially a cravat tied round his neck by his servant.
That nothing was spoken but French in all polite circles. That he had
known the cold ISo below 0 once at Berlin. That all their rooms were
heated by ornamented stoves, and that by confining the heat they used
but little fuel,. two fires a day being sufficient.
September

Adams, Dr.

IO.

COX

Last night an attempt was made to break open our country house.
The kitchen of the house was broken open on the previous Saturday,
and the gardiner's cloathes stolen from his chest.
Gave 18/9 to the keeper of the Jail to purchase a mess of Indian
(September 4, I802, repeated it).
Corn for the criminals of both
September I3. Visited Dr. Hall at the Lazaretto, where I met Wm.
Savery, who visited the Doctor· with me and gave him a pertinent
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May I9. Heard this day from the Revd. Dr. Nesbi

o

that the
Revd. Dr. John Erskine of Edinburgh died January 19th of the
present year. He was my friend when in Scotland, and my correspondent ever since. Few clergymen have ever lived or died whose
Benevolence and usefulness filled a larger sphere.

Directions for MR. LEWIS for the Preservation of his
Health and of those who were to accompany him
1. Flannel worn next to the skin, especially in wet weather.
2. Always to take a little raw spirits after being very wet or much
fatigued; and as little as possible at any other time.
3. When you feel the least indisposition, fasting and rest; and
diluting drinks for a few hours, take a sweat, and if costive take a
purge of two pills every four hours until they operate freely. 1
·4.. Unusual costiveness is often the sign of an approaching ·disease.
When you feel it, take one or two of the opening pills.
5. Where salt cannot be had with your meat, steep it a day or two
in common lye
6. In difficult and laborious enterprises or marches, eating sparingly
will enable you to bear them with less fatigue and more safety to
your health.
7. Washing feet with spirit when chilled, and every morning with
cold water.
S. Molasses or sugar and water with vito [victuals? 1 and for drink
with meals.
9. Shoes without heels.
10. Lying down when fatigued.
June 11, 1S03.

January I7. Died at Carlisle the Revd. Chas. Nesbe

s,

Principal
of the College at that place, aged 66. He was, in knowledge, a walking
Library. He knew a great deal of many, and a little of all subjects.
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His knowledge was derived from books that few pe9ple read, and
that many people never heard of. This was owing to a peculiar
circumstance. He lived next door to a pastry Cook at Montrose in
Scotland, who used to import old Books from London by the barrel,
to put their leaves unc}.er his pies. Before he tore them up he permitted
Dr. Nesbet to look over them, and to take such as he wanted 2.t a
trifling price for his own use. These books the Doctor read, and from
them extracted a great deal of his rare and uncommon knowledge. He
was an excellent companion, and his conversation overflowed with wit,
humor, and instructing anecdotes. Unhappily he was, like Dr. Smith,7
of a querulous disposition, and more disposed to find fault than to
praise. His usefulness to Society was by no means proportioned to
his uncommon abilities and extensive knowledge. He rather resembled
a fountain, .which poured forth streams in a royal garden for the
amusement of spectators than a rich and copious stream that fertilized
in its course an extensive country. He died, it was said, of a broken·
heart occasioned by the bad conduct of his eldest son, who was a
notorious drunkard, and who, in a fit of insanity produced by it,struck
his father.
February 6. This day died in Northumberland the Revd. Dr.

Priestley. For the particulars of his death see the annexed paper
written by his friend· Tho. Cooper.
A clipping, "Death of Dr. Priestley," from a newspaper,
is pasted into the manuscript at this place.
February 7. Died at Bath, 'Vm. Bingham of this city. He left an
estate valued at three million of Dollars, half a million of which
was in stock of different kinds. He was pleasant in his manners,
amiable in his temper, liberal, but said not [to] be charitable. He
died in his 53 [rd] year. He acquired his immense estate by his

Three ,Principals of the Bradford Will Case

A Street Scene (Corner of Third & Market Streets)

Blanchard's Balloon Ascension, 1793

A Page of the Commonplace Book, 1804
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company, in which he was always a welcome and agreeable member.
His chief pleasure consisted in the enjoyments of the table. To these,
and to young company he retained an attachment 'till within a few
years of his death, when a vertigo obliged him. to alter his manner
of living. At this time he became thoughtful and inquisitive upon the
his reason, but not his speech,
subject of his future state. He
to the last hour of his life, and gave signs to certain questions that were
proposed to him, that he died a believer in the Gospel, and that all his
hopes of happiness were founded on the merits of Jesus Christ. Over
his faults, &c. let charity cast a veil. He was my enemy from the time
of my settlement in Philadelphia in 1769 to the last year of his life.
He sent for me to attend him notwithstanding, in his last illness,
which I did with· a sincere desire to prolong his life. Peace and joy
to his soul for ever and for ever.
I809, June 8, Thursday. Died at New York Thomas Paine, author
of "Common Sense," "Rights of Man,""Age of Reason," and many
other political and deistical publications. I knew him well soon after
his arrival in America in I 773, at which time he was unfriendly to
the claims of America. He wrote his "Common Sense" at my request.
I gave it its name. He possessed a wonderful talent 6f writing to. the
tempers and feelings of the public. His compositions, though full of
splendid and original imagery, were always adapted to the common
capacities. He was intemperate and otherwise debauched in private
life. His vanity appeared in everything he did or said. He once said
he was at a loss to know whether he was made for the times or the
times madefor him. His "Age of Reason" probably perverted more
persons from the Christian faith than any book that ever was written
for the same purpose. Its extensive mischief was owing to the popular,
perspicuous,and witty style in which it was written, and to its
constant appeals to the feelings and tempers of his readers. See his
character in a New York paper.
I8IO, April 7. This day died Mary Cobb, aged 84, an old and

faithful domestic of the late Judge Shippen. A year or two before her
death she said to me, "Doctor, if ever I should die, Mr. Burd will
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pay your bill for your attendance upon me." On her death bed she
complained that she was dying "in the prime of her life!" She left
money to the amount of 1500 dollars behind her.

3;. Last night died Wm. Ba1

in the 81st year of his age.
By great parsimony he accumulated an estate of nearly 600,000
Dollars, all of which was real, for he had no confidence in bonds, nor
in any of the monied institutions of the city. He was so avaricious
that he denied himself all of the comforts, and some of the necessaries of life. He refused to receive a prescription from his physician
unless it were written in English, that he might obtain its seperate
ingredients at different drug stores at the cheapest rate and mix them
himself. He dreaded death, and was always -offended if any of his
family asked him "how he was," as it implied that he did not look
well, and of course reminded him of his mortality. He had no children.
He left his estate toa brother's son whom he had adopted, and passed
by a sister and all her children, who had never offended him.
(May

8

December I I. This day died of an arthritic fever, aged 59, Peter
Browne 9 He had been my patient above 30 years, and my sincere
friend and advocate under all my medical persecutions. Few men
lived or died more beloved in all the relations of life. He was
patriotic, benevolent, generous, and charitable, and, in the latter part
of his life, piously disposed. I loved him much, and most affectionately deplored his death.

Instructing CONVERSATIONS
I804, lvlarch IO.
this day with theRevd. Dr. Coke at Henry
Manly'S. He said the members of the methodist _Church were 9'4,000
in Britain, 25,000 in Ireland, 17,000 in the West Indies, and 104,000
in America. That no member of their Society in Britain was a legislator,
magistrate, nor even a Captain of militia, but that some of them were
now in arms as privates in the militia. That their ministers neither
advised them nor dissuaded them from taking up arms. That he had
never been but once insulted or ill-treated in all his travels and voyages
on account of his principles as a methodist, and that was by a Baltimore Captain with whom he arrived in this country. That he intended
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2. That a considerable number of them were Royal;sts.
3. That a few of them were not thought pious men. One was convicted by his own preaching after his ejectment.
4. That one was a profane man.
5. That they supported themselves after their ejectment by schoolkeeping, private tutorage, practicing physic, trade, agriculture, and in
one instance by a shepherd life. The last restored from that situation
by praying with his employer's wife after the parish minister refused
to visit 'till he had returned from a hunt. His name was Peter [Ince].
(See Vol. II, page 503.)

from TACITUS
on the Life & Genius of Tacitus
by Murph y
EXTRACTS

Pliny prays Tacitus to give his uncle's and his own name preserved
in his history and that they may thereby be immortal upon the same
principle that we wish our faces to be taken by the best artists. "Pliny
and Tacitus were not so much names of men, as a kind of distinction
for learning itself."
Claudius Tacitus, Emperor of Rome Anno D. 275, claimed his
descent from the Historian. Thus while birth claims most honor
while living, talents and achievements in literature claim most after
death. While the former diminishes with time, the latter encreases
with it.
Tacitus had his rivals and enemies. According to the old saying,
"Populus neminem sine aemulo sinit."
Ships or boats had rudders at each end, also arches raised on deck,
under which horses were kept.
"When we review what has been doing in the world, is it not
evident in all transactions, whether of ancient or modern date, some
strange caprice of fortune turns all human wisdom to a jest." (Annals, Book III, 18.)
He prefers a social and even a dissipated life in a Ruler or great
man to a solitary one. Speaking of Drusus he ll1akes the people te> say
"let him pass his day in the glare of spectacles, and his night in social
revelry, rather than live sequestered from mankind, without a joy to
cheer him, in painful vigils and the gloom of solitude, brooding over
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his cares, and thinking only to engender mischief." (Annals, Book

111,37·)
A change in the manner of living took place in the reign of
Vespasian. The rich became more frugal and simple in their expenses; I st, because they were afraid of being marked out for plunder
by Tiberius [Vespasian]; 2nd, because stinginess with their habits of
poverty and economy had crept into power and office in Rome; 3rd,
from the frugal example of Vespasian; and 4th, from the principle of
rotation which exists in the nature of things, in consequence of which
the manners like the seasons are subject to periodical changes. (Book

111,55.)

.

The *wi'dow of Cassius had a splendid funeral. The images of
several illustrious families were .carried along t'heprocessions"Those of Brutus and Cassius were not displayed: but for that very
reason they were present to every imagination, and with superior lustre
eclipsed the splendor of the day." (Annals, Book III, 76.)

EXTRACTS from FOGEREE [Fodere]1
Strong liquors makes sober-gives tension to mind as well as body.
[Nothing more was entered under this heading.]

Tho';!ghts on RELIGION
All that is just in principle or conduct in a Deist is taken from his
previous knowledge of the Christian Religion or the influence of
Christian company. A man not educated under such circumstances
would know nothing of what is good. Mr. Jefferson proposed to
civilize and moralize the Indians by putting Aesop's fables into their
hands.
The affairs of men are governed alternately by and contrary to
their wills, to teach us both to use our Reason and to. rely upon
Providence in all our Undertakings.
The greatest number of infidels and atheists are to be found among
those men who see most of the' wisdom of God in his works, viz.
Philosophers; and the most impious men are those who experience
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most of His goodness, viz. sailors and soldiers. See extract from
Tacitus, p. 254 0
An infidel to be consistent should be an atheist, for the 'Yorks of
nature exhibit more mysteries and contradictions than the Word of
God. All natural Religion, as it is falsely called, is the result of
scattered rays of Revelation. It is the moonlight of Christianity.
Infidels absurdly suppose that moonlight is reflected from the earth
instead of the heavens.
There are the same grades of offenses in company as of murderas chance, medley, 1 homicide, malice propense.
Original or native sin is favoured by the ideas of pregnancy and
parturition being diseases. Sin and suffering began together.
We count moderate evils by days, more violent by hours, the most
acute by moments. "I feel, said Mirabea 2 when dying, in a single
moment the pangs of a thousand years." What makes the review of life
so short to most people is it has been spent upon the whole happily. In
hell each moment will he like the duration of a thousand years.
There is no man so wicked that does not under a sudden sense of
good say "Thank God" or feel gratitude to Him, nor any man so
wicked that does not in sudden distress or danger cry out to .God for
help or deliverance. It is equally true, "No man liveth and prayeth
not," as that "no man liveth and sinneth not. 3 Even devils pray, as
to our Saviour not to t?rment them, and "to go into the hogs. 4
St. Paul says we know religion but in part 5 The same thing may
be said of all sub j ectsand every portion or atom of matter.
e/fugust 9) I809. We are all necessarily Religious as we are reasoning and musical animals. It is true we ·are disposed to false Religions; so we are to false reasoning and false music, but' this shows
the depth of each of those principles in the human mind.

September I9. Mr. Wilmer, who has made it a practice to visit the
sick and dying for 40 years, says he has often observed the timid and
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one Sect of Christians. Let the different Sects of Christians not only
bear with each other, but love each other for this kind display of God's
goodness whereby all the truths of their Religion are so protected
that none of them can ever become feeble or be lost. When united they
make a great whole, and that whole is the salvation of all men.
However strange it may appear, it is highly probable that an enlightened and inquiring Christian knows more of the whole Will of
God, and of the subjects of the Gospel than anyone of the historians,
prophets, or Apostles, whose writings are recorded in the Old and
New
Each of them saw things only in part. Specific objects, events, doctrines, and precepts were revealed to them. A modern
divine by comparing and collating them all is probably in a better
condition to draw general and just conclusions from them than any
single writer in the Bible. Besides, the early Gospel divines were
under more or less pagan and Jewish influence in all their writings.
We believe without attempting to explain the Mystery of the Trinity.
Why believe Three in One and not believe the derived and the independent life of our Saviour, His being raised from the grave by
his Father, and being the Author of His own resurrection-the Union
of liberty and necessity, and the agency of divine and human efforts
in bringing about the Salvation of the soul. They all appear to be true,
though opposed to each other. They are like the Trinity-mysteries
intelligible only, perhaps to the Creator.
Blood forbidden to the Jews first because unwholesome, 2. because
a type of the Redeemer's blood, which it was necessary to "be poured
out" upon the ground to render the type complete. 3. Because the
life of the animal was seated in it, and therefore it became the most
suitable type of the life of the Saviour given for the sins of the world.
It ceased to be sacred after the death of Christ.
Meat offerings or offerings of vegetables were accepted where persons were too poor to offer living animals. May not this typify the
acceptance of the worship of pious heathen who had never heard of
the necessity of the shedding of blood for the remission of sins? It is
common to undervalue posthumous fame, but if acquired by doing
good, it will all be added to a man's reward in a future state, so that
it will bcome as acceptable as if he had enjoyed it in his life.
On the Sleep or Mortality of the Soul till the Resurrection from
Ceo. Hammon, a dissenting mi1Jister of Biddenden, Kent, printed
I660. Inferred:
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From the death of Christ, which was of Soul and hody. See Isaiah
and 12.
2. If man's Soul lives after death he has two lives and two distinct
essences in him, contrary to Scripture, which says by one malJ.'s sin
death came into the world.
3. If a seperate state exists, Lazarus was much injured by being
called from Heaven by his resurrection.
4. Immortality only dwelling in Christ. 1. Tim. VI, IS, 16.
5. Every living substance destroyed by the flood; living Souls destroyed by Joshua. Josh. XI, I!.
6. The mortal part or body bears the name of Soul. Hence it is
said by breathing on Adam's body, he became a living Soul.
7. If the soul die not, it is unfruitful, "for it is not quickened, except it die."
8. All the promises of future happiness are only after the Resurrection, or "that day."
1.

LIII, 10

Objections:
Kill soul and body. So in Matthew, but not in Ltlke XII, 4, 5, and
Joshua x, 35, in which the soul was killed by man.
2. I am in a strait &c., Phil. I, 23, 24; no interval between death and
resurrection in Consciousness. Contradicted by other parts of his writmgs.
3. Thou fool, this night shall thy soul be required of thee, means
thy life be required, &c.
4. "This day shalt thou be with me in Paradise" was not true. For
the saidthief did not die 'till next day. And this day, the day of my
sufferings I say thou shalt be with me &c. Again, our Saviour was in
the grave that day.
5. The story of Lazarus and the rich man a parable only. Soul can't
feel fire. Intended to illustrate the Rejection of the Jews.
Souls slain under the altar cry, &c. Rev. VI, 10, that is the bl()od
of the Saints that had been slain.
7. Went and preached to spirits in prison, that is by his spirits
preached in the days of Noah.
I.
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On the punishment of children for the iniquity ?f their Fathers:

One of the prophets prays to be forgiven the "iniquity of their
fathers."
2. The· Children of Israel are defeated for the iniquity of Achan,
an individual. Joshua VII.
3. The Children of Israel are punished for the iniquity of David
in numbering them.
Do not these facts· suggest the unity of the Species, and the transferring of guilt to innocent persons, and thus show the uniformity
of the divine government in punishing our Saviour for the iniquities
of the world? Does it not show, too, that we are all members of one
body, and that all are punished by the misery of one?,
I.

On U ni versal

SALVATION

General letter of Scripture against it, tenor in its favor. The same
may be said of Justification, the Atonement, and the Divinity of our
Saviour._texts in which he is called the Son of Man, and but_in
which he is called the Son of God
Universality expressed by all the earth, all nations, all families, all
individuals, all flesh. See Hartley and Pistorius
All the faculties and propensities of the mind are intended for some
use. Here we know no more of them than a foetus does of its lungs,
gullet, &c. before birth. All misplaced and useful passions &c. shall
be employed in their supreme good. Corinthians I, chapter 15: Death,
the 2nd death only. The 1st death called sleep. The last enemy must
be Hell, for the grave is not the last enemy.
Say not eternal punishment necessary to restrain Sinning. No. See
men submit to 1000 privations, to war and death to avoid temporal
evils, particularly slavery.
As arsenic and other poisons cure physical diseases, so may not fire
and brimstone cure moral evil. Physicians and Lawyers perform humble offices to their fellow men compared with pious ministers of the
Gospel. The Physicians pick the thorns from their feet which stick
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in them on their way, the lawyers restore to them their packs
are stolen from them on their way, but the ministers conduct them
by the hand on every part of their journey to its end.
A II are included in Christ's purchase. Even Kings and Lords. Hence
He is said to be "King of kings" and "Lord of lords." They too are
invited "to kiss the Son," "to be wise" &c.
As we have now a more summary way of curing diseases than
formerly, so the doctrine of restitution of God's love, &c., would render the return of the sinner to God shorter and easier.
Everything shows the Unity of the human race, and that they are
included in one Salvation. Children suffer for· the iniquities of their
fathers, subjects for the sins of their kings, and vice versa, and all
mankind for the sin of Adam. Blessings are communicated to man by
man to beget universal love. Thus the Jews conveyed the Gospel to
the gentiles, and the elect will finally when they become kings and
priests to God convey the Gospel tothat part of the humanracewmich
perish in this world. Moses was prevented entering into the land of
Canaan on account of the sins of the Children of Israel. Nehemiah
prays to be forgiven
of his father.
The reprobation and destruction of the Jews predicted and connected with the general judgement in Matthew, a type of future
punishment. The former are to be restored, so will the reprobate.
The former ptmished for unbelief, so will the latter be. Unbelief the
radical sin of all sins. No condemnation but for not believing the Gospel.
The ministers complain that it is impossible to make .their hearers
feel the truth of eternal punishment. Why? Nothing in the nature of
man accords with it. Not so with other truths, as existence of a God,
&c. All drank of the water of the Rock in the wilderness. All women
and children came before God on a fast day. All come . before Him,
even the stranger,to hear his word in Deuteronomy, and to enter into
Covenant with him. Chapter 29, verse I2. All put their hands upon
the sacrifice to convey to it their sins.
May not the cause of so many' millions perishing in war from
wounds be to diffuse more extensively the fellowship of Christ's sufferings on the Cross? As there is darkness from excessive light, so
wrath appears where only excessive love was intended.
"Father, forgive them, they know not what they do" a prayer· for
the whole world, which must be answered.
Prayer natural to man. It is as true that no man liveth and prayeth
not, as that no man liveth and sinneth not.
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It is no argument in favor of the truth of endless punishment and
final reprobation that the preaching of those doctrines has been at- .
tended with and followed by benefits to the Souls of men. It is because they are blended with other doctrines that are true. Thus erroneous modes of practice from the stronger efforts of Nature, or from
being combined with one or two medicines proper for the disease, often
cure it in spite of the ignorance of a physician. The seeds of imputed
Righteousness deeply sown in our natures, discovered by our esteeming hereditary honors in men who have done nothing to deserve them,
but the contrary.
Why do we demand satisfaction for in juries? And why do we
honour military heroism and death so much? Are they not perverted
exercises of the mind intended to recognize the Atonement and to admire it? We were made for redemption. The principles of it are inherent, natural, and born with us.
The Scriptures exclude from heaven all 'unregenerate persons, but
they do not consign them to hell. The actively and negatively wicked
only are sent there. Man has a power in his Will to avoid evil and escape hell but not to renew.his nature and prepare himself for heaven.
It is said the first view or first reading of the Scriptures leads to
endless misery. So the first view of the Solar system leads to a belief
that the sun revolves around the earth. Reason refutes both. If time
is tedious in proportion to suffering, then the pains of hell may well
[be] said to be eternal, though only temporal. The 'Marquis of Mirabeau, who died of an acute and painful disease in his bowels, said in
his last hours "he endured in a moment the pangs of a thousand
years."
Hostility is most intense where there is most obligation. May not
the early, uniform, and intense hatred of the Devil to the Son of
God be owing to his having been redeemed by him? And may not
his hostility to the whole human race be owing to their all being included in the purchase of the Saviour, and of course his property?
God is undivided. His mercy must be coextensive with his justiceboth infinite.
Sin is not an infinite evil. Other [ wise 1 the infinite merits of the
Saviour could not cancel it-for two infinities, like two right lines,
could never overtake each other. "Few that find the way that leads to
life"4 should be translated that "are finding" the way, and "that walk
therein" should be translated "that are walking therein."
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It would seem as if the doctrines of partial and Universal Salvation
were guarded and preserved with equal care by divine Providence.
Hence Calvin and Luther were cotemporaries, hence Westly and
Whitefield were cotemporaries likewise. This was probably wisely intended to prevent either of those doctrines predominating over each
other, or the extinction of them, and thus to give support to the Doctrine of Universal Salvation. Both partial and universal redemption
. are true. The arguments for both are unanswerable. Of course Universal Salvation must be true. It is remarkable further that 6 Protestant Sects are divided equally between partial and universal redemption) and between necessity and free agency. The Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and Baptists hold the former, the Lutherans, Methodists,
and Quakers the latter. Again, it is remarkable the commentators
upon the Bible are divided in the same manner. Thus Henry, Pool,
Hawse, and Scott are Calvinists, Whitby, Burket, Coke and Clark
are Arminians. 42
Theashes of the sacrifices were holy. Lev. VI, verse 2I.SO the bodies
of the wicked after burning or purification will still be holy to the
Lord. May not burnt offerings typify the application of the Gospel
after the burning of the bodies of the wicked?

On the

LATIN

and

GREEK

Language

3

"Woe is me, my mother! that thou hast borne me a man
of strife! and a man of contention to the whole earth."
JEREMIAH XV, 10.

Consult the Pantheon for marks of their immoral tendency. See
also Deuteronomy.44 See Hartley, vol. 2, p. 238 and 454, and Dr.
Thos. Brown, Wm. Harvey and George Fox. Rome has governed by
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her arms, religion, and now· by her language. Languages Egyptian
jewels of which golden calves are made, or idols. Improperly called
"languages." "Classical learning," "humanity," "scholarship" applied
only to them, and "learning." Latin Schools "grammar schools" only.
All wrong!
Habit. continues after what occasioned it ceases. Latin and Greek
useful to monks when all knowledge shut up in them. Not so now.
As well might we continue the spade since the invention of the plough,
or skins and fig leaves since the discovery of silk, cotton, and woolen
cloathing.
See Deuteronomy XII, I to 5, also verses 29, 30 and 3 I. See Psalms
XVI, 4, in which David says he won't mention names &c. Also see Joshua XXIII, in which the names of heathen gods not to be mentioned.
Monuments of idolatry to be destroyed. Why not languages? But if
Latin and Greek useful to explore old works, why not satisfied with
what has been done. Shall we visit Constantinople, Smyrna, &c.? Are
we not satisfied with travels through this Country? See St. Peire on
classical education.
Different reasons for studying: 1. to read old authors. 2. to acquire
taste. 3. to strengthen memory. Methodist ministers like sea captains
who sail by tables. They do well enough. Old divines study for the
one, as Philosophers do for the other. And why not? All right. .
Mr. Nathl. Ball an eminent ejected minister, said it cost him more
(pain) to bring down his sermons to the level of common capacities
than to preach in Latin.
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Deism derived from partiality to Greek and Roman writersmorality enough supposed to be found in them.
Dead languages less necessary now than formerly. All that is
valuable in. them diffused through other and modern books.
Story of Dr. Ewing and [Euhin? ] 7 "He is no scholar, though an
eloquent preacher." Just so. Jno. Pringle. "He knows no'thing of a
ship."
As medicine and law cannot be learned by all, but are necessary to
all, why not the dead languages confined like medicine and law to
certain persons only?
Teaching dead languages irritating to tempers of Schoolmasters.
No ears pulled, no swearing, no calling beasts for ignorance or dulness of apprehension in teaching other things.
Fortunate, Sunday, nature, Fortune, all borrowed by Christians
from pagan languages, and are very improper.

Heads of a LECTURE for 1809
on the Best Means of Acquiring Knowledg

8

They are by observing, reading, thinking, recording, conversing,
and composing.
I. Observing. To be "all eye, all ear, all grasp" should extend to
all subjects and companies.
2. Reading. While observation is limited, books convey knowledge
from thousands. Voltaire's speech upon entering a library. 9 Books like
animals and vegetables produce each other. All made up of elements
of decayed substances. Remarks on Reading. Differs from study as
exercise does from labor. Selections to be made of books. Bad ones
plebeians in a library.
3. "And this I can well say, because my natural disposition inclines
me to spend that time in thinking which others employ in reading."
Sydenham, vol. ii, p. 178 0
T. Payne thought only. Thinking leads to principles. Facts-"fac
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totum" men. Like stones in a field, useless 'till collected and arranged
in a building.
4. Recording. "Studium sine calamo somnium." Voltaire's and
Edward's practice 1 -a pencil and paper as essential parts of the
f4rniture of a pocket as a pen-knife. Saves the trouble of many books.
Muhlenberg's advice to his son. Pope's practice.
5. Conversation connects ideas, multiplies apprehension, elicits
ideas by collision. Recommended it better than medical societies. Dr.
Watt's advice. Mr. Fox's speech of Mr. Burke. It is education, it is
influence, it is like readily prepared fibrin of blood, whereas reading
is chyle only to the mind. Dr. Haller, &C.
6. Composing amends ideas still more. Dr. Priestley's practice.
The hand of the liberal thus maketh rich. Knowledge by inspiration.
LECTURE

on the Medical Jurisprudence
of the Mind

I. Difference between Phrenitis, mania, and delirium as a symptom
of general fever. Many families subject to the last. See Darwin on the
influence of company and conversations in chasing away delirium.
Dr. Cullen's advise thus to prevent it.
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APPENDIX
RUSH'S

1

Medical Theories

HE rival "systems" of medicine over which Benjamin Rush and
his contemporaries contended so bitterly sprang up in the period
of transition from mediaeval to modern physiology. Physicians of an
earlier time, in the 15th and 16th centuries, still en joyed the intellectual comfort of a well-established theory upon which to base their
treatment of disease. The humoral physiology and pathology, set
forth by Greek philosophers and systematized in the Middle Ages,
had taught that the body functions through four kinds of fluids or
humors, blood, phlegm, black bile and yellow bile. Each humor was
in turn supposed to be associated with two of the four fundamental
qualities, namely, heat, cold, moisture and dryness. Blood, for example, is moist and hot, yellow bile is hot and dry. Bodily health
results from the proper balance and counteraction of the four humors.
Diseases are associated with excess or deficiency of one or another of
them. Excess may be treated directly by bleeding, purging and
sweating; deficiency may be treated by diet or drugs, for foodstuffs
and medicines, like everything else, are made up of the same elements
and partake of the same qualities as the tissues of the human body. It is
readily possible therefore to augment a deficient quality by giving the
proper food or drug. This system of medical thought was quite
plausible in its day and (generally speaking) tended toward moderate
treatment of disease by diet, drugs, rest, and physical therapy.
In the 17th and 18th centuries, however, the advance of physics
and the beginnings of biochemistry made the humoral physiology
obsolete without at first substituting an adequate body of new facts.
Efforts were made to reestablish medical theory in terms of the new
sciences. The iatrophysical or iatromathematical school, of which
Descartes was a leader, sought to explain the body as a machine and
disease as a disturbance of mechanical functions. The iatrochemical
school, under such leaders as Van Helmont, tried to deal with physiology in terms of chemistry. When Benjamin Rush wrote his doctor's
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dissertation on digestion, for example, he had to deal on one hand
with the iatrophysical theory that the food in the stomach was reduced to a state in which it can be assimilated, entirely by the mechanical action of the stomach, and on the other hand, with the iatrochemists' theory that some sort of chemical action was involved.
Such questions as these could of course be subjected to laboratory
test, even if they could not be settled at once. Medicine was thus on
its way toward acquiring an experimental outlook. Meanwhile, however, before the era of exact biochemistry, of quantitative physiology,
and of bacteriology and descriptive pathology, there was not enough
information at hand to give full insight into the problems of internal
medicine. Premature efforts to reason out the nature of disease and to
plan rational treatment led to the creation of one so-called "System of
Medicine" after another. According to the knowledge then current,
these systems were necessarily based on half-truths and unverifiable
hypotheses. Edinburgh, the foremost medical center in the last forty
years of the 18th century, was the source of most of this theorizing.
Had leadership remained with the practical-minded Dutch physicians,
instead of passing to the argumentative and metaphysical Scotch, the
transition to modern medicine might have been smoother. For about
half a century before the rise of the Edinburgh school, Leyden had
been the headquarters of European medicine. Hermann Boerhaave
(1668-1743) was its chief figure. He had watched the growth of
physics and chemistry and with .his contemporaries and pupils had
built up, without any sharp break from the ancient traditions, a sort
of eclectic system, in which chemical· and physical qualities, such as
acidity, alkalinity, saltness, tension, relaxation, etc., took the place of
the old humoral qualities. Thus chemical and physical disturbances
of organic function were accepted as causes of disease. Treatment was
aimed at the symptoms, employing drugs and diet, generally in a
mild and expectant way. When Benjamin Rush came home from
Edinburgh in 1769, an enthusiastic follower of Cullen's new ideas, he
found the old conservative doctors of Philadelphia still practising
medicine after the fashion of Boerhaave.
The advent of the rival new systems was preceded. by a wave of
discovery, about the middle of the 18th century, concerning the.
physiology of nervous and muscular tissues. The chief impulse of this
work came· from Albrecht von Haller, who (with his pupils) conducted extensive experiments on nerves and muscles and replaced the
previous vague ideas about irritability and nervous response with
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definite doctrines. His treatise De partibus corporis huma
bilibus et irritabilibus, Gottingen, 1752, was translated into French
and English (On the Sensible and Irritable Parts of Animals, reprinted with introduction by o. Temkin, Baltimore, 1936). The
subject was again expounded by Haller in his Elementa Physiologica,
. which Benjamin Rush tells us (p. 94) he read in preparation for his
lectures on physiology. Haller was not altogether correct, for when
he associated irritability exclusively with muscular. tissue and sensibility with nerves, his thought was too limited. Subsequent 18th century
writers, using a somewhat altered definition of irritability, recognized
it as a vital characteristic of the tissues in general. The attention of
physicians was thus sharply directed to the irritability of living tissues,
a.qd to such phenomena as the stimulation of muscles through the
nerves, and the nervous control of the blood vessels. It was evident
that many of the interrelations between parts of the body, previously
ascribed to the four humors, are in fact carried on by the nervous
system. Such reactions must be very important in the maintenance of
healthy function, and likewise disturbances of nerve control will produce illness.
All the new theories which concern us here stemmed from these
ideas about stimulation and response, and all went astray by making
nervous activity the chief or sole cause of· disease. Looking back at
them from the 20th century they all seem so much alike in their
truths as well as in their errors, and they are couched in terms so
foreign to our day, that it is difficult to perceive what the 18th century
doctors were arguing about. To get the right perspective it is neces. sary to study the problem from the contemporary viewpoint. Fortunately for our purpose, one of Rush's students at the University of
Pennsylvania, a young Marylander named John T. Rees, chose to
write as his doctoral thesis of 1805, Remarks on the Medical Theories
of Brown, Cullen, Darwin and Rush. To John Rees these were by no
means merely academic notions; still less were they historical concepts. They were the principles upon which he was going to take the
responsibility of life and death for his patients. His article of course
had Rush's approval and it may be considered an authentic review of
what Rush considered the issues to be.
Cullen started, as Rees tells us, by postulating that the nervous
system is the source of life, and that disease is due to failure of its
regulatory powers, leading either to exaggeration of nervous functions
(spasm), or to weakness (atony). His reasoning may best be under-
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stood through his theory of fever, which indeed was the only part of
his system which attracted wide attention in the profession. Cullen
thought that in most acute febrile diseases the energy of the brain is
diminished and this brings on general debility, setting up the "cold
fit" or chill stage. Then the vix medicatrix naturae comes into action,
inducing a spasm of the small arteries, especially on the surface of the
body. This spasm acts as an irritant to the heart and arteries, setting up
the "hot fit" or fever stage. Treatment must aim, according to the
circumstances, to build up nervous energy by restorative drugs, drinks
and diet, or to reduce it by bleeding, purging and low diet. The adage
"stuff a cold and starve a fever" is strictly according to Cullen.
John Brown stated, somewhat more specifically than Cullen, that
life is the product of stimuli acting upon the inherent excitability of
the body. The stimuli may come from outside the body or from inside (emotions and.passions). The excitability is a unit; that is to say,
when a stimulus is applied to one part of the body, the excitability
produces the same effect, more or less, in every part. The stimulus,
acting upon the excitability, produces excitement. Both stimulus and
excitement of course vary in different cases, but only in degree. Wli"en
the exciting powers, the excitability, and the excitement are of medium
intensity and properly balanced the body is in health. When the excitement is increased above or below normal the body is diseased. All
diseases, therefore, are of two kinds, called sthenic when the excitement is increased, and asthenic when it is decreased. The excitability
of the body can, however, be exhausted by overstimulation and then
indirect debility results.
The cure of asthenic diseases can be effected by stimulative treatment, as by opium, musk, volatile spirits, brandy, and nourishing
diet. Sthenic diseases are treated by the abstraction of stimuli, i.e. by
blood-letting, purging, cool air, and low diet.
Coming now to Rush, Rees cites only his theory of fever but tells
us that the system applies to all other forms of disease. Rush taught
that all diseases are due to debility, which may be either direct, from
insufficiency of stimulation, or indirect, from the after-effects of excessive stimulation. The latter state is obviously the same as Brown's
indirect debility. Both of these states, if suddenly induced, are accompanied by an increase of excitability, but if chronic both are attended by reduction of excitability. Rush thought that the exciting
causes of fever are certain irritants or stimulants which act upon the
accumulating excitability and produce irregular or convulsive action
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of the blood vessels, not merely spasm as in Cullen's theory.
Brown supposed that fever results directly from debility, Rush considered it a sign of morbid excitement "invited and fixed" by
previous debility. This morbid excitement, he believed, consists of
preternatural and convulsive action of the blood vessels.
It follows from Rush's theories that there is really only one kind
of fever. Consequently there is only one kind of treatment, that is to
say that which reduces the excitement of the blood vessels. Brown
supposed that in fever the excitability and the resulting excitement are
equal. Rush, on the contrary, supposed fevers to be the result of unequal excitability and excitement, i.e. of over-excitation, especially of
the blood vessels. "Health consists in the equality and uniformity of
them both, and the business of medicine is to equalize them in the cure
of fever; that is, to abstract the excesses from the blood and restore
them to other parts of the body." Hence the treatment of acute fevers
calls for low diet, heavy purging with jalap and calomel, and bleeding
to the limit of tolerance. These are the theories and this the practical
application in which Rush took so much pride and for which he gained
the enmity and scorn of many of his colleagues. The illogicality of
treatment which inevitably produces general debility, to relieve excitement of blood vessels supposed to result in the first place from
debility, seems never to have occurred to him.
Brown's Elementa Medicinae appeared in I780. His system of
medical thought became very popular not only in Scotland but in
Europe, especially in Germany. When Rush lost his confidence in
Cullen's theory of fever and began to formulate his own, he undoubtedly was influenced by Brown, adopting from him the idea and
terminology of indirect debility. He considered however that his own
views formed a system of medicine distinct from Brown's, whereas
contemporary German and British medical writers, misled by the
similarity of terminology, thought of him only as a follower of the
Brunonian system and as the man who introduced it to America.
Very likely it was to combat such a notion that Rush in I 805 encouraged John Rees to write a dissertation comparing the current
systems and demonstrating the independence of Rush's views from
those of Brown. The error, however, persists to the present day, even
in such careful books as SudhofPs Geschichte der Medizin. It would be
a satisfaQtion to Rush to know that at one of the meetings held to
commemorate the 200th anniversary of his birth, Dr. Owsei Temkin
of the Institute of Medical History, Johns Hopkins University, once
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, more attempted to set the matter straight, pointing out that Rush had
most decidedly developed the idea of indirect debility in his own
special way. It is certain enough that in 1798 Dr. Kuhn, Dr. Currie,
William Cobbett, and all the others who protested against the excessive purging and bleeding, thought that it was Rush's own system
they were fighting.
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Background of the Speculation
of 1791-1792
"funding system" BR meant the proposals, which finally
B culminated
in the Funding Act of 1790, that the U.S.,government
y

should consolidate the federal debt incurred during the Revolution
and also the debts incurred by the States on behalf of the war effort,
replacing all the outstanding obligations by government bonds.
Certificates: A large part of the federal debt, twenty million Q.ollars
or more, was represented by certificates, i.e. loan office certificates
and various promissory documents issued by the quartermaster's department and the commissary in payment for supplies bought or
seized during the war. Unlike the Continental paper currency, the
certificates of indebtedness never completely depreciated. In Pennsylvania especially, where a large portion of such government paper was
held, there was agitation as early as 178o in favor of Congressional
support of these credits. By legislation in 1785 and 1786 the Radical
government of Pennsylvania assumed on loan all United States
certificates held by citizens of Pennsylvania and undertook to pay the
interest on them.
Needless to say, the maneuvers to maintain the value of the
certificates provided a tempting opportunity for speculators,who
bought up the paper from hard-pressed original' holders and held it
for a rise or against ultimate redemption. Speculation was intensified
when Hamilton's plans for rehabilitating the federal finances carne
up for debate early in 1790. Various impracticable proposals were discussed for repaying at least partof the money to the original lenders,

